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SUMMARY 
The changes in mechanical properties and structure 
which occur when metals are deformed to high strains by cold 
working Are summarised frcn the published llterature, with 
particular emphasis on the behaviour of iron. In ddd1tion 
to this, the effects of second phase particles, the deformation 
behaviour during machining and the influence of strain history 
on dIlctile fracture are also outlined. 
The restUts of mechanical. tests, carried out at 
various stages of deformation, are compounded to show the 
overall changes in mechanical properties occurring during 
the process, which are then interpreted in terms of the 
results of structural investigations and fractogra~. 
Investigations have included a number of different 
steels, which were selected and heat treated in order to 
investigate the fund~ental changes which occur, the affect 
on deformation and subsequent fracture of free machining 
additions and the affect of a dispersion of hard particles. 
It is concluded that deformation is microscopically 
heterogeneous, that changes in mechanical properties are 
associated with the formation and subsequent behaviour of 
an increasing number of microbands in the substructure, that 
ductile fracture is nucleated at pre-existing fracture centres 
which are formed early in the deformation process and that 
these pl~ an important part in the mechanism of machine 
chip fr'rIIlation. 
An important, previously unreported strengthening 
mechanism is seen to be operating in one of the steels. 
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Betore I began the stu~ of electricity. I resolved 
to read no mathematios on the subjeot till I had first read 
th~'ough Faradqfs experimental researches on electrioitl. 
For instance, Faradq, in his minds eye, saw lines 
ot toroe traversing all spaoe where the matheJllaticians saw 
oentres ot foroe attracting at a dist8lloe: Faraday saw a 
medium where they saw nothing but distanoe I Faradq sought 
the. seat ot the phenomena in real aoticns going on in the medium, 
while they 'fere satisfied that they had found it in a pOtrTer ot 
action at a n1stance impressed on the electrio tluidB. 
Maxwell J. Clark, 
Preface, Treatise on Electrioity Be Magnetism 
Vol. 5 Jrd Ed. 1692. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INm>roC1l0N 
Metallurgical operations involving plastic deformation 
as the basic processing vehicle general~ share two objectives. 
One is shape change and the other property control. The latter 
usual~ comes from structure regulation. 
The basic deformation ~ occur under stea~ state, or 
non steady state conditions, in times ranging fram minutes to 
milli seconds, at temperatures from cryogenic to near melting and 
under stresses ranging fran a few pascals to many mega pascals. 
The scope is so great that it is impossible to treat every aspect 
in a single project. 
There is no question about the need for fundamental 
understanding of structural changes occuring, as technological 
adv'lllces depend to '\ large degree on awareness of the interpl.gy 
between structure, composition and properties. In order to 
achieve desirable properties in an appropriate shape, it must be 
recognised that processing has structural effects. These m~ 
be unspecified or unexpeoted, but they ought to be understood 
and possibly exploited. 
The structural changes m~ aSSUMe additional importance, 
because whether or not there is a fracture in a given engineering 
situation, may actua1~ be determined by the processing history. 
This thesis describes the results of a study of the 
property changes and structural changes which occur when selected 
steels are deformed to various de~rees of strain by cold rolling. 
I t summarises the principal findings of previous work and compares 
the current results with various theoretical models of plqatic 
deformation. 
The work began with a plain carbon steel, as a study of 
the deformation behaviour of a body-centred cubic m~terial. Following 
work by Clough (1) lluttall (2) and E'Qurbakhsh(3). On face-
centred cubic metals, indic'lting anomalies in the deformation 
behaviour and properties after deformation to high strains 
1 
The observation of heterogeneous unstable shearing in 
bands within the material led to a series of exper~nts to campare 
the results with a steel containing manganese sulphide inclusions 
and also one containing manganese sulphide plus lead. This was 
because metals are Imown to deform by heterogeneous unstable 
shearing during machining, with little understanding of the 
mechanism and the fact that manganese sulphide inclusions and 
lead have long been added to steels to promote this behaviour in 
the so called "free machining steels if • 
The fact that these soft inclusions defo~dan4 perm1~ted 
shearing to occur at the particle metal interface, led to a 
similar investigation into the behaviour of a low Carbon steel, 
heat tre'lted to give a structure of harder carbide particles in 
a soft matrix, in an attempt to shed more light on the mechanism 
of high strain deformation by inhomogeneous shear. 
In each case the effect of the deformation on subsequent 
fracture has also been studied. 
2 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIFW OF PREVIOOS WORK 
2,1 Introduction 
A complete coverage of all work published. in this very 
complex field is obviousJ.t beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
Therefore, this review of the work at other researchers will be 
l1m1ted as much sa pOS81ble to expel':imental. results which are 
relevant to this study', tryi!lg to give as accurately as possible 
a current picture of the situation. 
The results reviewed w11l natural..ly be D1OS't.q ~ar sleels, 
but where relevant to the underststtUng at the results ot th!s 
study, results for other metal.s w1ll be included. 
The meohanisms o~ deformation wU.1 be reviewed aDd a 
S'WIID9.17 made of results for iron and steel in terms of the dislocation 
.movements taIdng place at low strains. The development of sub 
~ctures, the 1ntlwm.C9 of gra1n boundarieS, the de~ormat1on 
behaviO'Ul' of al101's contairdng secODd phase particles and chaDges 
1n mechanical properties with strain w:Ul also be 8WIIlIJ8r1sed. 
The under:q1ng theme which w1ll emerge hOlll the results 
is local plastic instab1l1ty. lG the pa:st, most work on this has 
been 1n stud:1es at mach' ne oh:1p formation, where it ocoars 
through the whole volpme of the metal be1Dg studied 8I¥i 1s 
th~ore more eas~ recognised. Because of this, a review 
at the mechan1ams at chip formation wUl also be included, 
alcmg with surveys of the effects of lIJ8llg8D8se sul.~de particles, 
lead add1t1tions and the deformat1on behadoar of maDgaDese 
sulphide. 
Beccm.se of the intimate COJll'lSotton between defCll'Mtion 
and the ductile .fracture process, this w.Ul also be re'Y1ewed, 
with particular enqi)aa18 on the 1DtJ.usnce of stress state, 
aeformation pattern, strain history aDi the presence of other 
phases. 
2,2 Mecban18l11S of detormat1op of metals 
2.2,1 Slip 
rnt£OdUct1on - Metals undergo permanent deformation when 
stressed beyond their elastic l1m:1t, accompent-ed by changes 
in their ~ical. am 1II8chantcal. properties. 
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Numerous early investig~tions of the nature of this plastic 
deformation, ma~ using single crystals, have been described 
in books by Elam (4) and Schmid and Boas (5). '!he most important 
conclusions were that deformation occurs b.1 translational slip. 
One part of the crystal. sliding as a un1 t across another part. 
The deformation was shown to be inhomogeneous, with intense 
plastic strain on certain slip surfaces, while the l~ers of 
crystal between these are almost undeformed. 
A discrepanc,y of several orders of magnitude between 
Frenkel's classicsU. estimation of the theoretical shear strength (6) 
and the MUch lower strength at which crystals were observed to 
.u,p led Taylor, (7), Orowan (8) and Polanyi (9) at about the 
ssme time to independently postul~te that slip occured consecutively 
over the shear planes by motion of dislocations. 
This was' followed b.1 countless pa.pers on the basic 
structure of d1sloc~tions, and their formation and motion, which 
have been reviewed mAnY times in journals (1 ()"21 ) and in books 
(22-26) to mention just a few. The work on direct observation 
of dislocations by optical methods, as well ~ by Y-ray techniques 
and electron microscopy has also been adequatelY reviewed (27) 
(28) and also the general properties of dislocations and applications 
of d1sloc~tion theory in the book by Friedel. (27) In addition 
There have been some beautiful mathematical studies by Bye (29), 
Bilby et.ai. (30) and D18llY others. 
Directions and planes of slip. 
Slip is anisotropic, oocuring more readily along 
cEJ'ta.in crystal planes and directions. It has been established 
(4) (5) that the slip direction is that along which the atoms are 
most closely packed. Thus body centred cubic metals slip along 
{In} in { 110 } planes which Are the highest density planes. 
'lhese are not greatly superior to {112 }, and {123 } planes, which 
are also high densit,y planes. There is thus a total of 48 
possible slip 8.1Stems. 
Iron has also been shown to slip frequently on A 
corrugated surface like a bundle of pencils sheared along their 
length, termed pencil glide. (31) The slip surface is regarded 
as a prismatic c,ylinder, made up of strips of slip planes 
intersecting in the cammon <Ill> direction. 
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§dge dislocations 
Dislocations are generally able to glide in a slip plane 
containing both disloc~tion line ~d its Burgers vector. Since 
these are perpendicular for edge dislocations, an edge dislocation 
is coni'il1 cd to one plane. n-tey may move in a direction normAl 
to the slip pl~e into p.<U"allel slip planes in some ci.rClUlUltanoGs. 
by a non conserv~tive process called climb (32). Because this 
is dependent on the migr~tion of vacancies, it is often non 
unif'orm, nith the dislocation line partly in its original plane 
and partly in an adjadent parallel one. 1he line segment between 
these two planes is termed a jog. Such jogs do not impede the 
motion of the dislocation as they ere themselves edge dislocations 
which can glide in the same direction on an intersecting slip plane. 
For appreciable climb, large numbers of vac~cies ere 
required. Conversely, dislocations forced out of' their slip plane 
will create sheets of vacancies (or interstitial atoms). 
Any line, straight or otherwise which has the Burgers 
vector f'or its normal, qu!llif'ies as an edge dislocation. 1hus 
the pencil glide ref'erred to above could be pf'ssible in the case 
of an edge dislocrlt1on hl\v1ng an irregular shaped boundary in 
its extra h~f sheet of ~tams. Smaller sheets are also possible 
which are totlllly enclosed in the crystlll. Seitz (33) has called 
this a prismatic dislocation. 
Screw dislocations 
The definition of a screw dislocation, requiring the 
dislocation line to be parallel to its Burgers vector, means that 
its line must either be straight and parallel to the slip direction, 
or contain ~ edge disloc~tion segment. ihus there is no irregula,p 
screw dislocation. However, there is no non conservative 
motion (22), the dislocations being free to move on allY cylindrical 
surf ace having the slip direction for its axis. Thus screw 
dislocations are able to generate the wavy slip surf'ace observed 
in pnctice (31) by cross slip. lhey may also cross slip to go 
around an obstacle and then cross slip a second time back onto a 
plane parallel to the original one. This being termed double 
cross slip (34). If part of' a screw dislocation undergoes 
double cross slip the resulting multiple jogs are edge dislocations 
which pin the rema1n1.ng parts of the screw d1~location during 
further glide. This creates dislocation dipoles and eventually 
loops. This can be the beginning of' a Frank Read scource to 
help increase the dislocation density (35). 
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Interaction of dislocRtions 
The processes described above ~e not the only methods 
of jog formation. Jogs m~ also be formed by the inter~ctions of 
gliding dislocations, (22) or by the inter~ction of ~ gliding 
dislocation with a forest of dislocations. As noted alreaQy, 
jogs on edge disloCRtions do not in generAl impede their motion, 
while those formed on screw dislocations m~ pin them. The 
interaction of two screw dislocations (23) creates jogs equal 
to the Burgers' vector. These c~ g~ide ~ong the dislocation, 
and attaCh themselves to an edge component before the screw 
begins to glide, or alternatively they m'<!y be towed along non 
conservatively, creating vac~cies or interstitial atoms in their 
wake. This requires a higher stress and thus contributes to 
hRrdening. 
2.2.2 Twinning 
The second important mechMism by which a metal CRn 
deform is twinning. A good review of this topic has been 
published by Hall (36) aIIld another more recently by Mahaj~ 
and Williams. (37) 
Unlike slip, the lattice is not identic~ before and 
after the deformation. During twinning, the planes of atoms 
shear in such 1\ way thl\t the twinned portion is related to the 
parent crystal by a mirror reflection across a plRne of~~ 
oalled a twin plane. Also, slip occurs in discrete multiples 
of atomic SPRCing on rell\tively widespread planes, but in the twinned 
region, every atomic plane is involved in the deformation. 
The strain Rccomp~ng twin formation is small compared 
to that which results from continuous slip (38) The importance 
ot twinning in plastic deformation therefore, comes fram the fact 
that orientation changes accomp~ing twin formation may place 
new slip systems in fl\vourl\ble orientation for more slip to 
take place. 
\fuen slip is difficult twinning a nd fine slip may take 
place conaurrently. (37) This behl\viour is promoted by low 
temperattU-es, increasing strain rate and in the case of face-
centred cubic, by low stacking fault energy. Thus iron may be 
twinned by impact at room temperature or by slower deformation 
~t low temperatures to form narrow lamellar twins known as 
Newnrum bRnds. 
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Twins cnn form in !'l.bout 3 micro seconds (39) vlhereas there is a 
del~y of several m:DJ.iseconds before fl slip bAnd is formed. If 
twinning occurs during n tensile test, it genern~ly produces 
serr~tions in the stress strnin curve. 
It hilS been demonstrAted in columbium (BCC) thAt 
processes thAt CAuse t~led dislocation cell walls inhibit 
twinning. (40) Cox (41) et.al. ~so showed this for iron, 
c.emonstrllting that I~l: prestrain Ilt room temperl'lture incref\sed the 
resolved she"!r stress for twinning t'I.t - 1960 , I'lnd that higher 
prestrrlns suppressed tl-dnning tU together. ihllt the disruption of 
long rfUlge order suppresses tninning was first suggested by 
Lllves, (42) Rnd has now been verified in most c~ses •. 
The exact mechnnism of twinning is not yet known, 
although m~ ingen:Sous models have been proposed. Cottrell 
~d Bilby (43) first proposed a so called pole mechanism, 
involving the rotation of f\ pArtial dislocation Ar~ A 
dislocntion vlhich hR.S a component of its Burgers vector normal 
to the twin pl1Ule, generAting a tl>r.ln layer At eR.ch successive 
revolution. 
A number of others models proposed Are similar to this 
(44-47) I 1f.hile sorne authors claim that twins grow by repeated 
nucleation at obstAcles to dislocfltion motion. (48-49) A more 
detailed description m~ be found elsewhere. {36} (37) 
2.2.3 Microcr~ck mech~sm of deformation. 
A microcrack mechanism of high strllin deformation has 
recently been suggested by Walker and Shaw (50) who determined the 
stress-strain charActeristics of a number of steels while using 
variable normal stress on the she'll" plane. They found th'lt 
the strain hArdening bec~e nega.tive at high strrdns prior to 
gross fracture, and suggest from this ~d from ASsociAted 
acoustic measurements, that microcracks are responsible. 'lhey 
believe that these form, re-weld and re-form sever~ times as 
strain proceeds and that normal stress on the shear plane shifts 
the equilibrium in the direction of crack disappearance, 
postpOD1J:lg: gross fracture. 
In IUl earlier paper, (51) Usui, CujrAl & Shaw sheared a 
projection fram a ductile block of metal. 7bey concluded in 
this case, that the large strain obtained before separation could 
not be the result of dislOCAtion motion in a homogeneous solid 
and that such strains are tile result of 'wAlking' of microcracks 
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of small lateral extent across the shear surface by rupture-
welding-rupture c,yclic process. 
Walker ~d Sh~w believe that this concept of deformation 
by microcrack appearance; and disappearance is important in 
most high strain processing operations and in metal cutting. 
2.J 'lb.e structure of cold worked irop. 
2.3.1 Introduction. 
Considerable progress has been made, in our understanding 
metdic structures since Hirsch et.al. (52) fust used transmision 
elecu-on microscoPY' to study dislocation structures in tUWIlinium. 
Body centered cubic metals have not been qu1te as extensively 
studied as face centered cubic metals; but the main features of 
the deformed structures are similar for high stacking fault 
energy materials. An excellent review of deformation structures 
tor both FCe ~d Bee materials, has been complied by Nuttall. (2) 
A SUMmBr,f of the principal findings related to dislocation 
substructure in Bee metus a.t strains up to 30% has been made 
by Keh and ~leissmann (53) J who concluded thRt the deformed 
structure of iron and the BCe refractory metals are very simUar. 
ibis surveY' \'lUI be lim! ted to the structure observed 
in Iron gnd steel, beginning with a broad description of the 
general teatures, followed by a discussion of the processes 
occur1ng at each stage of the detormation. 
2.3.2 The structure develoJ2!!d in Iron with increasins strain. 
'!he deformation structure of polycryst:ul1ne iron or steel 
depends on the type and level of defDrmation. For example, the 
strain after stretching in tension is macroscopically homogeneous, 
whereas sm~l ··.-ouo'tll of strain by rolling, produces a series of 
deformed and undeformed blocks which merge into each other as 
the deformation is increased. (54) ~ith increasing strain the 
grains become distorted and the dislocation density is increased, 
(55) but their distribution is far frOJll uniform. 
For less thaD 1 % strain the dislocations produced. are 
relatively straight and distributed un1for~ throughout each 
grain. (53),(55). From 1%-3% strain jogs begin to appear on the 
dislocations isolated dislocation loops appear and dislocations ot 
different Burgers Vectors begin to interact, forming clusters 
\'dtbin the grains. After about 3% strain the clusters join together 
to form a cell structure. 
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Beyond 9-1~p strain, most grains are subdivided into well defined 
cells, the walls of which are t~led dislocation networks, while 
the dislocation density iri the inte~ior is reported to be low. 
vl1 th further increAse in deformation the cell walls become more 
sharply defined, tflld aligned in certain crystallographic 
directions, ~d the overall dislocation density increases. (5S) 
SOMe workers still speak of cells at ver,y high levels of 
strain, but as the cell walls become sharper ~d misorientation 
Rcross them increases the,y are often termed sub-grains. 
A sub-grain is normal~ associated with the development 
of a cell, the difference lying in the degree of mis-orientation, 
this being 20 for a cell (56),(57),(58),(59), and up to lOo-l~ 
for a sub-grain (60) (61), lmich 1s regarded as a small grain, of 
the order of Microns in size, the boundar,y is of the cOMplex 
low angle type. 7he sharpening of the boundaries is thought 
to be a thermal process of polygoni89tion dur1ng which cross 
slin I\lld climb take plJf.ce, 10l-1ering the lattice strain energy (62) 
Relatively scant attention hIlS be.n given to structural 
developm6.llt of material strained above 30%. In recent years, 
electron microscope observations have been carried out both on 
foils ,roduced parallel to the rolled sheet surface and 
perpendicular to the rolling plane but parallel to the rolling 
direction. For rolling plane foils, the structures have been 
poorly defined, cOllllllonly reported as fA cellular structure ,nth 
a high density of dislocations.' (63) Observations perpendicular 
to the rolling plane, ~rere in contrast well defined, being made 
up of numerous elongated cells. (64) Smith (65) and Dunn (64) 
have reported that regions with high misorientations showed a 
l..;rell defined small sub-grain structure. 
It was observed by Goonenow (66) that cell structures 
differ on approaching grain boundaries, cell size becoming smaller 
~d mis-orientations becoming larger than in the grain centres. 
SOMe stUdies (64)(65) (67) (68) have included measurements 
of cell size and mis-orientation angle as a function of cell 
sub-grain orientation, indication an isotropic stored energy of 
deformation, which has since been shown to be important in the 
development of texture (63), 
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The shlipe chqes of the initial equiaxed CIt l1s during 
deformation are not yet understood. Tbe,y do not as expected, 
undergo the same shape change as the bulk material in order to 
form the elongated sub-grains, 8 ince the observed sub-grain 
size is alw~s greater than expected, indicating complicated 
sub-boundfU'Y' formation effects and sub-grain growth JIlU8t occur 
(67) (68). Langford And Cohen (67) observed considerable 
shape modifications, by subdi'rision, and also by coalescence. 
Embury et. ale found thlit only the edge dimension of the substructure 
gave any meaningful infomation regarding the changes of structure 
occuring during the rolling process. 
Ieh and Weissmann (3) noted the sharpening of cells into sub-
grains, and a relatively constant sub-grain size beyond 3~. 
they also found even at high deformations, sane areas existed 
nhere the dislocation density was high and the cell structure 
poorly developed, but did not develop this idea ~ further. 
2.3.3 Band Structure 
'!he structure of metals after deformation has not been 
found to consist entir~ of dislocation cells or of elongated 
sub-grains. Since the early years of metallography, it has been 
observed that a series of bands f'Ol"II in the structure, indicating 
that the structure is far from homogeneous. Barrett and others 
(69-73) fi'st showed that as deformation increased, there was a 
progressive growth in the mis-orientation between bands, distiDguiah1Dg 
these defomation bands (as they called them) from mech8l'1ical 
twins. Deformation bands have been observed in ~ llletals 
and Barrett (73) considers it not unlikely that they- occur in all 
FCC and BCC metals. A thorough review ot early observations 
• has been given ~ llLller. (74) 
'!he tendanqy for cr.ystals or grains to form deformation 
bands has been seen to depend on the orientation of the crystal 
relative to the now direction. For example iron having a { 110 t 
or {111} axis parallel to the COIIlpNssion axis does not tOl'lll 
deformation bands, but all other orientations become banded. (7S) 
Walter and Koch (S9) (76) and also Hu (77) observed 
defarm.d, oriented single crystals of Silicon-Iron b1 transmission 
electron microscopy-. '1h81 shOKed that the boundaries between 
the Dltually mis-oriented deformation bands, which form in 
certain directions relative to the rolling direction, are actua.ll¥ 
composed of a number of almost parallel elongated SUb-grain8 
constituting a micro-band. 
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Electron diffraction revealed rotations across the 
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micro-bands of up to 30 » but mis-orientations across neighbouring 
segments were ~ a few degreese These micro-bands were termed 
~ansition bandS by ~lalter and Koch. '!he importance of transition 
bands as sites for nucleation of recr,ystallised grains was clearly 
demonstrated, but ~t this stage there was no s,vstematic examination 
of the oonditions under which such regions of lattice curvature 
.could be created during deformation, or of their behaviour during 
further deformation. 
The most important conclusions of the most recent reviews 
(78) (79) are the observations that:-
1. Transition bands Are ~ important mechanism whereby high 
lattice ~rvature and high stored energy ~ develop within 
a material~ 
2. Transition bands are important as sites for nucleation of 
recr"stallised grains, and in the development of 
recr"stallisation texture. 
J. That further work is needed before there full significance 
is appreciated. 
Another observation of bands of deformation which ~ 
be relevant, (80) although not observed in iron yet, 18 the 
reporting by Ml. tchell Chevrier, Hockey and Monaghan ot a previously 
unreported type of deformation band in Cu-Al alloys, which 
appeared as units by an abrupt process without tiPle resolution. 
'l.lley suggested a dislocation avalanche mechan1s1'l1 of formation in 
a: glide plane or group of planes as a ccotinuation ot the _cbaniall 
by which slip lines tirst appear. Large numbers of dlslocatiOll 
s'cources along :'l slip line concentrate the applied stress 
sufficiently to generate an avalanche involving JIW1Y bundreds of 
~slocations, moving at high velocity and the intense stress 
f~ld associated with them propagated with a velocity close 
to that of sound. 
Dislocation avalanche mechw8JIlS have been disCWJsed 
~ Orowan. (81) 
Brown (82) has also carried out some interesting work 
on band structure. H. shoved that in AlWll1nium sheet atter high 
strains, deformation blUlds inclined at 350 to the sheet surface 
caused marked displacement of the grain boundaries. 1'h •• e baDds 
became more numerous with increasing .train and passed r1cht 
through the gl'Ut) boUfldal'i ••• 
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At this stage Brown oalled them shear bands ~83) (84). The 
IIlA.terial within the bands was highly deformed and to fine too ~~ 
examined by electron diffraction. 
2.).4 The formation of deformation structures. 
Large ,jogs and loops. 
As described in section 2.).2 large jogs on screw 
dislocations and isolated loops occur in the early stages of 
de.formation, tlS is COJlll'tlon to all Bce materials which have been 
studied. The most widely accepted theory of their formation 
is that first postulated by Johnston & Gillman (83) who suggested 
that double cross slip left jogs on moving screw dislocations 
which retarded their motion. These lett either trails of 
point defects, or dipoles of positive-negative edge dislocations 
behind theIll. 1he portions of the screw dislocations which 
underwent oross slip can act as Frank-Read sources on a new 
slip plane. 
Fourie and vl1lsdorf (84) in the absence of visible 
barriers to Ctluse cross slip, considered their formation to 
be due to the condensation of point defects on gliding screw 
dislocations. It has been suggested by Nott (85) and accepted 
by others (53) (86) that cross slip can be 1n1 tiated to by-pass 
another locked paralled screw dislocation. 
The large jogs are not considered to be the results ot 
dislocation cutting as described in section 2.2.1 (53) as this 
mechanism results only in unit jogs, whereas the jogs observed 
are otten m~ hundred angstroms. 
Dislocation Tangles. 
The mechwSlIl of formation of dislocation tangles is not 
.tully understood. WUsdorf et. ale ( 87) thought that the large 
jogs and elongated loo~s lying outside the slip plane were the 
nuclei of dislocation tangles, proposing a lIl8chaniSlll based on 
vacancy condensation, but leh and \leisaman(,3) conclude that 
a secondar,y slip s.ystem is necessar,y to interact with these 
jogs, since single cr,ystals of silicon iron oriented for single 
slip did not show cell formetion. 
Cell Structure 
'!here are several views of the fOrMation of cell 
structure in the literature. Gq & rel~ (88)(89) suggested 
that the cell structure could be ldentitied with deformation 
bands and that the cell size was probably equal to the JII1n1.nlum 
distance between slip bands. Xeh and Web8man however, point 
out (S3) that cell formation precedes the appearance ot slip 
bands, and the average size of cells is swler than the averce 
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spacing of s~face slip b~s, so the structural interconnection 
is not yet proven. 
Seeger (90) thought that scre't,y dislocations piled up 
against some kind of barrier to produce cell Walls l-dlich he 
identified ns tilt boundaries. But piled up groups are rarely 
if ever observed in Bee metals, and the nature of the boundaries(91) 
in iron is asymetric boundaries l1Tith predondntmtly twist components 
so the Seeger model at least needs mOdifYing. 
Chanees in cell structure with strain. 
I t has been shown (53)( 92) that the cell size decreases 
sharply with increasing strain and then levels off. Keh and 
~leissman conclude that once an ul t1rnate cell size has been 
established for a given temperature and strain rate, no additional 
dislocation tangles can be formed within the cells. To explain 
the accommodation of additional strain, they favour a mechanism 
first suggested by Li(93) that dislocations in the cell walls 
I1'18Y move co-operatively without generating any neu dislocations. 
Although this has not been observed, except in Zinc (94h tbe 
fact that cell walls tend to -a.lign themselves in crystallographic 
directions, identified as the traces of slip planes on the foil 
surface, indicates that this is a reasonable assumption. 
Langford and Cohen (61) found that dyn8lllic recovery 
was occuring at high strains during wire drat~ with both 
cellular refinement ~d cell coalescence occuring, involving 
cell wall migration and the migration of 'h junctions' along 
the elongated cells 
transition binds 
An anal.ysis of the origin of transition banda has been 
made recently by Dillamore et.al. (18) who suggested that they ma;y 
arise in 4 W~I-
1. Some relative rotation will generally follow if as a 
result of local differences in stress state, different parts 
of the crystal undergo different strains. Bands forming 
by this mechanism will invariably form in polTcryatals and 
the rate of formation of bands by this mechanism should 
dindnish with strain. 
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2. When strain throughout the crystal is hOlllogeneous and 
specified in all its components, it is still possible that 
different combinations of slip systems may separately 
yield the imposed strain in different parts of the crystal, 
giving different slip rotations and causing relative 
rotation. '!he likeU:hood of such banding will depend on 
the number of indepen~nt slip systems. 
3. A macroscopically imposed shape change is achieved for 
lower energy expenditure, if the total strain is sub-divided 
such that different regions of the crystal undergo different 
strains and again rotate relative to each other. This 
should occur in polycrystals similarly to category 1. 
4. A crystal mq be orientated in such a way that it does 
not rotate When subjected to a specific strain, but saall 
displacements in opposite senae trom the initial 
orientation cause the tl-10 orientations to continue to 
diverge. 
They also anAlyse the development of transition bands 
by rotation due to slip and describe the possibility of predicting 
deformation and transition bands fram orientation considerations. 
Richards and Ormay (9,) have shown that during rolling 
of polycrystalline iron, rotation from (001) . [10] towards (112) 
[110J occurs. DillaJ\'lore and Roberts (96) have also shown that 
local curvature ~bout the transverse direction occurs during 
the rolling process, due to dislocation storage during deformation. 
2,4 '!he l>ehayiour .9£ ,grein bO\llldaries during deformation. 
2.4.1 The deformation of pOlycrzstalline aggre gates 
ProbablY the most obVious feature of a deformed metal 
is the distnrted grain shape. '!he early theories of defonllation 
of polycrystalline metals by Taylor (97) and subsequent workers 
(98-100) assumed that continuity of the metal across the grain 
boundaries was maintained by each grain undergoing the same 
shape change as the overall material in which it was embedded. 
To produce this they 8lIlPhasised the importance of JIIU.ltiple slip. 
Some striking exceptions to this behaviour have been 
noticed (1 01 )(, 02 ). 'nle assumption on which this theory is 
based is that the deformation is homogeneous, but observations 
suggest that this is not true. To avoid the complications of 
multiple slip, D1llamore and Roberts (103) used the concept 
that grain continuity is maintAined not by imposing a fixed 
shape change, but by inhomogeneous defomation. 
'!hey suggest that while there may be some multiple slip in the 
region of the grain boundaries, the interior of the grains deforms 
on single or duplex slip systems. 
Peck and '!homas (1 01) found that during wire drawing of 
iron. tungsten and niobium grains do not become cigar shaped, bUt 
ribbon shaped and curled about the wire. Hosford (1 02) f'ound 
similar curled grain shapes in compressed aluminium specimens, 
and in both cases MS given calculations explaining the tendency' 
of' individual crystals of' suitable orientation to deform by 
plane strain, with grain continuity being mldnta1ned by the 
bending of grains about one another. 
2.4.2 H1gh angle boundaries. 
High angle boundaries are now considered to consist 
of an ~angement of dislocations, (101)( 104) but as their arrangement 
is very ccnplex (105) they are generally regarded as a tree 
surface. The importance of grain boundar,y barriers to dislocation 
movement and scources ot stress concentration is pointed out 
by Clareborough & Hargreaves. (106) Dislocation pUe ups at 
boundaries havef'requently been observed, _for sxalllPle in austenitic 
stainless steel by ~elan et.al. (107), but have not been seen 
in body centred cubic metals. Brandon and Nutting (108) and 
leh and ~'ieisman (53) have shown that points of high stress 
concentration such as local weak spots or grain corners, can 
act as profuse dislocation scources. 
In the early stages of plastic now only certAin grains 
are favorably orientated f'ar slip and this must be accClllllOdated 
in neighbouri~ grains. OgUvie (109) has studied the continuity 
of slip across grain boundaries. Li v1ngton and Chalmers (110) 
alternatively studied the discontinuity of slip across 
boundaries, showing local nucleation of slip in adjoining grains. 
Aust and Chen (," ) have shown that slip is 1Il0re 
effectively inhibited as the orientation difference increases, 
th1lS resulting in additional planes being stressed above the 
cri tical shear stress. Umano and Shinoda (112) have also proposed 
that grain boundary dist-ortion depends on the orientation 
difference and the shape of the boundar,y. 
For materials such as iron, Hook and ll1rth (113) 
consider that local stress concentrations at grain boundaries 
aid the nucleation of secondar.y slip across the boundar,y, but 
that this mq only propagate a short distance into the next 
grain it the applied shear stress is less than the local now 
stress. 
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More uniform distribution of dislocations is reported tor lower 
misorientations (114)(115). 
2.4.) Low angle boundaries. 
Low angle boundaries are described in many texts (116) 
( 117 ). '!hey Are much less cmplex than high angle boundaries, 
the simplest types being ~ line ot edge dislocations torming 
a tilt boundar,y and a line ot screw dislocations, which form 
a twist boundar,y. The angular misorientttlons are only 1_20• 
They are produced during slip and create misorientation 
between adjoining parts of the crystals. They may be of mixed 
type but can stU1 be pure tilt if all the edge dislocations 
are of one sign and all the screw components alternate in 
sign. The,y do not present as great an obstacle to gliding 
dislocations as do high angle boundaries. 
Interaction between gliding dislocations and various 
boundary arrq8 has been studied by Li (118) who concludes 
among other things that they have long range stresses which 
contribute to work hardening and that simple tilt boundaries 
resist penetration b.Y rarelle1 dislocations of different Burger's 
vector, by slip or climb, not l11Uch more strongly than the 
nearest single dislocations in the boundary. 
In their latest work, Langford and Cohen (119) suggest that at 
low strains, the average cell Misorientation is small, so glide 
dislocations cut through nearly all cell walls, which behave 
like dislocation forests, while at high strains, most ot the 
cell walls become impenetrable and behave like grain boundaries. 
They postulate a critical misorientation somewhere between 20 
and 1 00 tor their Fe wire below which the cells are penetrable 
and above which theY' are not. 
Low angle boundaries ~ be glissile or sessile. 
Boundary motion was tirst observed by Parker and \i'ashburn (120). 
A simple tU t boundAl'7 mq move by glide with all the dis10oations 
remaining in their planes in the boundarY". Resistance to this 
is due to the force between dislocations. 
A boundary with two sets ot dislocations m~ split 
as one set moves to the right and the other to the lett. 
SimilarlY' with three or more sets, there being a pressure tor 
separating Any two sets. 
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For all dislocations to move along the boundar,y 
normal so that the boundary moves as a whole, requires both 
slip and climb. (therefore mass transport). In addlti,. -the 
aotion is resisted by the forces between dislocations tending 
to hold them in lI'lin1Mum energy configuration. (121). 
As mentioned earlier, stab -grain boundaries are also 
regarded as disloc~tion configurations, defining regions with 
misorientations up to 1 00 , but their constitution and behaviour 
during deformation is not understood at this time. 
2.4.4 Deformation textures 
'lbe development of texture does not plq an important 
part in this work, but is never the less an illlportant aspect 
of deformation to high strains. lhe numerous early papers on 
the texture developed during roiling of iron and steel, 
have been adequate4r reviewed by Dillmore and Roberts (1 22) 
and more recently by Hu et.al. (123) and also by Grewen (124)· 
Comparison of observed and predicted rolling textures 
by ditterent theories has been carried out by Ddllamore and 
latoh (125), who show that the IIIldn features of exper1mBntall¥ 
observed texture are best predicted by a homogeneous strain 
theory based on the Tqlor theory of plasticity, with rotation 
of the slip direction toward the axis of extension until a 
stable orientation is approached. 
'lbe differences that stUl exist have their origin 
in the aSSUlllPtion that the strain is a homogeneous plane 
strain and recent modifications (12S) have been made based on 
changes in the nature of the applied strain and allowing for 
interaction between grains. Grains with soft orientations 
yield first undergo. sane hardening and develop1Dg stress 
concentrations before their harder neighbours begin to deform. 
Analysis predicts the stablilisation in BeC _tals 
of orientations near {11'} <'10> and {111} <112> which is what 
is observed. 
A tun analysis of orientation behaviour during roll.1ng 
has been carried out b7 DUlamore and latah (1 26) for Bce metals 
and for FCC metals which deform by simple glide. 
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2.5 The relat10nshin ot properties to structure. 
2.5.1 Changes in mechanical properties with strain. 
Dramatic increases in the yield stress and ultimate 
tensile strength of metals after deformation, along with a 
corresponding decrease 1h ductUi ty, have been known tor man;y 
years. This phenomenon of work hardening has been used 
industrialb' to harden metals which do not respond to heat 
treatment. 
In a tensile test, work hardening is manifested in 
the rising of the stress strain curve in the plastic region. 
Up to the UTS the stress needed to produce turther plastic strain 
increases with strain. At the UTS the deformation becomes 
unstable and is concentrated in the neck of the specimen until 
failure occurs. 
That the effect of unrelieved plastic strain is 
additive is shown by unloading a specimen in the stable plastic 
region and then re-testing. The elastic strain is recovered 
during unloading, but the plastic strain remains. The yield 
stress in the second test is then the same as the plastic 
stress before unloading. 
1~ theories of nork hardening have emerged and 
have been the subject ot critical reviews. (22)(121)(126). 
M,:)st of the work has been concerned with the develoJXll8nt ot a 
description of plastic behaviour in terms of dislocation theor.1, 
with very little attention given to the strengthening mechanism 
operating dur~ mechanical world.ng processes such as roll1ng 
or wire drawing, where the large plastic strsins involved make 
it difficult to correlate the observations with any elementary 
dislocation theory. MIury workers teel that at large plastic 
strains, aJV' treatment must be in tems of the behaviour ot 
complex groups ot dislocations, and although Li (118) has done 
valuable theoretical work calculating the elastic properties 
of dislocation groups, a selt consisteut model for large 
plastic strains seelll8 as yet impossible. 
The overall work hardening behaviour ot iron during 
continuous deformation, has been studied by Langford and Cohen (61) 
who carried out tensne tests on wires drawn to spec1tic strains. 
AsBWld.ng that wire drawing strains and tensile strains are additive 
they dret., an overall stress strain curve for the wire drawing 
process showing a linear harden:1Dg rate tor strains f'roDl 1 to 1. 
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Similar results were obtained by Clough (1) (129) who 
tested a rtUlge of FCC materials a.tter cold rolling, shmd.ng 
approxim~tely linear hardening rates for copper & Aluminium. 
One material (70/30Brass) sh~led a distinct change in the hardening 
rate after a true strain of 2. Henderson et.al. (130) did simUar 
work to Longford and Cohen testing chranium wires after various 
deformations. It can be shown fran their results that Chromiwn 
also has a linear hardening rate, very close to that of iron. 
In a cOOlprehensive study of a FCC metals and dilute 
alloys Nuttall (2) found linear hardening rates during deformation 
by' cold rolling tor all the materials in his study at low strains. 
For large strains some.terials (Ni, Cu-1 CY'~i, and Ag) showed 
discontinui ties in the curves or plateaus, "Mch Nuttall showed 
were identifiable with the onset of dynamic recrystallisation. 
This was not seen in the microstructures of the metals which 
showed linear hardening rates right up to the highest strains 
investigated. 
2.5.2 The strain hardening coefficient 
Tensile stress strain curves have been used more than 
any other test results to obtain information concerning the 
strength, ductility and strain hardening behaviour of metals. 
1he variation in the slope ot the curve between the yield point 
and the ultimate tensile stress, reflects the extent of work 
hardening of a material. '!bus the decrease in slope ot the 
curve as the UTS is approached, indicates a decrease in the work 
hardenicg rate with increasing strain. 
Actually So metal continues to strain harden all the wq 
up to tracture. 1b1s may be seen using the true stress-true 
strain curve, based on the actual cross sectional area ot the 
specimen at any instant. The true stress is the load at aIV'" 
instant P, divided by the cross sectional area at that instant A. 
P 1 
(] · I i 
and the true strain is detined (131) from the change in length 
rehJ!l'Efdto the instantaneous gauge length as 
L 
£ • 1n-Lo 
ibis curve is Also knotm '-IS Ii now curve, as it gives the stress 
required tor plastic now at any given strain. 
Many at teDl:pts have been made to quant11';y the work 
hsrde~ behaviour of a metal, by fitting a mathematical expression 
to the now curve. 
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The most common being ~ power expression similar to that 
developed by Hollomon (132) 
a. KEn 
where K is the strength coefficient (the stress at £ .1) and n 
is the strain h~dening coefficient. 
I t has been shown (131) the strain hardening coefficient 
D is numerically equal to the strain at which necking occurs 
£ • n u 
and since the strain at which deformation becomes localised 
constitutes the tensile limit of the material, n has been used 
as a measure ot tormab1l1ty (133) and in evaluation of residual 
ductility. Values ot n are given by various workers (131 )(134) 
(13~) tor different materials. 
Values of n are normally foUnd tram the slope ot a 
log-log plot ot true stress against true strain, but Carreker 
and Hibbard (136')< 13f> have shown for both copper and alwdn1um 
that this does not g1ve a straight line and hence gives ambiguous 
results. The use of the Hollomon equation therefore does not 
seem to be adequate tor &11 materials, but it has been shown 
to be satistactor.y tor steel. (13t) 
Other empirical equations by Ludw1k, Swift and Voce 
have been cOJllpared with the HollOJllon equation by neemola and 
N1eminen (13l> who conclude that deriv1Dg vBlues of n !rem n • E:u * 
is otten m1sle~, and that for most cases the Voce equation (1)9) . 
£1 ts the stress strain data more accurately. Bowen and Partridge 
(134) also cast doubt on the rel1abUity ot n and K values and 
suggest the use ot the proot stress-tensile stress ratio as a 
better strain hardening parameter. 
2.$.3 Strengthening due to substructure 
It has been shown (135) that the Hall Petch relationship 
( 136)( 137) for the change in flow stress a f due to a change in 
grain size d, a. a + kd-I 
f 0 
where a 0 is the Mction stress opposing slip and k is a constant, 
is valid tor most polycr,ystall1ne materials, suggesting that the 
,- ~ Ad _. term is an expression ot the resistance ot the grain 
boundaries to the propagation of slip. 
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A number of workers have applied this to the strengthening 
effects of sub-grain· boundaries, but contusion exists as to the 
value of the subgrain diameter exponent. 
Embury et.al. f68), for ferrous materials in which the 
sub-grain size decreased with drawing strain, found. • greement 
using an exponent of -t, while Langford and Cohen (67) in 
sim1lBr experiments on Fe wire found it necessar,y to use an 
exponent of -4 
Argument RS to the correct value of the exponent has 
been considered by Hutchinson and Pascoe (138). For FCC metals 
there is considerable contusion; some workers suggesting that 
the approRch works for Cu (139) and Al (1 ItO) and others (141-) 
indicating for the same materials. that strengthening mechanisms 
involving sub-grains m~ not obe,y a Hall Petch type relationship 
at all. In view of this contusion the strengthening effect at 
sub-grains will not be considered in terms of a Hall Petch 
Rnaly'sis. 
A cOl1lpr8hensive review of substructural strengthening 
has been given by McElroy and Szkopiak (142). 
2.5.4 DYpamic recover[ 
Dynamic recovery and recrystallisation, although 
ueually associated with hot deformation, has been found to 
occur during cold working also. Bullen and Hutchinson (143) 
worIdDg on copper and aluminiUJll, tound a recovery process 
superimposed on the basic strain hardening mechanism, so that 
hardening RDd recovery were occuring ai:mul taneOWJ17 at high 
strains. They found that recovery co-incided with a stabilisation 
o~ the oell sise. Nuttall (2) suggests that as their strains 
were only up to 3~, Bullen and Hutch1Dsons results may simply 
be a change in now stress trail that due to gliding dislocations 
tol'llling cells, to that due to a Hall Petch type relationship 
once the cells have formed. 
We18aman et. ale (144) found for aluminiwn that sub-grain 
boundaries attained a constant dimeusion and sharpened without 
further increase in interior dislocations. This same phenomenon 
was later found by" E'lIIbury et. ale to be occuring in other FCC 
metals (68), but not in BCC metals to the same extent. They 
attributed the greater work hardeniDg of iron than copper 
differences in the extent of dynamic recovery. 
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They concluded that the cell walls formed during detormation act 
analogously to grain boundaries and suggested that the stable 
cell size was a balance between barriers created. and those 
destra,yed by ~c recovery. 
Dynamic recovery has also been studied in FCC metals 
by other workers and has been very well reviewed by Nuttall (2). 
In their investigations of cold drawn iron wire Langford 
and Cohen (67) deduced that the almost constant sub-grain size 
at high strains was a result of the production of cell valls by' 
polygonization being almost balanced by strain induced recovery. 
'lbey proposed a mechanism for rec:J) ~ery in which low angle 
boundaries migrate along higher angle boundaries in the form 
ot 'h junctures' untUablihilation of these occurs. 
In later papers Langford and Cohen (145)(146) have 
shown that sub-grain mis-orientation increases with strain, 
as does the spread of orientation, with misorientations of 1 rf 
being found for strains in excess of 2 and as high 88 l~ for 
strains Of 5. ihey confirrtted that dyn8lll1c recover,r takes place 
(146) but is slower than the refinement caused by cell formation 
for BCC metals, and suggest that at high strains the high 
misorientation sub-grain boundaries are acting as grain 
boundaries. 
2.6 DefOrmation of allgrs conta1n1ggl!coDd phase particles. 
2.6.1 Introduction. 
There are three basic possibl1ities tor the behaviour 
of particles during defomation (141). 
1. Matrix dislocations can run through the particles, 
causing them to be split at high strains and eventually 
dissbl'nKt. 
2. Particles can deforlll the lIlatrix without being d1s.~ • 
.3. They mq pl)Ssess mechanical properties such that they-
cannot be deformed. 
Ot these types of behaviour, only categories 2 and .3 
are relevant to this work. Manganese sulphide inclusions tall 
into the second category and their behaviour will be reviewed 
first. This will be followed by a review ot relevant wark carried 
out for alloys in category .3. 
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2.6.2 The deformation of 11gS. 
Early observations ot the deformation ot rt1S 't'lere 
undertaken because of the relevance to the IIlachinabUity of 
steels and have been recently reviewed by Segal (148):. Van 
Vlack et. ale proposed (149) that the defom~bUi ty of 1tIS· inclusions 
was increased by' increasing silicon conten\ suggesting that the 
inclusions were enveloped by silicious material during rolling 
and that this allowed the development of hydrostatic pressure as 
well A.S shear stresses around the inclusions, thus increasing 
the plastic slip within them. This was 19ter discounted because 
ot the work ot Yeo, (150)(151) who showed that the Si simply 
reduced the Oxygen concentration in the inclusions, reducing 
their hardness and increasing their deformation relative to 
the steel. 
A detailed stuqy of the deformation of pure ~ was then 
undertaken by Van Vlack and co workers (152) who observed that 
at room temperature, the ductlli ty was limited but increased when 
the sulphide was completely surrounded by a steel matrix. In 
fav~~oriented inclusions they found slip lines on the polished 
surface of inclusions, with the ferrite matrix slip lines bending 
to coincide ldth the slip pl~es in the inclusions. In a detailed 
study, Ch8.0 et.al (153), used both single Q17stal and poly'crystall1ne 
specimens to stUdy dislocation mechanisms in manganese sulphide. 
He found that the primary glide system was {11 O} <11 0> with a 
secondary glide system developing on {'1'} Cleavage occured on {100} 
and also secondary cleavage on {1 1 O} These findings being 
consistent with other materials having a sodium chloride 
structure. Further work (1$4)(155) on deformation ot oriented 
single crystals of ?fns and hardness studies concluded that the 
deformation of manganese sulphide relative to steel is related 
to the relative hardness of the two DlIlterials under arI¥ given 
conditions. 
BoniszewsId and Baker (156) extracted rolled inclusions 
trom a fracture surface parallel to the rolling direction and 
found some of these sufficiently thin to be transparent to the 
electron beam. Their observations ot ver.y mobile dislocations 
moving in the electron beam coaf1rm.ed the observations ot 
vlood and Van Vltlck (1S2) that manganese sulphide does behave 
plastical17 at room temper~ture. 
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They specifically explain the fact that 1t1S inclusions do not 
affect the fatigue properties of steel, claiming that stress 
concentrations are not generated at the interface and cracks 
are therefore not nucleated, because the l~ can acco~" 
the strain. 
Much of the work on high temperature deformation is 
not relevant to this project, and for this the reader is referred 
to the excellent review b7 Segal (148). However Gove and Charles 
who studied JlI8.ng!U18se sulphide at high temperatures also 
investigated the relative plasticity,{1S7)(1S8) studying in 
detail the decrease in rel~tive plasticity with incre~sing 
deformation previously observed by others (1S9(160){161)(162). 
the reasons for this are complex, but Gove suggests tour inaportant 
oontributing faotors. 
1 • The inolusion becomes surrounded by a shell of harder 
MAteri~ because of different rates of wark hardening 
in the inclusion and the matrix. 
2. Friction g,t the inclusion IIl8.trix interfllce illlpedes 
deforMlltion. 
3. The matrix is constrained in trying to now over the 
inclusion 
4. The surface energy or the particle opposee increasing 
deformation when the surface to volume ratio becomes large. 
He showed that the last factor is effected bY' the size of the 
inclusion as would be expeoted, and that this is a s1gni1'1oant 
effect when the surf~ce to volume ratio becomes large. Baker (1 S9) 
has estimated the energies involved, showing that the importance 
of this increaces rapidly as the inclusions get smaller. He 
showed that for ~ 20 lim diameter inclusion reduced 91&%, the 
interfacial energy is 2% of the deformation energy, while for 
a ~m diA%lleter inclusion under the same reduction, it is 20% 
2.6.3 The fOrmation of voids 1l0VDd ~ Particles. 
'!he nucleation of voids around pArtioles of lilS has 
been studies by several workers., Brooksbank and Andrews (163) 
suggest that because the strength of the sulphide/nmtrix bond 
is low, separlltion of the interface occurs during cooling frODl 
the hot working temper~ture, due to differenoe in thermal expsnl10n 
ot the two phases. Baker (159) however found tha.t inolusions were 
in oontaot ld. th the matrix when he examined the material ahead o£ 
the crack in a f'rRcture toughness speo1Jllen. 
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This was indicated by cracks within the particles even though 
extensive void formation was associated with the failure. Hozasu 
and Kubota (164) also observed both sulphide fracture and 
interface decOhesion and noted that the interface separated 
mare easily at low temperatures. They postulated that the 
interface was weaker in this case, but it could also be due to 
unrelieved stress in the matrix. Cox and Low (165) tested 
rolled sheets in tension and noticed that voids form first 
on the larger particles. 
2.6.4 Deformation in allgys canta1n1g£ hard particles. 
According to Ashby (1 66) when alloys in the third 
category are plastically deformed, the particles cannot deform 
with the matrix and some dislocations become 'Geometrically 
necessary' around them to nvdntain continuity. These are said 
to form secondary shear arrays at large particles (above 300 nm) 
involving local lattice bending. While for particles less than 
1 00 nm. (166) (167) prismatic dislocation loop arrays are formed 
with no bending of the lattice. 
The main features of the deformation of the matrix (147) 
(168)(169)(170)(171) are high dislocation density at relatively 
low strains, because of the fact that the particles act as 
dislocation B ources and barriers to motion. 1he normal cell 
structure does not farm so easily forfLne particles and once it 
does form (at higher strains) it is finer. For coarser 
distribution, cell structures s1m1lar to those of pure metals 
are produced, but the mis-orientation across the boundaries seems 
less than for the pure metals. 
An excellent review of all these points has recently 
been written by Onel. (172) 
2.6.5 The fomation of voids in qstems cant£pins hard particles. 
A comprehensive review of this topic has been publiShed 
by Argon, 1m, and Safoglu (173) so it is only intended to SUlllllSl"iae 
the work in current literature for systems containing 1IIJd8!(t~ 
particles. Edelson AJld Beldwin (174) suggested that the ductUity 
of a two phase alloy- of this sort, depended only on the volume 
fraction of inclusions and was independent of particle size and 
.pacing. But this is now disproved. Paln1er and Smith (175) 
studied internally oxidised Cu-5i02, in which they could easily 
control the dispersion of silica particles. They found that 90idI 
formed first at larger particles by decohesion of the particle 
matrix tnterface. 
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By their calculations the interface tailed at such lower 
strengths th~ it theoretically should have, so the1r conclusion 
was that stress concentration occurs by dislocation interaction 
around the particles. They found a strong temperature depenc¥nce 
of the effect of particle size on void nucleation and thought that 
this Has due to a change in stress concentrl'ltion rather than to 
inc~asing surface :bension pressure around smaller particles •• 
Void initiation around spheld..1.ised carbides in steels 
Ha.S studied by Tsuyoshi, Inove, Shushi and Kinoshita (176), who 
fOUnd that void initiation occured in the late stages of 
deformation when stresses were large and that as the interparticle 
spacing increased, so did the strain to initiate voids. Their 
explanation was that stress relaxation occured around the particles. 
They assumed a critical dislocation denSity for void formation, 
so that for increased inter-particle spacing, the dislocation 
density surrounding the particles decreased, making larger strains 
Decessary to achieve the critical density. 
Broek (177) 1n a study of aluminium alloys concluded 
that voids onlY formed late in the deformation process, that the 
cohesive strength of the interface in these alloys is ver,y strong 
and that voids only formed at high stress levels when the,y were 
able to grow in a direction perpendicular to the tensile stress 
and coAlesce almost instantaneously. He: noticed also that voids 
formed at lower strains on isolated large particles, altered 
the stress concentration and influenced the final structures. 
Butcher (178) found in copper-o:xygen alloys that voids 
formed b,y cracking of particles and by de cohesion at the interface. 
The larger particles cracked and the smallest remained coherent. 
He favoured an explanation based on macroscopic stress concentration 
around the particles, rather thAn a dislocation model. 
There are mal\V' complicated mathematical models 
postulated concerning the onset of void formation. It is not 
intended to review these in detail, as they are not really 
relevant to this project and they have been reviewed b,y Argon 
and Safoglu (173) and by Segal (148) 
There has been confUsion concerning the growth of voids, 
once formed, under the influence of further strain- This ~ 
possibly' be illustrated by reference to papers by Cbrland and 
Plateau (1 79) who assumed the crack grew perpendicularly to the 
applied stress, and Ashby (180) who showed that the cavity in 
tact elongated in the direction of the tensile stress, and thAt 
the VOlUMe increased linearly with strain. 
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2.7 14etal Cutting 
2.7.1 Introduction 
Good revietofS of the mechanics of metal cuttings have been 
published by Ernst (181) in 1951 and by Finnie (182) in 1956. 
Hore recently mch has been written on the subject, the best 
summary of which appears in a book by Arnerago and Brown. ( 1 83) Doyle 
and Samuels (184) have also published a review paper, with 
pru-ticular emphasis on the forntation of the lamenar chip structure 
by shenring. 
2.1.2 Current mechanisms and controversies 
In recent literature three types of chip formation are 
recognised (183). 
Type 1 Discontinuous chip f'ormation. '!his involves periodic 
rupture so that the chip forms as small seperate segments. 
1YPe 2 
Type 3 
Continuous chip formation, involving a plastic flow, 
or Shear process. 
Continuous chip with a built up edge. In this case a nose 
of' material periodic~ builds up and breaks aw~ 
from the cutting edge of the tool. 
For a type 1 chip, the clearest demonstration that the mechanism 
is periodic shear in well def'ined planes has been that ot Doyle, 
(1 87) lIDO showed by SEH that the fracture surfaces of the chip 
segments parellel to the shear plane showed elongation dimples, 
indicating failure by a ductile rupture process involving the 
formation and li.nId.ng of V"biis, presumably at second phase 
particles t.o. thin the nlU"row shear bands. 
For the case of type 2 or continuous chips, there is 
Ii ttle doubt that the process occurs by plastic flow (or shear). 
But there is considerable controversy about the actual mechanism. 
~~e all recent observations emphasise the heterogeneous nature 
of' the plastic flow, giving rise to the characteristic laIIellar 
formation, there seems to be little real insight into the mechanism 
or mechanisms which give rise to this plastic instability. 
Generally, published models f'all into one of' two shear models. 
A thin shear zone model similar to Piispanen, (18) Ernst (185) 
and Nerchant (186) with simple shear on a plane running fran 
the tool point to A. point on the free surface, and no flow on 
either side of this plane. Or a thick shear zone model, 
proposed by Pal1I1er and Oxley (1 88), Okushima and Hi tom! (1 89 ) 
and others. 
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Type 3 chip formation models are basically s1lllUar, 
,,11th consider'ltion being given to the now IU'1d seperation ot 
metal around the tool nose. 1'h1s nom'llly comes under the head1ng 
ot secondary shear. It has been reviewed by Doyle (1 84) and 
discussed by Trent (190) and will not be considered in detail 
in this review, as only the inhomogeneous pr1.mal7 shear 1s 
relevant to this project. 
The following are some ot the models which have been 
conceived to explain the detarmatibn process occur1ng in the 
primary shear zone. 
1 • A very rigorous approach by von Turkovi tch (191) 
considers the energy balance in chip fOl"lllation and concludes 
that there are two distinct processes tollowing one another. 
(1) A unitorm compressive detormation causing work hardenins 
and a build up ot shear stress such that large nUMbers ot 
dislocations are created at points ot high stress concentration. 
(11) 1bis leads to an adiabatic generation ot heat and a tilling of 
the shear stress, with the "mole process repeatiDg itselt in 
a periodic manner. The detailed microscopic mechan1slllS 
involved are not well understood. 
Recht (192) mel Lemaire and Backoten (193) have also 
advanced the adiabatic shear concept to explain chip formation 
at high speed and at relatively low speed respectively. 
'!he evidence advanced tor adiabatic shear 1s that 
white etching bands torm along the primary shear plane. 
However this cannot be taken as det1n1 te evidence of anathermal 
sotteniDg process since white etching l.,ers can be due to a 
number at structural teatures (194)(19S). 
2. At very small depths at cut, the lamellar spacing 1s 
very small. RamaliDghaJll and Black (196) suggest that this could 
be the result ot the increased strain rate (y .. ~ ) where v c 
is the chip velocity and d the depth ot cut and that the thermal 
instabUity model at Von Turkovitch l1lIq apply. However, Doyle 
and Agban (197) in a study of chips produced by tine 6r1nding 
and polishing, suggest that the fine lamellar Sp9.Cing is due 
to the extremely tine lIl1crostructure developed during the 
detormation and conclude fram thejr observations that the tiDe 
lIl1cr08tructure is developed prior to plastic instabUity, 
instead ot as ~ conseouence ot some adiabatic condition, 
3. KollWlduri and Brown (198) and Brown and Luong (199) 
take ~ different view, suggesting that Microcracks are responsible 
tor the observed plastic instability causing lamellar tormation. 
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They ex8llline Quickstop chip sections (199) and ConV1llC1ng17 
demonstrate that microcracks do occur, even in continuous chips. 
They note that the density of cracks is greatest near the tool 
nose and Rt the tree surface and suggest that a fine lamellar 
structure ~ be generated b.Y the therm~ instability model. 
So one is still lett in doubt as to the which mechanism is 
important. 
2.7.3 The shear stress in the metal cutting. 
The shearing stress during machining of metals has been 
tound (183) to be considerably higher than the yield stress determined 
by tensile tests on the wark material even when extraneous eftects 
such as rubbing on the tcP.l clearance face am pre now, are taken 
into account. It seems wazthwhUe to briefly look at some ot the 
proposed explanations. 
Merchant (186) proposed that the yield stress was 
increased by high values of normal stress on the shear plane, 
but work by Bridgeman (200) and later by Crossland (201) has 
demonstrated that the shear stress is not inf'luenced much by 
hydrostatic stress, although the rupture stress is. 
Following the theory of' size effect tor single Cl7Stals, 
Backer, MarShall and Shaw (200) and Shal-T and Finnie (20) proposed 
that the increase in shear stress was due to the small size of the 
deformation region, in the cutting process, but ·the evidence 
for this is not conclusive. Experiments have shown (204) that the 
most likely cause of the apparent increase in shearing farces 
at smAll depths ot cut, is the greater prominence of' rubbing 
torces on the clearance tace ot the tool. 
A number ot workers (203)(205) have claimed that the 
high Shear stress in metal cutting was due to work hardeniDg, but 
later evidence (206)( 207) indicates that this is prObably not 
the case except at very low cutting speeds. 
Consideration of' the mechanism of yielding at high 
rates of' strain indicate that high strain rates may be the cause 
of' yield stresses above the static value, even though it has 
been argued that in metal cutting the opposing effect ot high 
temperature in the shearzone cancels this out (203). 
Cottrell (206) has described a mechanism ot yielding at 
high strs.1n rates, which suggests that above a critical strain 
rate the yield stress is independent ot both strain rate a1'ld 
temperature. 
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He represents grain boundaries and other obst.e:les to slip as an 
undulat~ stress field. \llhen the applied stress is less than the 
internal stress the dislocations cannot pass the obstacles unless 
they are provided with sutticient energy fran thermal vibrations 
ot the lattice. This depends on time and temperature, so the 
yield stress will be intluenced by both strain rate and temperature. 
It however t.he applied stress is greater than the internal stress 
then rapid slip w1l1 occur and the yield stress will be independent 
of strain rate, He predicts that at high strain rates, the 
yield will be higher thllD the static yield stress, and above a 
certain rate it will be independant of strain rate, with sudden 
and catastrophic straining at ~ applied stress level such 
that no work hardening ,,·Till be observed. This can be represented 
by' a flat topped stress strain curve as in tig. 2.1 
Same years before Cottrells discussion ot dislocations 
at high str.!dn rates Drucker (208) suggested a fiat topped stress 
strain curve tor metal cutting. More recently Kobayashi and 
ThOlllSOD (207) have applied Cottrells explanation to the metal 
cutting situation, showing that the shear stress is higher than 
values at low strain rates, and that its lIUtgnitude is independent 
of the telllperature rise during detormation and also independent 
ot work hardening. 
2.7.4 ~e ettect ot m'nponese sulphide additions. 
Improved macbinabUi ty" in steels has been long associated 
with a large volume fraction ot mBDganese sulphide inclusions. 
However, the mechanisms proposed in machining literature to account 
tor the beneficial etfect, as "nth aI\V' particular additive, are 
many and. varied. Division of opinion exists between investigators 
in attributing the major activity of the inclusions to either 
the rrtmar;y shear zone or the secondar:r shear zone around the 
tool nose. 
Shaw et. al. (209) and Rubenstien (210) suggest that 
manganese sulphide inclusions act as stress raisers in the 
primary shear region, in which case the shape size of the 
inclusions beCalleS more 1mportant. this argument is supported 
by' the work of 1lessling (211) who increased the hardness of 
the lnclusions by addition ot seleniWl and tellurium aDd obtained 
hrther improvements in machinabUity. 
Merchant aDd Zlatin (212) found that sulphide l~ra were 
formed on tool llurtaces and suggested that these act to reduce 
the coefficient ot sliding trictlon. 
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Trent (213) also observed a lAYer of sulphide on the tool, 
I'\dmitting the possibility of lubrication effects just in the 
region "mere the metal leaves the tool, but he suggests that 
condi tions of seisure exist between the tool and the chip, which 
makes discussion of triction in this contact region meaningless. 
Shaw et.al.(2Q9) carried out a series of friction tests, concluding 
that lilS lfl'\S not a good lubricant in air. 'lhis appears to make 
the lubrication hypothesis less attractive. 
Trent also suggests (213) that sulphide inclusions 
play a major roll in the secondary shear, being drawn out into 
fine stringers and acting as z6nes of weakness, reducing thestress 
in the secondaJ7 shear sone. He has recently suggested (180) that 
they mq appear in this region and on the tool surface by extrusion 
out of their sockets in the metal l1kEi toothpaste from a tube. 
llessl1ng (211 ) 81Jggest,s that the temperature rise with 
iJlcrease in cutting speed reduces the stress am therefore the 
inclusions cmnot act as stress raisers (or zones of weakness). 
His suggestion is that the most important feature of sulphide 
inclusions (as distinct from, say oxide inclusions) is their 
ability to defom plastically over a ldde range of temperatures 
so that they can participate in rather than hinder the shear 
process. 
I·fore direct studies of machining tree machining steels 
have been carried out by BJazra et.al. (214) and by Iwata and Veda 
(21 S) who observed chip formation directly, wi thin the specimen 
ch8llber of a scanning electron microscope. 1.hey both showed 
cavities forming at the particle matrix interface, frequently 
associated with cleavage cracldng of the sulphide particles. 
Ms suggests that the inclusions act as stress raisers. Hasra et.al. 
point out (214) that the volume percentage of sulphide particles 
in steel is only about 2% and hence one could only expect a 
very small reduction in shear force requirements in both the 
primary and secondary shear zones. 'Bleir conclusion is that 
the main explanation of the effect of 1ilS particles is the 
diss !pation of thermal energy in the primary shear zone, 
p'rOJllot~ plastic now, and precluding the poss1bUity that 
the,y act as stress raisers. 
2.7.5 1he effect of lead additions. 
Although it is the most ldde1y known tree machining 
additive, lead is not so COlllllOll in steels. 
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~'Jhen added to steels it is generally associated with a large 
volume fraction of MnS p~ticles as is usual~ tound attaabed' 
to these as a tail at each end. (190) 
'!he action ot lead in prOlllotiDg better machinabUi ty 
has been rationalised (1 84) in terms of its effect on both the 
primary and secondary shear zones. Lead particles in the primar,y 
shear zone ::::'e presUlIIed to reduce the area capable of withstanding 
the applied shear strength because of their own low shear strength. 
1"l1th regard to the effect. ot lead in the second81"7 shear zone. 
several investigators (216)(217) have noticed that high concentrations 
of lead appear on the smooth back face of the chip and on the 
tool surface. suggesting that lead acts as a lubricant between 
the chip and the tool. 
The actual !llechanism by' which lead achieves its purpose 
is still uncertain. and in SCJlle cutting conditions it is actually 
detrimental (190) causing rapid tool ~ar. 
2.6 Fracture 
2.8.1 Introduction 
To give a detailed and comprehensive picture of such a 
complicated subject as fracture would require t.. more t1Dle. study 
and courage. than is ava.Uable for this project. ihe DWIIber of 
books. reports IUld publications in recent years. devoted to scne 
particular aspect ot this general problem. staggers the iIIlagiDation. 
No attempt will be JIlSde to review all the fracture models which 
have been proposed in the past. Rather the aim will be to review 
same ot the more critical experimental results. trying to give 
as accurately as possible, a current picture ot the situation. 
wi th particular emphasis on the influence ot stress state. 
detomation pattern. strain history and the presence ot o"t1Ier 
phases. 'lhese variables are known to be 1lI1portant in altering 
the fracture Characteristics and in assessing fractures resulting 
from high strain deformation processes. 
Fraotures are frequently' classi1'1ed as ductUe or brittle 
based on the gross energy absorption or shape chanee accOlllPau.yiJJg 
the process. In a polycrystall1ne material they are also classified 
by the morphology of the path. as intergranular or transC1'78talllne. 
These classifications are important, but do not realll' det1ne the 
fracture process sufficiently to be able to predict or understand 
the behaviour undel" cond1tians relevant to h1gh strain proce8s1Dg. 
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In po1,ycrystAlline mn.tftr1.IIlls- brittle. traftlS'C17stall1ne 
:rr-.... ll,.as !Teou.nt.lT occur at low temperatures by separation 
along crystallographic planes, (cleavage planes) under the action 
of a nomal stress. ·vath the exception of lace-centred cubic 
metals which do not cleave, lTlBtals have one or more specific 
planes on which they sepsrate. Cleavage has been extensively 
studied, as a result of the lIlaD1' catastrophic failures which 
have occured by this type ol fracture. However, since metals 
are not normally processed in a temperature range in which 
cleavage occurs, it will not be discussed in aqy great detail. 
Extensive studies have been carried out which indicate the 
directions to go when attempting to remedy situations in which 
accidental cleavage fractur.es are 8D001IItt.eI'IIiduring deformation 
processes. Indeed, the whole science of fracture mechanics has 
developed fram these experiments and the concept of differentiating 
between crack initiation and propagation. A fracture m~ be 
clearly ductile when considered as a whole; yet additional and 
yaluable information is gained if it is knOttlIl that the initiation 
was ductile, requiring say 30% elongation, while the propagation 
was brittle. ihe problem comes in being able to distinguish 
the point at which fracture can be said to have begun, and is 
particularly troublesome in cases such as this project, when 
one is thinking about the effect of prior deformation on the 
fracture process. 
It has been shown (218)(219)(220) that for brittle 
fracture of polycrystalline steel" microcleavages torm during 
the modest detormation preceding fracture, generall1 separating 
an entire grain, final separation then occurs by the extension 
and linkage ot these cracks. 
In this review, the aain concern frOlll here on w1ll'1:e 
ductile fracture, since this project is concerned with metslB 
undergoing deformation to high' strains ~ The very name ductile 
fracture indicates that it takes place after considerable plastic 
deformation 
2 • 8.2 Ductile fracture II18chan1sms 
Although there are variations in the mechanism ot 
ductile fracture far different specimen shapes and tor speciftc 
metals and alloys, it appears from. the literature that there are 
two basic modes involved, a 'fibrous' mode and a shear mode. 
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Fibrous fracture is char~cterised by the formation and gr~fth 
of voids nucleated by non met~ic inclusions and second phases, 
leading to a fracture surf~ce covered with equtaxed dimples. 
1'he shear mode on the other hand gives rise to fracture surfaces 
ld. th strongly oriented parabolic dimples and particularly for 
some classes of materials, the mechanisM is not so well understood. 
The shear M')de of ductile fracture (221) occurs in ~ Situations, 
including the outer-portion of a cup and cone fracture. 
Tensile fracture of sheet material, and the fracture of some 
materials under hydrostatic pressure. French and Weinrich (222) 
have recently published a paper collating earlier results with 
more recent work together ~li th a good sUJlU'lllrY of the basic mechanisms. 
Basic mechlUl1sms leading to the various types of fracture surfaces 
which are commaDly observed in practice will now be described. 
1. Cup-cone tracture. 
A typical cup-cone fracture surface (fig 2.2) ccatalns 
a central transverse region exhibiting large equisxed dimples 
and n sloping outer region covered in shallower elongated dimples. 
ille mechanism of this type of fi-acture is well understood, mainly 
fram the work of Tipper (?23) Rogers (224) and Putttick (22$)(226). 
During initial uniform detormation, small voids form at inclusions 
or second phase particles. A neck tarms as deformation becomes 
localised by plastic instability, developing tri-arlal stress 
components and causing intense void tormation, growth and 
coalescence in the centre of the necked regi<m. A central cavity 
develops, corree ponding to the equiaxed diIIlple part ot the fracture 
surtace. Detormation in the rim is then concentltated by the notch 
effect of this cavity into s:>nes of high shear strain approximately 
450 to the ms. Sheets of voids are then nucleated in these shear 
zones and these coalesce to torm the elongated dimple part of 
the fracture. 
No specific mechanism was proposed by Rogers (224) for 
the formation of the sheet voids in the shear zone. '!bey have 
been shown (227)( 228) to form at inclusions in materials which 
contain large numbers ot tine inclusions. French and Weinrich, 
however (221 ) have shown that in materials ld thout such inclusions. 
no sheet void t'ormation occurs prior to fracture and the elongated 
dimI'les on the fracture surface tom during the tinal act ot 
fracture. 
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According to Rogers (224) the mec1um18J11 1s modified in larger 
specimens, the central cavity being extended acrosa the plane 
of m1n1 mum cross section in a series ot zig-zag crack extensions, 
each occur1ng by the sheet void mecbsn1sm, until it &s11y 
reaches the specimen surtace in one large step tormlng an outer l:lp. 
11 Doub1e-C1!P fracture. 
lbterials with tewer incluaions (229) tend to taU by a 
double-cup mechanism, tollow1Dg the sequence at events shown in 
fig 2 • .3 (222). A typical fracture surtace (fig. 2.4) consists of a 
dimpled inner region and an essentially dimple tree outer region. 
Later in the detcrmation process when a well developed neck exists 
a zone at shear develops across the specimen neck (fig. 2 • .3a) 
and voiHa develop in am around this shear zone. These then 
~ 
coalesce to form a central cavity (t1g2 • .3.~) corresponding to 
the dimpled portion of the fracture surfaoe (2.30). For larger 
diameter specimens, void coalescence occurs in the central cavit;y 
on a number of intersecting shear zones, lead1ng to the kl.nd 
of zig-zag cavity described by Rogers (224). The central cavity' 
then grows (fig. 2.3 c Be d) by a process Jmown as 'duotUe cutting', 
tne most Ukely explanat1.on tor wtdch is that of Rogers, (2.31) 
who suggested that the tip of the cavit;y sl1.ps apart as a constra1ned 
single crystal. The next grain is thus exposed to the same cODdj,tiOl18 
and. a slip fracture surface is created, produc1ng the d1mple fran 
outer reg1.on. 
, , 1 Shear .floacture. 
Shear type tensile fracture occurs most cOJllllOlll1' in the 
tensile taUure ot sheet speo:1mens (232) but also occurs in round 
speoimens in some circumstances (2.33). The entire fracture sm'.tace 
consists ot elongated d1mples simUar to those in the outer r1lIl 
of a cup-cone fracture (tig. 2.S). Often the fracture surtace may 
be ccapr1.sed of a number of intersecting planes. Again detormation 
proceeds until a well developed neole 1s tormed, without growth aI 
coalescence of az:tY voids which ms;y torm in the earq stages. 
hrther detormat1.on becClll8S localised to one or mO'DB zones of abe. 
exteM1ng through the neck, by the mechan:l.sm described tor cup-cone 
fracture. 
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lV Chisel poipt tr.cture 
1bis type ot fracture has also been described as ductUe 
rupture (234) and knife edge (235). The regions to the side 
ot the chisel point consist of highly slipped original surtace, 
rather than a genuine fracture surtace, and voids appear to play 
no part whatever in the process. The specimen detorms un1to~ 
until a neck begins to be establishedJloc41ised shear then occurs 
on two well defined zones through the neck (236). Fig 2.6 shows 
two aspects ot the specimen at different stages ot the process. 
Locallaed shear 10000S develop, leading to the formation ot new 
surface and distortion ot the neck. Both these features 
progressively increase untU the two halves simply slip apart 
after thinning down to a line ot separation. 
2.8.3 The ettebt ot strain histott on ductUe fr,etures 
A large number of papers on ductUe fracture lelate to 
the weaImess ot metals in a direction 'across the libre' this beiDg 
a well known fact for lIlalV' decades. the work ot Swift (237) in 1939 
on the etfects of tort10nal strain on fracture in Mlld Steel 
stimulated a new interest in this topic with extensive work by 
Zener and Hollomon (238), D.1nger and Sachs (239) Backoten and 
co-workers,(240)(241) and others, putting new emphasis on the 
'micro-crack theory of fracture' and on 'Mechanical t1ber1ng.' 
This concept has been reviewed previously (2!a2-245) and will only 
be briefiy mentioned here. In essence the idea was that even 
relatively pure metals contain mcro-cracks arising SClll'l8how 
during processing trClll the liquid stage, possibly during 
sol1d1ticat1on or during some working process. Purther work1Dg 
was then thought to align the micro-cracks in the direction ot 
now. Subsequent tensile stress 1n the direction across the plane 
ot the ndcro-cracks, causes them to tail. !he tensUe strength and 
duct1l1 ty in this direction is theretore _ch lower than in the 
now direction, where the effect ot the micro-cracks is alDsost nil. 
Sw1tt 's tortional pre-stra:ln1Dg ot ltud Steel (237) was 
the most dramatic. cOIIlPletel.y changing the nature ot the fracture 
from a standard cup-cone fracture to a so called lfOU' S ear 
fracture. Backoten et.al. (240)(241) studied lIUU1y different 
materials, and showed 1. that this effect occurs even in pure 
Single phase material. 2. the etrect increases 1d.th increasiDg 
pre-strain. 3 An intemediate anneal prior to the tinal test 
does not erase the etfect ot the pre-strain. 4. It a twist in one 
direction was 1'ollOlied by an equal and opposite twist, the original 
fracture was restored. 
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'lhese facts were considered to be strong evidence for 
the micro-crack theory, but the biggest objection to the theor.r is 
that the cracks have never been seen except when associated ",11th 
inclusions or a second phase. Also, it has been demonstrated 
for many engineering materials, that anisotropy is unquestionably 
related to the fracturing and stringing out of hard second phase 
particles mld inclusions, or the elongation of blow holes, 
casting detects and soft second phases by hot working processes 
used to shape the Illetsl. Backofen and co-workers also studied 
(246)(247) the fracturing isotropy of hot rolled llild steel plate, 
showing that it can be substantially improved by a sufficiently 
long anneal at high temperlltures. '!he improvement was related 
to the sphetd.dization of 1n1 tially elongated inclusions, which ect 
as nuclei for cracks and localized plastic deformation. 
There is however much experimental evidence in the 
literature showing that microcracks can be produced apart from 
inclusions during plastic detormationin IIl.1d stee]'Low (12) has 
made an excellent correlation between ~lastic detonllation, 
microcracks And brittle frllcture. They have also been tound in 
steels by many others (249-251) and Hahn has studied the conditions 
for their formation. The many dislocation models postulated for 
their in! tiation have been reviewed elsewhere. (27) 
In relation to ductUe fracture Rogers (224) has shown 
the 1n1 tiation ot voids ,,11 thin grains, in regions ot high strain 
l-mere the inhomogeneous detormation is particularly intense. 
'!he newer work ot W'a1ker and Shaw (50) who believe 
that microcracks torm, reweld and reform several times c11ring 
high strain deformation processes as discussed in section 
(2.2.3) may also be relevant as this would have a pronounced 
effect on the sUbse~uent fracture. 
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CHAPTER 3 
OO'TLINE OF INTENTIONS 
3.1 Introduet1on. 
'lh1.s project began with a f'a1r~ bl-Ull aim using 
mater1a.l which was reaclil¥ ava.ila.ble and developed b.r choosiDg 
different steels and conditions of heat treatment to verity 
ideas arising from the 1n:1t1al results. This chapter will 
brief'lJr outline the reasons for carrJing out this research, 
outline the sequence ot experiments which have been carried 
out and discuss the reasons for choosing the materials and 
techn1ques. 
3,2 Aims of Project. 
The basic intention of this project has been to 
st~ the changes in mechan1cal properties aDd structure 
which occur in a body centred cub1.c metal dur1llg deformation 
to high strains. 
Although high strains are reglilarlJr encountered 
duriDg mechan1.cal processing, little is known about the 
deformation lII8chan18JU occuring within a metal as strain 1s 
increased, because most stud1.es of basic deformation have 
been carried out at stre.1.ns less than 3o,l redu.cti.on in thiclaless. 
Followbg recent work at Leeds on the structure and properties 
ot lace centred cubic metals tested in tension atter rol.l1.Dg 
to high strains, it was decided to earr,y out s1m.Uar studies 
of the structure of cold rolled steel in order to gain as 
much informati.on as possible about the t\mdimental mechanlsm 
of deformation occur1ng and chalJges in the mechan1sm as 
strain is increased. 
3.3 Choice ot H!ter1als. 
Exper1DJents have been carried out UB~ four different 
steels in order to st~ d1tf'erent aspects of' the deformat1on 
behaviour. '!he mater1als used were as tollows 1-
steel 1. Low C steel (Dl8) 
Steel 2. Free _aM td ng steel (High SulJilur) 
Steel :3. Free .chi td ng steel (B:l.gh Sulphur plus lead) 
Steel 4. Low Carbon steel (EtOB) (Beat treated to a 
spec1al structure). 
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Each I118ter1al was heat treated to the required structure, 
atter which samples Were rolled to various strains and made into 
'~ens1le specimens. Samples at each st.,. of rol.l.1ng were al.so 
3xamned in an optical microscope and in a transm1ssion electron 
microscope • 
Two series or tests were carried out on the first steel 
in different c~tions of heat treatment. For the f'1rst series, 
the heat treatment was designed to produce a ferrite structure 
with carbide particles in the grain boundaries. The intention 
was that carbide particles would delineate the grain boundaries 
am help in show1Jlg their behaviour during increas1Dg strain. 
The second series was carried out with the steel in the normal1sed 
con<H.tion, because this is the condition in which it is c~ used. 
The structural observations suggested that the mater1al 
was detorJll1.ng by a heterogeneous, unstable, shesr1ng process. This 
led to a series of experiments in wh:lch rolled material was 
strained in tension within the high voltage electron microscope. 
Also, because it is mown that metals deform by heterogeneous 
unstable shearing dur1rlg machining and because manganese sulPdde 
inclusions and lead add1tiOll8 have been used for ~ ,.eat's to 
improve macb1na:Q1l1ty, it was decided to studT the etfects or 
these additions on the bulk deformation behav1.our and on the 
resulting structure and properties. 
The t1nal steel vas seleoted because it could be heat 
tre~ted to give a structure of hard carb1de particles 1n co .. sa 
grained territe matrix, in order to see 11' the unstable shear1ng 
was enhanced by stress concentration at hard particles. This 
steel in the SaJ1l8 oondition has lftv10U8~ been shown (172) 
to' have anomalous~ law mechan1.oal properties. 
3.4 Choice ot Tecbn1gues. 
:3 .4. 1 5traS nips I 1he strained material in this st~ was produced by 
cold roll.1Dg. It was decided to try to roll the mater1al in an 
isothermal marmer, to avoid the poss1bU1ty or chqes in the 
structure due to heating. Deta:1l.a or the tecbn1que will be given 
in the next chapter. 
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3.1# Ml.crostructural Ex8Jl4nation. 
Although the optical microscope has been used in some 
~ases where low magJdf1cation was required, am tar grain size 
determinations, the bulk ot the structural observations have 
been carried out usirlg the transmission electron m:1.croscope. 
This is because the basic deformat1.on structures cannot be 
resolved in [".":1. optical m1croscope. The 'r.E.R. also has the 
advantage of beillg able to distinguish changes in or1entat1.on 
between &reM in the m1erostructure by elec'tron dittraction. 
The Photo enm1.ssion electron meroscope has ~o been used a 
little to tr,y to resolve structures at low magnit1cation, wbich 
could not be seen optical.q. The ax.t.natiOll or tracture bas 
been carried out both in a Scam"ng electron 1Id.croscope (S.E.H) 
and by repl1.ca techn1.ques in the T .E.Hi where higher resolution 
was required. Replicas were also used tar the examtDation or 
polJ.shed surfaces to studT the distribution or fine particles 
in relation to grain boundaries and deformation bands. 
For the examination of stra1Ded material by T.E.M. 
f'oUs made from both roll 1ng plane sections and secticms perpeDdi.aular 
to the roll.1ng plane were studied in the first series or tests. 
For later steels oriq sections p8l"p8l¥iicular to the ro~ plane 
were used, because the structures or the roll.iJ2g phne taUs were 
not clear. (he factOl' contributing to this was the tact that 
there were man;y d18location eeUs through the th1cImess, causing 
the lntroduct1on ot &11"8 n1.Dges, 88 well as oompl1catiz2g the 
~tation ot the dislocation structures. 
The production of toUs in the perpendicular d1rect1.011 
trom the samples which had been rolled Very tb1n, iDvolved 
electro plat~ be£ore sectioning 8Z3d then thinning by ion 
bombardment. Th1s tecbnique will be described in the next chapter. 
3.1Ml Determination at JllBchan1cal properties. 
'!he mechanical properties or the material in various 
states of strain were determined by tensile testing becauae at the 
v:l.de use at this test by previous workers, eDabl1Dg COlllparis0D8 
to be made with s1m1] ar work on other mater:1als •• 
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The first tests were done usillg specimens of different 
thicImess, each specimen being the· thickness of the rolled strip 
atter the various 8II110unts of rolling stra1n had been imposed 
from a constant startiDg thicIcness. Some tests were csrried out 
on specimens of the same material in the same condition, but Ilt 
different thicknesses, to see it' the results were 1nt1uenced b)r 
a specimen sA;JSe effect. 
Because of 101Jg delqa in gett1Ilg speciEns made, it was 
decided to make all specimens for the later series the same size, 
choosing 1J111l thickness so tbs.t a specimen punch could be used to 
cut out the large number of specimens involved relattveq qu:1cIcl¥. 
le.tural.l,y I the very hlghq strained material has to be tid nner 
than this. A few spec:lJDens were cut with their thickness 
cH.rection in the rolling plane in' order to check that the results 
were not intluenced 'b7 the direction of the structure relative 
to the thickness of the specimen. The tensUe ax1s was alwqe 
alOllg the rol.l1ng direction. 
Some hardness tests were also csrried out, but the results 
showed considerable differences depend1Dg on the pltme ot the 
test, BIJd also considerable scatter due to the inhOlllogeneit;y of 
the deformation. 
3.4.4 other exper1lgental observat1ons 
The anomalous features ot the stress strain curves and 
visual d1tferences in the fracture surfaces etter dUterent 
amounts at roll.1ng strain, led to the exaza1nation of the tractures 
by SEM and to the canparison of fracture surfaces with fractures 
of machining chips made from the same materials. 
Some electron probe micro ~s1s was elso carr1ed out 
on optical samples and fracture sur:taces of the high SulJilur and 
SulJilur plus Lead steels in order to help understand the effects 
ot these inclusions on the deformation and fracture b eharlour. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL ME'lHODS 
4.1 Iptroduotion 
The previous ohapters have shown the work relevant to this 
study done by other workers, and outlined the aims of the project 
and the methods chosen to achieve them. In this chapter the 
experimental teohniques are desoribed. It oovers the preparation 
of the material, the preparation ot thin toUs and replioas tor 
eleotron microscopy, spec1ll1en preparation and extration of data 
from the tensile tests and details ot other experimental 
techniques used to conf1rm ideas arising from the results. 
4.2 Materials and their heat treatments 
All the materials were supplied in the form of extruded 
bars, the size and chemioal. anal¥sis being shown in t&ble 1. 
Heat treatmen1B were carried out in each oase in a 
normal '1tmospherio mutf'le t"urnaoe. This was possible because 
the samples ot each material were to be ground to a constant 
starting thiokness after heat treatment and this removed 8Z1T 
scale formed or decarburisation which ocoured during the 
treatments • 
Each DlS.teriAl was treated to the required condition by' 
the treatments shown below. 
The first steel was used in two d.1tferent conditions as 
explained in the last chapter. The first structure oonsisting 
ot territe with oarbide particles in the grain boundaries was 
produced by holding tor 2 hours at 9500 quenching into brine 
and then tempe~ for 1 hour at 6500 • The second struoture 
was produced by' cooliDg the samples in air atter 2 hours at 
o 950 , to give a territe grain structure with some small pearlite 
areas. 
Both ot the tree cutting steels were used in the 
o 
normalised condition, the treatment being 2 hours at 950 
and ooollng in ~. 
TABLE 1 
ClIEMICAL ANALYSIS WT. % 
STEm, sHi C S1 MIl S P Or !i> Hi. Al Cu Pb Sn 
I 
1 1" 0.12 O.S 0.80 0.021 0.025 I EN8 squ. 
2 ~ , 
Free cut 4 o.09S 0.001 1.01 0.333 0.068 0.01 0.03 0.18 .003 0.18 0.02 0.019 
S Dia 
3 
Free cut !" 0.06, 0.001 0.91 0.362 0.068 0.03 0.04 0.15 .003 0.16 0.25 0.011 
S + Pb D1a 
3 t' 0.12 0.22 0.695 0.054 0.039 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.014 0.23 g 3B D1a 
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The f1nal steel was treated using a combination of 
tempering and mechanical worIdng, as recommended by Onel(1) 
to give a structure of very tine carbide particles in a coarse 
grained ferrite matrix. To ensure that the structure was the 
same throughout the cross section, it was necessar,y to use 
sections not greater th.cm i" thick And to quench into a. 1 (Yf, 
NaOH solution. The treatment consisted of holding tor 1 hour 
at 9500 and quenchSDi into the HaOH solution, tempering tor 1 
hour at 6500 , reducing 20% in thickness by cold roll1Dg and 
f1n~ terqper1ng for 15 hours at 6500 • 
The grsin sizes of the material~ in the heat "eated 
condition are shown in table 5.1. These were determined by 
the line intercept method. The mean intersept length L was 
first found frau- L • L 
n 
where L is the total length of line used for the total number 
of fields, M is the magnifica.tion and N the total number of 
intersections. The mean intercept was then converted to average 
grdn d18Jneter (asswrd.ng tetrakaidecahedral grains) by 
nW. tiplying by 1.776 ( 252) 
steel Average graiJi diaiaeter 
1 
EN8 Quenched and tempered 19 ~'In 
1 
EN8 Normslised 49.5 I, 
2 
Free cut (High sulphur) 42 
" 
3 
Free cut (sulphur + lead) 38 'e 
4 
EN.3B (with f1ne carbides) 56.5 t' 
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4.3 Stryping the mafd!rial 
Various amounts of strain from 2% to 99% reduction 
in thickness were introduced into the samples using a two high 
Marshall Richards rolling mUl, at a rolling speed of JIIS -1 • 
In order to keep the deformation approximately isothermal, the 
deformation of each sample was carried oat using ma.D3' passes. 
I t was not possible to achieve constant strain 
increments, particular17 at high strain levels, as the roll 
gaps could not be controlled accurately enough and the plastic 
strain in the material and in the rolling m1ll varied with 
strain. As a v8r1' rough attempt to keep the strain increments 
s1m:1lar, the reduction in roll gap per pass was O.2Im at the 
beginning and this was progressively reduced lUI the thickness 
was reduced, down to less than O.02mm at the highest strains. 
I t was noticed that although the temperature did nQt 
rise more than a few degrees above room temperature at ~ stage, 
that from 40% to 60% reduction in thickness, temperature 
nsed were higher than at other stages and the samples tended 
to buckle. At higher strains, samples remained flat and 
temperature rises were not detectable. No quantitative work 
was done on this aspect. 
To keep temperature rises to an absolute m1n~, 
samples were coOled in ice for a short time between passes. 
For each steel all specimens were rolled s1mult&neously 
with one strip being taken out as each required stage of strain 
was reached, the rema1nder undergoing .fUrther deformation 
according to the previous17 calculated reduction schedule. 
The true rolling strain T was oaloulated tor each 
s8Jl'1ple by the equation 
~ • In L 
t To 
where T is the .f'1nal thiclmess and To is the starting thickness. 
4.4 Electr<!l ndcroscopx and specimen prePlEltiop 
4.4.1 Transm1ssioe electrgn microscopY 
The microstructure of the deformed samples was mostly' 
obtained using. a PhUips EM300 traUmission electron microscope 
operating at 100 kV. TansUe strain1 rag of samples was also carr1ed 
out in this machine, but since it was not possible to record 
these d;ynam1c experiments and also because of the need to use 
thicker specimens, in situ straining experiments were DlOStl¥ 
undertaken in the high voltage electr<m microscope at the 
4, 
Br1 tisb Steel Corporations Sw1nd_ Laboratories in Rotherham, 
where they eould be recorded on video tape. Earq experiments 
were recorded on a SoiV" 1" recorder. Later recardUlgs were of 
improved ql1alit,. when a 1" I. V .C. recorder beC8Jlle available and 
lata- in the project further illlprOV8Dl8nt:'W8S obtained by the 
pt'..'!'\-mase of 8. Dainbridge image intensUier &y'steJll at the 
laboratories. 
4.4.2 1'bip loti prewat;op 
In order to min1m:tse the magnetic distU1fbance of the 
electDon beam by the steel samples, it was decided to use the 
smallest possible samples in all caseS. Therefore most of the 
foUs exaxdned were small toils cut out fram tld.nned strip and 
placed between copper grids, except far foils made perpendicular 
to the ro1l.1ng plane from the thinnest samples and far strs1 n1 ng 
specimens. The preparation of these types of specimen v111 be 
described later. 
strips were first cut in the req~ed section 
approximately t mm thick us1.J:ag a fine jewellers saW. These 
were then ground parallel and to about 0.1 2SlIIIl thick using an 
heel Swing Grinder. Very fine depths of cut were used and 
slow swing speeds in order to avoid temperature rises which 
could alter the structure. 
Further th1nn:l.ng was then accomplished by chemical 
polishing untU samples were beginning to perforate. The 
thickness at this stege was less than O.02mm. The chemical 
polishing solution (2Sa) was a stock solution of , ml. of 
concentrated sulphuric acid, 8g of oxalic acid to 1 00 ml of 
distilled water. This was m1xed with equal volumes of bJdrogen 
perox1d.e just prior to using. 
F1nal tb1xm1ng was by a short electropol1sh in S% 
perChloric 'acid in acetic acid cooled to below room temperature. 
The voltage used was 34v and the cathode was sta1n1ess steel. 
When suitable areas were produced the spec:1mens were 
washed in three separate baths of et.1'l1'l alcohol and areas cut out 
with a sealpel wbile the sample was supported between 181'8rs of 
cellophane to avoid bendiDg. FoUs vere stored in et.ql alcohol 
until used. 
Rolling plane sections of the thinner strips could of 
course be oommenced at the chem:lcal polishing stage. Window 
teclm1ques (2S'5) were tried at first but found to be ...... cessary 
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as the above techn:1que was found to produce toUs very qu1~, 
with no masIdng being IWcesser;y. Thus the large number of' ~oUs 
involved were able to be processed fairly rapidly. 
4.4.3 Foils trom verY thin samples. 
The foUs made perpendicular to the rolling plane £'rom 
specimens less than imm thick were made by first plating thickly 
with Nickel in a Watts type Nickel plating bath (2,S6), consisting 
of 290 g/l nickel sulphate, 4,Sg/1 nickel chloride, and .35g/1 
boric acid, made up with distmed water. The solution was 
kept at 550 • The current density was 0.06 A em -2 and the time 
taken to achieve a thick enough deposit was .3 dqs. The 
specimens were then sectioned- with a jewellers saw and ground 
down to about O.12$mm thick as far the other fo1l.s. Discs were 
then punched out using a .3mm diameter punch set and these were 
thinned by ion bombardment to perforation and placad in the 
electron microscope for exam1 nation. The ion bombardment was 
i1e'ceesary because all attempts to electropolish the samPles 
once plated, resulted in preferential attack ot the steel-nickel 
interface and loss of' the sample. The bombardment was carried 
out in an Edwards type IBlfA I cOllll18rcial machine, at an Argon 
ion current of 50-60 A/gm and an aoealerating voltage ot 6 Iv. 
4.4.4 Foils for in-situ straining 
Strain! ng specimens were 2Jrm wide strip specimens 
which were O.025mm thick and polished to perforation in the 
centre by a jet technique. The first specimens were waisted 
in the shape ot a normal teneUe specimen, but this W88 later 
found to be UDDacessary. 
Strips were first cut and ground as far the normal. 
foUs down to 0.125m. They were then chemicallT polished 
down to O.025mm and held in a mod1t1ed PTFE bolder for jet 
polishing in a self made jetting device driven by' a magnetic 
stirrer. This 18 shown schems.tic~ in fig 4-1. The jetting 
was carried out at a potential of .34V-, in a 2<J.' solution of' 
perchlor1c acid in acetic acid, qt1l perforation occured in 
the centre of the sample. At this stage it was taken out, 
washed as tor the other fo11s, and stored in e~l alcohol 
until used. 
4,4.5 Production of replicas 
The replicas made to st~ the distribution of' f'1ne 
particles relative to grain boundaries and micro bands, were made 
by' a two stage plastic carbon method, mOd1t1ed as De C8SS817 to 
achieVe the desired results. 
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One of the most important factors in ewl.1l1g the 
required structure to be seen clear~ was the initial etching 
of the micro-structure. In OJ'der to shaw both the .tine carbide 
particles and the gra.1n boundaries on the replicas, it was 
found DecessaI7 to 0S1"17 out a double etob1ng proce4~e , 
etchiDg first with a eaturated solution of p1cric aoid in 
aloohol to show up the oarb1de part10les and then in 2% nit&], 
to reveal the grain boundaries. This was unsucoessfUl unless 
used in this order, as the p1cral had no effeot it used atter 
the n1tal. 
The plastic replicas were 1nit1a.1ly made using 0.003" 
thick cellulose acetate sheet (BX FUm) softened in aoetone. 
Then beoause th1s otten breaks up during the &solution stage 
when relat1ve~ smooth microstrUctures are being replicated, it 
was replaced by a viscous liquid plastic which oould be run on 
in drop frmn, produoing a sll.gbtq thinner pl.astio replioa which 
did not have the same tendency- to break up. The plast10 
chosen was not one designed far the pUrpose, but a first aid 
dressing oalled Germolene 'Bew SIdn I which is reacl1.ly ava.1lable 
from ~ pharmaoy very cheaply. 
The seoond stage of the replicas were made by shadowiDg 
stmultaneousl1' with platimDQ/Carbon in an Edwards vacuum evaporation 
unit. Model 12 E6. 
To show the tine particles olear~, low angle shadowing 
was used, rotating the 88J11Ple during evaporation to f'4..J.l in 
the repl.icated particles, which were 1n relief 1n the plastio. 
This can be seen schematicallT in F:lg. 4.2 which shows the 
procedure. 
Dissolution of the plastio was done by ou'bting out 
small squares of the replioa and placing them on grids in a 
glass syBtem designed to condense aoetone vapour onto the s8Jl1Ples. 
This method gave clean replicas which could be transferred 1uto 
the eleotron microscope after about half' an hour, or stored 
untU re~ to exarrdne them. The system is shown in n.g. 4.). 
4.4.6 Scene eleotron n4,crosooPX 
The onl;v' preparation needed for the examination of 
the fracture surfaces was to out the ends off the broken tensUe 
speoimens arxi mount them on a stub for insertion into the SEM. 
All eX8Jll1na.t1ons were carried out in a Cambr.1dge stereoscan 
600 1zlstrument at 1 S !IV • 
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For examination of microstruct~ of specimens 
in metallographic mounts, it was neccessary to coat with Carbon. 
This was done in order to make the plastic mounts conducting 
and thus prevent charging or the samples in the electron beam. 
In a few cases it was decided to make taper sections 
~ ~U'ough the fracture surfaces and polish halt' the sample so that 
c...:th the microstructure and the fracture surface could be seen 
in one m1.crograph, in order to relate structural features with 
the fracture process. This was achieved by masIdDg the fracture 
surface with Lacom1.tlacquer, care.tu.l.ly grinding the taper section, 
mounting in about 2mm of mounting resin so that fracture WaS 
protected during polishing and etching, but could eas~ be 
removed afterwards, The lacomit was then removed in acetone 
and the sample mounted on a stub for examination. 
These same specimens were later used far 
eXSll11nation in the photo emmission electron microscope. As the 
rough fractures were not suitable for this it was necessar,y to 
electro plate with nickel in the same way as described in 
specimen 4.4.3. The taper sections were then reground the 
samples ground to an accurate thickness for insertion into a 
standard holder as described in the next section, when polishing 
and etching were completed. The mLcrostructure was thus exam1ned 
right up to the fracture. 
Scamrl ng electron microscopy was also carried out on 
fracture surfaces of machine chips simUarl1' to exsm1.nations 
carried out by Doyle (21 6). In this case chips were cut at a 
slow speed on a lathe using a 3mm wide square ended tool. 
These were fractured in liquid nitrogen so that any fracture 
regions other than cleavage must have been produced during 
the machin:1Dg process. These examinations were made to compare 
the behaviour or the material. during machining with the 
behaviour during bulk deformation. Some electron probe mcro 
analysis was also carried out on these s8Jllples to study' the 
distribution of !tls and Pb over the sheared surfaces. 
4.4.7 Photo emission electron microscoPl 
The Balzers Photo Emission Electron microscope n~ 
takes a standard specimen 11 mm diameter and 32mm long with various 
flanges and grooves machined into it. 
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In order to examine some of the transverse sections of rolled 
strip, it was necessar.1 to obtain a few standard specimens 
made in mild steel and cut thin slots in the polished face 
of the end which is normally examined. The strips for 
examination were carefUlly ground to the exact width of the 
:-:lots and pressed in until flush with the surface. A tight 
ft t was en~;t:red by centre punching the sides of the strip in 
a few places before insertion. Polishing was carried out 
before insertion in the holders and when cutidng the specimens 
to size, lugs were left on the ends by which the specimens 
col.ild be pressed into the slots and manoeuvered into the correct 
position. These were sawn off flush with the sides of the 
standard specimens when the strips were in position, Samples 
were not etched, but were bombarded with Argon ions in the 
me tios c ope , wh:1.ch while cleanillg the surface also slightly 
etched it. 
The specimens were examined using an accelerating 
voltage of 40 kV. 
4.5 Tensile Testing 
This section will describe the production of the 
specimens used for tensile testing and the collection of the 
tenaUe datR.. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the first batch of 
specimens were of varying thickness depending on the amount 
of rolling strain they had been given. These were made on 
a m1l11llg machine. The size of these specimens are given in 
table 2. Later specimens were all the same' size and made by 
cutting the required section with a hacksaw and carefully 
grinding down to a thickness of 1 DIll. Rectangular blanks were 
cut out frOlll this 1mm strip using a guillotine. Specimens were 
then stamped out using a specimen punch. The dimensions of 
these smaller specimens are alao given in table 4.2. Heat1J:lg 
at each stage of the process W8B kept to a minimum. 
The tests were carried out in an Instron Tensile 
testing machine using a load cell capable of measuring loads 
of up to 2$OClCg. '!he machine croas head speed used was 0.02 
cnVndn. Load extension curves were drawn on the rnacld.ne usillg 
a chart speed of 1 cuv'min. 
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The load extension <ml'Vea were USed to obtain values 
for the maximum load, the total extension and the plastic 
extension to the maximum load. These were then use4 to calculate 
the ultimate tensUe strength, and the uni.form strain. 
Fop early samples, stress strain values were calculated 
for each curve and the log stress~lG8 strain curves plotted for 
:f~" astic extensions in order to f1bd the slope, n value of n 
were also calculated £rom the equation 
n - 1 n (e If- 1) 
n 
where e 1s the linear strain for the onset of necking and 
n 
the value of n plotted against rolling strain. 
Siz!s o£ specimens for tensUe test;1ng 
Large specimens 
(first batch) 
~." specimens 
Gauge length 35 mm 21 DlIrl 
Gawge width 5m 5mm 
Overall length 95 mm 62 mm 
ThicImess Varied with the 1 lIID1 
roll.1ng strain 
/ 
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CHAPTER 5 
DEFORMATION STRUCTURES PRODUCED BY COLD ROLI..ml 
5.1 Introduction 
il'le results of the structural studies of the four 
different steel will be presented in this chapter, showing 
-:.ypical micrographs of the substructures developed as strain 
is increased. Discussion of the micrographs presented here 
will be presented in chapter 8. 
5.2 Quenched and tempered low C steel 
As alrea~ explained, the heat treatment in this 
case was des~ned to produce a structure of ferrite with 
carbide particles in the grain boundaries, in order to help 
delineate the boundaries atter large strains. Examination ot 
the heat treated structure revealed tairly coarse carbide 
particles in the grUn boundaries as expected and some finer 
ones within the grains. ibis was best photographed using a 
replica technique as larger areas could be shown this way 
than by using thin toils but at greater resolution than the 
optical microscope. A typical micrograph is shown in figure 
5.1. Occasional dislocations were seen in thin foUs. 
After rolling to 40% reduction in thickness, 
transmission electron micrographs of rolling plane sections 
were becoming difftcul t to interpret and no really usef'ul 
information was obtained from them. They showed what could 
be confwled with an equiaxed cell structure, but not very 
clearly. These broad darker legions moved as the samples 
were tU ted, bringing up clslocation OOllVast in their 
vicinity, indicating that the dislocation density was high 
and fairly uniform. 
The structure ot toUs made from sections cut 
perpendicular to the rolling plane and along the rol.l1ng 
direction was IIlUch more clearly def'1ned, showing approximately 
equiaxed cell walls, (.t1gure 5.2). Carbide particles could 
be seen in the grain botmdaries, helping to pick them out, 
and occasion~ groups of elongated cells with sharper walls were 
to be found. All these features can be seen in (figure 5.3). 
Electron diffraction patterns, although like single cr,ystal 
patterns in some areas, more generally showed splitting of 
the spots into rings (figure 5.4). 
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After a rolling reduction of 60%, foils in the rolling 
plane were again almost impossible to interpret. Transverse 
sections showed many areas of equiax:ed cells approximately 1 \.1m 
across and also bands of sub micron wide, sharper walled cells 
elongated to more than 20 pm. Figure 5.5 shows one such band. 
The number of cells across these bands varied from 1 to 6. 
'The length of the brulds was difficult to determinet but several 
\o1ere traced in the microscope for more than 20 pm before they 
disappeared into thicker regions of the folls. The carbide 
particles are often associated with holes when they are in 
these bands, but these could have been formed during the 
thinning process. Grain boundaries (delineated by the carbide 
particles) often showed steps, with the elongated bands running 
from them as in figure 5.6. 
Diffraction patterns in the banded regions were single 
crystal patterns but show splitting of the diffraction spote, 
(figure 5.7), indicating rotations across the cell boundaries. 
Trace an~sis of the band directions showed that the sharp 
elongated cell walls are the traces of {1 00 } planes which in 
the transverse sections are almost perpendicular to the folls. 
The bands are not usually parallel to the rolling direction 
along the length I\t this stage j rough determinations of the 
rolling direction obtained by making folls with a cut edge 
in the rolling direction, indicate thRt they occur at angles 
of up to 400 on either side of it. The e!amples shown in 
figure 5.6 are traces (101) planes in a (ii1) foll with the 
rolling direction as indicated. 
For samples reduced by 80% the rolling plane 
sections are again not very clear. They show cell boundaries 
becoming sharper, but these are not easily distinguished 
aJI'1ong Moire fringes and other complicated contrast effects 
due to JIlUlCi ple lAYers of cells through the foU thicImess. 
Figure 5.8 is a t,Y,picel exsmple and its corresponding 
diffraction pattern is shown in figure 5.9. 
Transverse sections were much more clearly defined. 
The bands of sub micron elongated cells tended to contain more 
cells across their width and at higher magnification some 
cases could be found (figure 5.10) in which the very long 
sharp cell boundaries seemed to result from the lining up of 
adjacent cell boundaries in crystallograpic directions. 
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The dit'fraction pattern is shown in figure 5.11. &rJall 
carbide particles, when seen, were allrqs 1n the cell 
boundaries and never within the cell centres. MaI\v' cells 
were seen to have ~ pointed ends and small dislocation 
loops were commonJ.y seen all along the length of the long 
sharp boundaries in the bands. 
After 9($ reduction, ro1l:1ng plane sections are 
sharper but still not clear. They st~ much the same up to 
98% reduction, and although some sharper straighter boundaries 
a.ppear (figure 5.12) the complicated pattern of extinct10n 
contours and fr:1nges obscures most of the structure, forc1llg 
one to conclude that l!cU l1ng plane sections 8.1"e not very 
useful. A }ilotograph typical of the fringe patterns obtained 
at higher magnit1.cation is shown in figure 5.13 and its 
typical spotty riDg dU'fraction in figure 5.14. 
Transverse section foUs of specimens reduced from 
90% to 98.5% all showed extremel,y long 0.1 lJIl wide cells but 
did not show tw1zmad electron d.1tfraction patterns. Figure 
5.15 is typical of the structure. The bams of elongate:! cells 
have become more n'W1lerOUB with 1ncreas1llg stra1n am the number 
of cells across each band increased also. The bands have 
also rotated towards the ro1l1ng direction mtil at the highest 
strains the structure is almost entirely cells of this type 
all parallel to the rol.l1ng direction. No more 1Dtormation 
ab out the boundaries can be obta1ned even at very high 
magn1f'1cations as seen in figure 5.16. Some ion beam damage 
can be seen 1n this microgra}il. 
It the field is traversed across the eJ.ongated cell 
structures with the ndcroscope set to show the diffraction 
pattern,. the diffraction spots remain the same end s1mpq 
rotate in their respective riDgs. lhis is shown in ftg1lre 5.17 
a,b, and c. indicating that the ms-orientation across 1nd!.v:Ld.ual 
cell boundaries is close to pure rotation aDd while ~ of 
o 0 0 the order of 1 to 2 rotations of up to 30 can be obtained 
over 15 to 20 cells. Sometimes the rotations were seen to 
change to the reverse direction, indicating that adjacent bands 
mq cause opposite rotations of the cr;ystal structure. 
High voltage electron microscopy carried out on samples 
reduced 40%" 6rtJ,j 8o;b showed s1mUar featm'es to those obtained 
at 1 00 ltV. Penetration was ach1eved through thicker specimens 
as expected and sllght improvement in the resolution as seen in 
figure 5.18" but since no new mtormation was obtained and 
because of the amount ot travelling involved" the increased 
d1U1culty of operation and frequent machine breakdOWJl8, it 
was decided not to cont1mle usiDg this ~ except ~or 
the in-situ straining experiments which wUl. be descrfbed later. 
Specimens made :from sections cut perperd1cnlar to 
the rol11ng plane and across the width c4 the atr1P were also 
examined tar some reductions, They showed eloDgated cells, 
which cm be seen in figure 5.19 attar 6rJI, reduction; 1n whiCh 
case the aspect ratio was about 1 .6. Cell valls in all cases 
appeared to be thicker, but this is pre8UllJ8bq due to the fact 
that they are not parallel to the roll1ng d1re~ which 
CCllleS out of' the photograph, and thefttCll"8 ODe sees a taper 
section throogh the walls. Banda of' DI!I1'rower cells were 
again seen,(figure 5.20) but in this direction there was no 
evidence tor rotation of' the structure across the cells, t'he 
d1f':fract1on patterns all being single crystal patterns with 
no splitting ot the spots aro1Uld rings as far the other sections 
(figure 5.21). The greater thicImess ot the cells in the bams 
can also be explained by the fact that they are sectiona 
through cells which are inclined to the rolllng direction. 
The two stage carbon replica teclmique <48 described 
in the last chapter was used to look at larger areas of the 
samples, in an atteu.pt to trace the grain boundaries" but 
aJ.though the shadowing IQ9thod used showed up the carbides very-
clear4r, grain boundaries could not be traced at high strains. 
By 60% reduction (figure 5.22) only grain boundaries which 
were almost parallel to the roll1ng direction were still clear .• 
Many grains (or portions of' them) had acuteJ¥ pointed ends 
and only occassional short segments of' grain boUlldary nmrtng 
across the rol.l.1ng direction could be found. Atter 80% 
reduction it was d1f'f'1cult even to pick out the bo'Ulldaries 
which were along the roll1 ng direction and large traUs were 
associated with DI8l\Y of' the larger particles and also some 
of the small ones. (figure 5.23). Shadowing replicas in the 
direction across these trails cast long shadows from tcmgues 
of' plastic that had run into them (t1gure 5.24) shodlll them 
to be Dracks. This behaviour w1ll be studi.ed f'Urther 1n later 
work. 
Optical microscopy was tried in the early stages, 
but with only limited success as the microscope was being 
strained to its limits. Light etching bands were seen in thp. 
microscope but were very ditficul t to photograph. They are 
sind.lar to the bands that will be shown later in the uormalised 
steel, running right through grains in the early stages and 
~i.ncreas1ng .in u\UTlber with strain. By 80% reduction, grain 
bound.ru-1es are no longer distinguishable and the bands have 
all rotated into the rolling direction ~d become very long 
(figure 5.25). Although not clear in the photographs there 
appears to be an absence of carbide particles wi thin the bands. 
Figure 5.26 is an attempt to show these bands by phase 
contrast. 
5.3 Normalised low carbon steel. 
nte changes in grain shape and behaviour of grain 
bound.ru-ies were best studied at relatively low magnif'1cation by 
optical microscopy. These results will be described f1rst, 
followed by the detailed study of structural changes and observed 
in the transmission electron microscope. 
After as 11 ttle as 10% reduction by rolling, light 
etching b~ds were again apparent in the optical microscope. 
Difficulty was experienced in showing them clearly in photographs, 
but eventually reasonable results were obtained with the aperture 
closed well down after etching the samples in a fresh saturated 
solution of sodium bisulphate. While not in all grains they 
o I\ppeared in many (figure 5.27) at approximately 45 to the 
rolling direction but this angle v.ru-ied. They were generally 
only in one direction in a grain, but occ118ionally two 
directions were seen. In lIl8lJ;Y' cases steps were seen in the 
grain boundaries with band continuing, but sometimes changing 
direction in the next grain. 
As strain increased the angles of the grain corners 
which sub tended the rolling direction bec~e noticeably more 
acute, .omd grains became longer and thinner, with sections 
tending to be parallelograms as shown in figure 5.28. The 
bands increased in number and broadened with strain, appearing 
in more and more grains. By 6r::J; reduction, bands were obvious 
in nearly all grains at smaller angles to the rolling direction, 
but still not parallel to it. 
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Most boundaries running across the rol.l1ng cHrection were now 
fragmented by intersection with many bands, showing that deformation 
by shear is associated with the bands (figure 5.29). A plot 
o£ the angles within the gre.1na subtend1ng the rolling cHrection 
against rolllng strain is shown in figure 5 • .30 J each angle 
shown being the average ot 100 angles measured. 
Atter 80% reduction, the 'micro bands r have rota'taed 
into the rolling direction and even the grain boundaries 
parallel to them (it they stU!. exist) cannot be d1st1ngu1shed 
fran them. The structure then remains moo the same up to 
98.8% reductions. 
Photo em1aston electron microscopy was also tried, 
but no new 1ntormation was obtained. A typical photo emission 
micrograph is shown in tigure 5.31 atter 6C$ reduction. It 
may have been worthwhUe to do some dynamic stra:jning experiments 
in the PEEM but as the screen intensity was low tor saJDPles 
eXAmined at room temperature and the department has no tac1l1ties 
yet tor image intensification or Videotaping it was decided 
not to continue with this id~a. 
By this stage it was becom1ng obvious that these 
micro bands were torrrdng as early as 1 C$ roll1ng reduction, 
so although the work began as a study ot high strain behaviour 
it was decided to begin the transmission electron studies at 
low stre.1na in order to tind out as mch as possible about 
the early de_lopnent of the micro bands. It WaS also decided 
that o.:q folls transverse to the rolling direction would 
~ld much new information, so all the micrographs from here 
on are tor tou.s made tran samples cut transverse to the 
roll1ng plane and alOllg the roll1ng direction. 
After a reduction in th1cImess of 2%J~sslon 
electron micrographs showed the usual deformation structures, 
which have been wtll documented in the past" Il8I\V d1.poles, 
jogged dislocations, and small vacanc,r loops. (figure 5.31) 
and some dislocation clutering into the beg1.nn1 ng o£ cell 
walls. (figure 5.33) 
By 5% reduction the clusters had broadened and 
fairq large cellB o£ 1 - 2 11 m were clearq defined (.f'1gure 
5.34) in some rag1cms. 
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Samples reduced 10% showed increasing signs that 
the deformation was taicroscopically innomgeneous, there 
being considerable differences in the structure. Some regions 
showed only small amJunts of deformation, looking similar to the 
sam~les which had been reduced only 2% (figure 5.35), while 
other areas had obviously undergone further deformation 
because the cells had become smaller and the boundaries 
had sharpened a little. Grain boundaries tended to be broad 
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and to contain complex dislocation structures and loops (figure 5.36). 
Superimposed on the dislocation cell structure, there was 
another type of boundary which appeared to be crystallographic. 
They were very straisht and many were traced in the microscope 
for up to 20~ before disappearing into thicker regions of the foil. 
There were narrow bands of material which had obviously deformed 
a great deal more, in which parallel eroups of these boundaries 
were seen, (figure 5.37). Separation varied fro~ 0.1 to O.3~m 
and after 10% reduction the nmaber of boundaries in a group 
varied up to about 6. Diffraction patterns showed spots 
which rotated around rings as the bands were traversed in 
a siIailar way to transition bands (59) (77). Hisorientations 
were also evident as contrast changed acromthe individual 
walls and by large dis,t>lacet1ents of extinction contours 
along the boundaries (figure 5.38). 
Although these boundaries were often relatively 
thick and easy to see, there were cases where they could only 
be detected by the displacement of the extinction contours 
which show lines of equal inclination to the electron beam 
(252). Presuuably they form as very sharp boundaries and once 
fortaed may thicken as dislocations are stop~ed by them or 
become entangled with them. Figure 5.39 shows the displacement 
of contDurs which appeared abruptly during a straining 
er~eriment in the electron microscope. The Lands do not a~pear 
to be formed from the initial dislocation cell structure, but 
occur abruptly, without tiDe resolution, by a shear process. 
This appears to be similar to the rapid deforuation bands 
reported by Mitchel et.al. (80) in eu-AI alloys, but may 
be on a finer scale as bands were observed by interference 
fringes in an optical microscope. 
As the deformation increased, the band structure 
became more predominant, with bands becoming more bumerous 
and also wider. The boundary separation ~d M\1ch 
the same, Some regions, particularly near grain boundaries, 
took on a 'blocky' appearance (figure 5.40) as though bands 
had been d1~1 'loed or kinked sideways in segments along their 
langth. By 0'::,; reduction bands were often 20 to 30 boundRl'ies 
wide, and intersecting bands in different directions in the 
same grains were evident. Block shearing was occuring in the 
material. A.Ssociated with these bands as shown in tigure 5.41 
by the sideways displacement of one band when intersected by 
a more recently f01"Jlled. one in another direction. Near the 
edge of foils it was also common to see displacements in 
bend contours at the boundaries, helping to show them up. 
(figure 5.42). 
Above 80% reduction the structure does not appear 
to ch~e, being now almost entirely consisting of these long 
boundaries. By 80% reduction they all a.ppear to have rotated 
into the rolling direction or ver.y close to it. The boundaries 
themselves were ver.y sharp, but close examination of them revealed 
numerous small dislocation loops along their length. No grain 
bound~ies could be distinguished and may not exist by this 
stage of deformation. 
In situ stra.in1ng experiments of material rolled 
to 9($ reduction showed the following points 
1 • Material deforms by boundary sliding. 
2. Extinction contours run along individual segments 
of the structure, often in opposite directions 
in adjacent parts, indicating changes in relative 
orientation are occuring. 
3. Coalescence of boundaries by the migration of 'h 
junctions' as seen in the top contre of figure 5.43. 
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5.4 HVEM Stra1n:1.ng experiments 
Many samples which had been rolled from 40% to 60% 
reduction to prodUce the elongated bands in the structure, were 
strained in tension within the High Voltage Electron Microscope 
and. several reels of video tape were taken, in order to study 
the deformation heh~viour once formed. 
The results show that in addition to the phenomena 
described above, that frequent block shearing occurs 
associated with these bands. The p: ocess occurs suddenly 
and very rR.pidly. Often a band other thRll the one being 
observed shears, c~using R. sudden large displacem.ent of the 
imf'lge,but 0 ccC'..ciIn:ml1y ~ was possible to see the she~ 
occuring. The bands looked the s'ete before and after, with 
no evidence that 11 shear has occured. The only thing that 
shows on the video tape is a sudden rapid movement of two 
halves of the field of view in opposite directions along the 
length of the band, sometimes right off the screen. Attempts 
to slow this down and analyse the tapes frame by frame have 
failed, as the process is occuring too fast to be stopped on 
indiv1.dual frlWes at the video speed of 15 frames per second. 
In single. frame analysis one sees only the band up till the 
start of the shear, a very blurred image for 7 or 8 frames 
and then a similar looking bAnd when the shear is over. 
5.5 Htgh sulphur steel. 
Exam1nation of this steel in the optical microscope 
showed that the grain structure was behaving similarly to that 
of the normtUised steel .qJ..ready described.. the grains becoming 
elongated with increasing strain, grain corner angles becoming 
more acute and grRin boundaries showing increasing evidence 
of brea.Id.ng up by shear associated with light etching bands. 
Grain bound'U'ies were again indistinguishable above 80% reduction. 
The main difference in the optical microstructures 
was the behaviour of the manganese sulphide particles. These 
were slightly elongated at the start, but although they did 
not change much in the first .30% reduction, by '0% it was 
becoming obvious that the interface was cracked. This is shown 
in figure 5.44 by the etching stains. The etchant seeped 
au.t of the cracked interface after drying nnd sta1ned the 
area near the cracks. 'Dlis made specimen preparation 
particul~ly difficult at higher strains when the cracks 
were larger and acre numerous. 
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By 30% reduction it was becOllling obvious that the 
manganese sulphide particles were being defomed. They 
appeared in transverse sections as long thin stringers 
(figure 5.45), becoming progressively longer gnd thinner 
with increasing strain. Above 80% reduction many were 
beyond the limit of resolution of the optical microscope 
(figure 5.46). 
Etched samples at high str~ns revealed that there 
were three types of longitudinal bands as shown in figure 5.47. 
Long thin MnS particles, long bands of strung out pearlite 
and, a1 though not very clear in the photograph, there are also 
numerous light etching b!lllds of the type described earlier. 
The ltlS stringers and pearlite stringers showed m~ obvious 
cracks. 
Because the earlier electron microscope results 
using foils from rolling plane sections did not yield much 
useful informati.on, only foils produced from sections cut 
perpendicul~ to the rolling plane and parallel to the 
~l1ng direction were studied for this steel. 
In the early stages of deformation the structure ot 
the ferrite was little dif'terent to that of the first steel. 
Figure 5.48 shows a typical area atter 1 0% reduction containing 
the usual jogged dislocations, 'G"acancy loops and the beginrdng 
of a cell structure. By 40% reduction occasional long straight 
boundaries were found similar to those described for the first 
steel (figure 5.49), but these gppeared to be thicker. 
Regions like the one shown in figure 5.50 were frequently 
seen also containing extr/i spots in the d1t1'raction patterns 
(figure 5.51). '!he microscope was calibrated using the ferrite 
spots as a. st~da.rd ?'Uld the extra. spots were analy'sed. In 
each case within the l1m1ts ot measuring accuracy, they: 
corresponded to lattice spacings of msnganese sulphide, 
the d spacings for which were obtained from an x-ray powder 
da.ta file. Some d spacings calculated from spots trom 
.figure 5.5 are shown in table 5.1 overleaf, compared to the 
d spa.cings of maDgRnese sulphide. 
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TABLE $.1 
c~culRted d spacings d SPRCingS of 
trom figure 5.52 mangonese sulphide 
3.015 3.015 
2.62 2.62 
1.31 1.306 
1.06 1.066 
0.87 0.8705 
0.83 0.8260 
The camera constant L was obtained fran the 110 ferrite spots 
on the same pa.ttern" its value is 1 .206 K em. 
Between 40% and 6Cf1:, reduction there were surprisingly 
large areas in the foU which seemed to have deformed only 
a little" looking rather like figure 5.48. Some bands of up to 
About 8 parallel elongated cells were found (figure 5.52) and 
often these appeared to have thicker" more tangled boundaries. 
One very interesting band was found in an area of the foU which 
was in (113) orientation so that the (1;0)and (112) slip planes 
were not perpendicullU" to the foU but sloping through it at an 
angle of 650 and 600• In this case the boundaries could be 
seen to eons1st of m~ hundreds of similar dislocations (fig.5.53). 
The diffract10n pattern with the aperture over a single boun~ 
from this band showed that the mis-orientation across these cell 
walls is agAin a small rotation (f'1gure 5.54). 
A t higher strains the bands of cells became much 
broader as seen in figure 5.55 after 85% reduction. This 
micrograph may in fact be of two bands. Another interesting 
feature of this micrograph is that the broader 'cell t in between 
the two groups of nlU"rower ones contains what could be the remains 
of the 1n1 tiel cell structllre. Ul timately the structure of the 
ferrite regions becomes almost entirely elonga.ted cells like 
the above micrograph. 
Long thin ManglUlese sulphide particles running along 
the boundaries as ~. figure 5.56 were also very commonly seen. 
The few in s1 tu straining experiments tried on this steel in 
the 1 00 kV electron microscope" resulted in sudden fracture 
(or sep .. ation) of the manganese sulphide-steel interf'lce soon 
atter strl'lining was started. Figure 5.58 shows the same 
manganese sulphide particle as figure 5.57 after an instability 
in stra.ining. 
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5.6 H1gb Sulphur steel with lead. 
ihe structures observed in this steel were on the 
whole very similar to those of the high sulphur steel, so 
~ a brief description will be given here, concentrating 
mainly on pointing out the differences in the behaviour of 
the two steels. 
'lbe first difference which was obvious in the 
optical microscope was the much greater prominence of cracking 
at the mrmganese sulphide-steel interface. Even after tittle 
or no strRin, n.s in figure ,S8, it was very di£ficult to 
produce a specimen for ex~ation which was not very badly 
st.-dned by etch'lllt seeping out of the cra.cks. The lead. seemed 
to be present ~ small almost sub-microscopic spheres. 
Unetched the manganese sulphide particles can 9gain 
be seen to be deformed (figure ,.59), but in this steel they 
become fragmented. Small lead particles can often be seen 
at the points of fracture of the inclusions and one particle 
in the micrograph ~as lost some frllgments during polishing, 
which illustrates the weakness of the interface. As the 
strain is increased the particles became increasingly 
fragmented, producing long strings of broken fragments which 
CflIl be seen in figure 5.60. At highest reductions the etched 
structures were similar to the high sulphur steel, showing 
(figure 5.61) long strings of drawn out pearlite, long thin 
MnS particles (but not as thin or continuous as the previous 
case), long light etching bands and small spherical lead 
particles. 
TrAnSMission electron microscop,y revealed little 
difference in the early stages. Figure 5.62 shows the general 
structure of the ferrite regions after 1 CJI, reduction to be 
the same .<lS the other steel. The only straight bnnd seen at 
this stage w~s across ~ grain corner ~d is shown in figure ,.63. 
From 40% reduction to 6($ bands were form1ng in the 
structure but the cell walls were alwqs auite thick compared 
to the sharp boundaries in the normalised steel (f1gure 5.64). 
No extra spots were apparent in the diffraction patterns but a 
small rotation could be measured across the boundaries (fig 5.6,). 
Great d1.fficul ty was experienced in producing foUs 
at higher strnins in this material as the spec1nlens kept tiJling 
apart preraatUrel7. 
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MOst attempts at electro-polishing general~ resulted in the 
inclusions being polished out before the material was thin 
enough for examination, followed b,y rapid growth of the holes. 
Only a few small Areas of specimen were successful~ thinned. 
Figure 5.66 is one such area .Illld appears to be similAr to the 
high sulphur steel. 
$.7 Low carbon steel with hard Particles. 
As mentioned in cha.pter 3 this steel was heat treated 
to produce a structure of fine carbide p8rticles in a coarse 
grained ferrite matrix, in order to study the effect of hard 
undeformsble particles on the deformation behaviour of the 
ferrite, and in particultU", to see if unstA.ble shearing s1milar 
to that which was occuring in the normalised steel, could be 
caused to occur A.S a result of stress concentration a.t hard 
particles. 
The starting structure is shown in .figure 5.67 in an 
optical microgra.ph ~d more clearly in the transmission electron 
micrograph of figure 5.68. 
After 5% reduction, the optical structure did not seem 
to have changed very much Md the transmission electron 
microscope revealed only the usual dislocation structures. 
These were beginning to form tangles and develop into a. cell 
structure, but this was not yet very clear (figure 5.69). 
By 10% reduction, although the grain structure did 
not look different except far slight distortion of the grains, 
tbe optical microscope revealed that ~ long dark streaks had 
developed. These looked like bracks and could be seen to be 
associated with the fine carbide particles (figure 5.70). They 
progressively increased in nW11ber with strAin and at the SAll1e 
time the grain boundaries began to show signs of breald.~ lIP, 
pArticularly those that cut across the rolling direction. The 
structure is shown after 6rfI, reduction in figure 5.71. Above 
6r:J1, no grA.in boundaries could be recognised. The optical 
structure then remained the sa,Jlle right up to the highest str~ 
consisting of the long crack-like streaks, and fine carbide 
particles in a ferrite matrix, with the streaks becardng more 
numerous and looking more like crA-eks 8S strain increased. 
I 
Obviously cracked areas could not be ret~ed in thin 
foUe so attempts were made to show them on replicas. 7hey 
appeared on ..ul specimens strained to 10% reduction or more and 
are shown in figure 5.72 to be the same kind of trills as those 
found in the quenched and tempered steel described earlier. 
Scanning electron microscopy was tried also and although 
not reallY successful for this application, it did show be,yond 
a:rry doubt thA.t these long streaks were cracks. Figure 5.73 shows 
one of these after 60% reduction. 
Transmission electron microscopy revealed that by 1 ($ 
reduction there were m8Q1 straight bands of dislocations 
associated with the carbide particles (figure 5.74). These 
increased in number with increasing strain and sometimes appeared 
to be in groups ot long cell-like structures similar to those 
described earlier (figure 5.75) but ~ seemed to be in pairs 
associated with deformation on either side of single particles 
and ma.ny boundaries are quite sharp. as seen in £'1gure 5.76 
after 60% reduction. Figure 5.77 shows a rather un1~e 
microgrR.ph tAken fit higher magnification, in which a definite 
boundAl"Y has formed, appearing rather like stacking f'ault contrast. 
Displacement of' the cryst . u seems to have occurred leaving some 
form of boundRrY' sloping through the foU. Dislocations can 
be seen in the bound~. The diffraction pattern(figure 5.78) 
shows the foU to have (001) plane parallel to the surface. 
The direction ot the trace of the boundary is [1'0] which 
seems to make the bound!\l"Y in either (1:;2) or (;1 2) as these 
slip planes slope through the toU at about the right angle. 
The (1;0) plane also has its trace in the same direction but 
this is perpendicular to the foU surface. 
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CHAPTER 4 
mE INFWENCE OF OOLD ROLLIW ON THE MECHANICAL PROPER1!IES 
6.t Introduction 
'!his chapter will present the results obtained from the 
tensile tests on the m8teri~s studied, c~ried out after various 
smounts of strain by cold rolling. Discussion of these results 
will not be entered into here, but will be carried out in 
chapter 8. 
Specimens of the normalised steel tested in the same 
condition, with variations only in the specimen th1clmess, showed 
that there is a specimen size effect, but only for very thin 
specimens. Specimens of 0.3 MIn thicImess (the smallest tested) 
were the only ones to show significant variations. These showed 
a drop of up to 10% in the U. T.S. and the uniform strain was 
reduced to About half of its value in thicker specimens. But 
as almost all specimens were tested above this thicImess, the 
results will not be affected except at the very extreme values 
of str~ and should not influence ~ of the points discussed. 
The results presented will be firstly the unusual 
features of the lOAd extension curves themselves and variations 
between the different materials. This will be followed by the 
results obtained from the curves, with particular emphasis on 
changes in the strength, unifom strain and work hardening 
characteristics ~ich occur with increasing strain. 
6.2 The load extension curves 
The general form ot the load extension curves and 
their variation with strain, is shown in figures 6.1 to 6.5, 
which compare the curves for each material siter various rolling 
reductions. These are meant to be a guide to differences in 
ehape only and the number of curves included in each case was 
simply chosen as being sut.t1cient to give the overall trend 
, 
of the shA.p9 chqes of the curves which occurred as strdn increased. 
The curves could in general be d1 vided into several 
distinct regions, the first of which was the usu~ region ot 
elastic strAin, in which the curves rose steeply up to the limit 
of proportionality. 
This was followed by a region in which the curves showed 
serations, indicating that heterogeneous plastic strain was 
occurring. In this region the load increased with 11 gradually 
decreasing slope up to the marlmum load. 
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A t the m.arlmum load there was B region of uniform 
strAin in which the curves remsined tlllt. further extension 
occurring steadily with no further increases in load. 
At the end of this region a neck usually appeared in 
the tensile specimen, ille loa.d began to fAlloff gnd serations 
appear in the curves again. The load continued to drop with 
increasing slope until fracture oc~ed. 
Both the serrated region of the curve prior to the 
maximum load and the tl~t region at the maximum load, decreased 
in extent /lS the rolling strnin increased except for the 
norm':l.lised low c"lrbon steel (figure 6.2) in which ca.se the 
strtdn to the max:l.mum lo'lCi f\D.d the fillt region at the maximum 
load first decreased with rolling strain up to Ilbout 70% 
reduction rnd then increased ag~ with further straining, 
fin!l1ly falling off Ag.'lin Ilbove 90% reduction. 
The straiD h~eD1Dg rate, as reflected by the 
slope of curves up to the maximum load, showed differences 
between m~ter1als, which were most obvious in the unstra1ned 
material f\D.d specimens rolled only small ':\l1lounts. Before 
straining, the slope for the normalised steel decreased only 
slight;Ly, continuing to rise right up to the maximum load. 
Both the free maChining steels showed a marked turn 
over in the curves at the limit of proportionality followed 
by a slight rise, but then became f'l1rly constant in slope with 
the load rising only very slOW'~ up to its max1mwn. 
Both the quenched and tempered steel with particles 
in the grain bound~ies and the steel heat treated to have 
particles in the matrix showed a very high initinl strAin 
hardening rate, but the curves quickly leyelled aut to a constant 
low slope rising only slowly up to the ma.x1mum load. 
After about 20% reduction there seemed to be 11 ttle 
difference in the behaviour between materials. !he curves for 
each steel turned over .qnd reao.bcd max:f..nnml load fAirly quiokl.y'. 
'!he two steels contld ning .fine carbides were characterised 
at f1ll st~es of str.rdn by 1\ very slow falloff in load once 
necking begAn, with considerable extension of the specimen 
occurring aft;er this before fracture occurred. On the other 
hand the steel contf\1n1ng lead always showed A very rPlPid drop 
in load with fracture occurring very quicIcly lU"ter the onset 
of necking. 
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6.3 Variation of ultimate tensile stress with strain. 
Engineering stress values were calculated for the 
lMX1mum lond vttlues of the load extension curves. Fllgineering 
strain was then calculated for the values of extension at 
which the ma:x:1mum load occurred and the true stress calculated 
from the relation:-
(1 • s(1 .. e) 
Where a is the true stress 
s is the engineering stress 
and e is the engineering strain. 
As the maximum load in most cases was maintained fur 
considerable extensions, it was decided to use the mBximum 
value of extension in each case for the calculation of the 
Ultimate Tensile Stress. (U.T.S.). From these values, curves of 
U.T.S. ag~st rolling strain were plotted. lhese are shown in 
figures 6.6 - 6.10 and described in detail below. 
6.3.1 Quenched and tempered steel 
The curve showing the variation of U. T.S. with rolling 
strain for the quenched and tempered steel is shCJWll in tlgure 
6.6. After an initial rise with a slightly higher slope the 
curve seems to be linear up to the highest strain investigated 
with ~ slope of 187 MPa. '!here may be a slight falloff in 
the slope at the highest strain but if so I believe this to be 
a size effect due to the thinness of the specimens at this stage. 
6.3.2. Nor.mRlised Steel 
The curve of U.T.S. agAinst rolling str'lin for the 
same steel in the normalised condition is shown in figure 6.7. 
The increase in U.T.S. with strain is again linear with a slope 
of 240 MPa.. In this case there seems to be a plateau in the 
curve between strains of 1 .2 - 2 where there is no increase in 
U.T.S. 
6.3.3 High Sulphur steel 
Figure 6.8 shows the U.T.S. rolling stra.in curve for 
the high sulphur steel. There is a very steep rise at the very 
early stages of strain:1ng but this soon decreases to a linear 
slope of 140 MPa. there is aga1n a plateau at the same values 
of strain f!,S for the normalised steel ~d this is followed by' 
an increase in the slope of the curve to 214 Mfa.. rem~n1ng 
linear up to a strain of nround 3. Above this strain the U.T.S. 
unexpectedly rose rapidly with further strain to very high 
values. The slope of the curve in this region is 1428 Mfa. 
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6.3.4 Steel with SulEhur and Lead. 
The U.T.S. rolling strain curve for this steel 
(figure 6.9) again shows an initial steeper rise, quickly 
changing slope and becoming linear with a slope of about 
95 MPa., which is retained up to strains of about 2. Above 
this strain there is an increase in the slope, but not as steep 
as the previous steel and not to such high values ot U.T.S. 
1'he slope in this region is 300 Mfa. 
6.3.5 Steel with fine carbide dispersion. 
Th.e U.T.S. rolling strain curve for this steel is 
shown in figure 6.10. 1'here appears to be a very slight drop 
in the U.T.S. e.f'ter very small strains tollowed by a rise 
sim:Uar to the other steels. 1'he curve then remains linear 
up to strain ot around 3 After which it levels off. Th.e slope 
of the linear portion is in this case 166MPa. 
'!he slope of the linear regions of the curves are 
collected together in t~ble 6.1 for ease of oamparison. 
6.4 Th.e Work Hardening Modulus 
If a family of tensile curves for a given material 
are ea.ch drq,wn ~t their own true rolling str~ !Uld ~ curve 
drawn to envelope them, the gra.dient of this curve will give 
the ra.te of increa.se of stress with strain for the overall 
rolling process.. This gradient is the work hardening modulus 
m and is given by the expression:-
m • .Jk 
dE 
The vlllue of m for the various steels studied is 
therefore given by the gr~ent ot the curves tor U.T.S. 
ag~t strain shown in figures 6.6 - 6.10. 
As it is usual to rationalise values of m by dividing 
m by the shear modulus of the material, values ot G have been 
calculated ADd included in table 6.1. The values ot the shear 
modulus G used (257) were as tollows 1-
For ENB G • 8.26 x 104 Mfa 
For EN3B G • 8.26 x 104 Mfa 
For tree cutting steel wi tb. sulphur G • 8.12 MP~ 
No value was av.cdJ.able for a steel conta.1n1ng sulphur plus lead 
so the same value WM used as tor the steel with sulphur only. 
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Steel Range of rolling Slope (MPq) m G strain 
EN8 0.4 187 2.26 x 10-3 (Quenched & tempered) - max. 
:m8 0.3 
-
1.2 240 2.90 x 10-j 
(Normalised) 1.2 2 no rise , 
- 10-3 2 
-
max. 240 2.90 x : 
"" 
Free cut~ 0.2 - 1.2 140 1.72 x 10-:1' (SulJhur 1.2 
-
1.6 no rise 10-3 1.6 
-
3 214 2.63 x 
10-3 3 - max. 1428 17.58 x 
Free cutting 0.5 
-
2 95 1.17 x 10:3 (Sulphur + lead) 2 
-
max. 300 3.69 x 10 
EN3B 0.3 
-
3 166 2.04 x 10"'" 
(Carbide dispersion) 3 - max. levels off 
TABLE 6.1 
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6.5 Variation of Uniform Tensile Strain. 
!be mrud.mum extension to the max:1mum load was measured 
from the lORd extension curves. These values were then 
converted to true strain by the relationship:-
Where 
1i 
.: • 1n 10 
.: is the true strain 
1. is the exttn.jed gauge length 
1 at the maximum lo~d 
?3Dd 10 is the original g~uge length 
Curves of total strain up to the U. T.S. (unif"0l'II1 strain) 
against rolling str~ were then plotted and ere shown in 
figures 6.6 - 6.10 as det~ed below. 
6.5.1 Quenched and tempered steel 
Figure 6.6 shows the plot of uniform strain against 
rolling strAin for this mnterial. Although no specimens of 
this m<l.terini were tested a.t very low rolling strains, it appears 
tha.t the unitorm strldn drops very quickly with the introduction 
of str.tdn into the samples and then decreases slowly with a 
gentle chAnge of slope, untU it becomes fairly constant after 
str~ of about 205. The value of the uniform strain atter 
large rolling str~s is quite small. 
6.5.2 Normalised steel 
1he same steel in the normalised condition, sh~s the 
in! tial l~ge drop in uniform strain es rolling strdn begins. 
(figure 6.7). After a fUrther slow fall to rolling strains of 
around 1 .0 the unitorm tensile strain begins to slowly rise again 
and peaks after a rolling strain of 2.3 before falling agdn to 
~ constant low vRlue at str"lins above 3.5. There JIlq be a ~ler 
peak between strains of 1.5 - 2 but this needs .further checld.ng. 
6.5.3 High sulphur steel 
'lhe un1.form tensUe stra.1n-rol!1ng strain curve for 
this material is shown in f:lgure 6.8. In this case the initial 
abrupt drop in uniform stra1n with the introduction of roll1ng 
strain is not down to quite such low values as for the normalised 
steel, but f'~s of to a.bout the same value by a rolling strain 
of around 0.9. After this .1t is fairly' constant, although 
there JIl81' be a sl1gh~ rise in the region of' the peak in the 
normalised steel curve. It 1s as though the peak in the 
normalised steel curve 1s occurring at muCh lower strainB, 
appearing in this case as strains less than 0.5. 
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6.5.4 Steel with slllphur and lea.d 
The curve showing the varia.tion of uniform strain for 
this steel (figure 6.9) follows the form of that for the high 
sulphur steel, the only difference being th.llt the slightly 
higher values at strains up to 0.5 are not as great in this steel. 
6.5.5 Steel with fine carbide dispersion 
Figure 6.1 0 shows the uniform strain curve for this 
steel. A few specimens of this steel were tested at ver" low 
rolling strAins, so:.ti; can be seen just how abrupt the 1n1 tia.l 
drop in uniform strt:d.n is. The values up to a rolling strain 
of 1 are a bitcratic but seem to fall slightly between 0.5 
~d 1 • The values then seem to remain ftdrly constant up to 
strAins of about 3, a.l though there m~ be 11 slight rise occurring 
between strains of 1 and 2.3. Above strains of 3 the uniform 
strain seems to rise significantly. 
6.6 Strain hardening exponent n and strength coefficient k 
In the early stages, the tensile tests carried out on 
the normalised steel were analysed assuming that the Hollomon 
• equation a· k£ was satisfied for the material. Plots of 
log aagainst log E taken from each curve in the uniform plastic 
stra.:ln region did tl fact gi..,.e reasonable straight lines and 
are shown for various rolling strains in figure 6.11. 
The strain hardening exponent 11 'lS given by the gradient 
of these curves has been plotted against rolling strain in 
figure 6.12. 
The strength coefficient k is the stress at a strain 
of 1 (log £- 0). This ha.s also been obtained fran the curves 
by extrapolation and plotted ag~t rolling strain in figure 6.13. 
S1nce~as pointed out in section 2.5.2, the strain at 
which necking begins should be numerically equal to the strain 
. 
hardening exponent, i.e. 
£u • n 
then the uniform strain curves shown in figures 6.6 - 6.10 
should also represent the variation of the value with rolling 
strain. Comparing figure 6.7 with figure 6.12 shows in fact 
that although the numerical values are a little different, the 
shape of the curves are the SaJl18, showing the initial sharp 
drop, a gentle rise turning over at stra.ins of about 1.5 and 
a larger peak a.t higher strains, so that the trend of the 
behaviour can be obtained. 
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Also comparison of the k against rolling strAin curve 
in figure 6.13 with the U.T.S. rolling stra.in curve in f'igure 
6.7 both of which give '1 mensure of the overnll strengthening 
effect, the sh,'lpe can again be seen to be s1mil"ll", showing a 
rise ~d R plateau, followed by a fUrther rise in strength at 
higher str~. The discontinuities in each case occurred at 
about the same strains. 
vJhich numerical value of n is correct is hard to sq, 
because both methods of obtp..ining the values contain 
difficul ties. For the Hollomon an~sis the difficulty was to 
get enough points fram the tensile curves at high rolling strains 
when the tensile strains were only smill and in the estimation 
of the line of best fit through them, Ginee a small shift in 
the slope of the line dr'lWD markedly e.:rfected the value of n. 
For values of n obtained from the uniform strain, the problem 
was that the max1mum load was maintained over 11 range of 
extension, Cf\using confusion as to which value of extension 
should be used far the strain calculations. 
Because of recent critioism of the Hollomon approach 
,I\S outlined in the literature survey, and because the most 
important part of this project is not in absolute values, but 
in comparing the trends in behaviour with the microstructure, 
the Hollomon ~alysls was not pursued further, as the trends 
of behaviour c'3l'l be obtAined mare easily from the U. T.S. curves 
and the Un:l£orm strain curves. 
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CHAP'!$R 1 
RESULTS OF FRAClOORAPHIC ANALYSIS 
7.1 Introduction. 
It was noticed during the tensile testing that there 
were visible changes in the appearance of the fracture 
surfaces of some tensile specimens and that this generally 
coincided with ch~es in the mechanical properties at 
particullU" vl=llues of rolling strain. This led to the 
examination of all the fracture surfaces by scanning electron 
microscopy. 
The results of these investigations will be presented 
in this chapter A.long with the results of fractography 
carried out on Machining chips of the same materials which 
were broken at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
The chapter w1l1conclude with the results of 
electron probe micro analysis, which was carried out on 
the fracture surfaces. 
7.2 FractographY of the quenched and tempered steel. 
'!he as heat treated specimens and those strained 
to reductions of up to 45% a.ll appeared to fracture by a 
cup-cone mechanism as described in section 2.8.2, exhibiting 
a central region normal to the tensile axis with equiaxed 
dimples and outer shear zones sloping at 4~ to the tensile 
axis (figure 7.1) The nRture of the fracture surface in 
these regions can be seen more clearly in figures 7.2 and 7.J. 
At higher strains the appearance of the fractures changed and 
the mechanism changed to the double cup mode described in 
section 2.8.2. Failure occurred in a shear plane at 450 across 
the neck with a central cavity developing as shear progressed. 
(figure 7.4). The central cavity pf.lrtion ot the fracture 
consisted ot equiaxed dimple type fracture as in figure 7.5 
and the outer shear surtace is shown in figure 7.6. 
Above 6($ reduction although still failing by a 
double cup mechanism, changes are occurring in the central 
zone. In many places several ot the dimples can be seen 
to be coalescing to form large cracks parallel to the rolling 
plane as in figure 7.7. 
By 8~ reduction the double cup mechaniSlll is still 
in operation but the fracture now IGloks almost like a shear 
fracture. 
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The bulk of the fracture surface is now elongated dimples of 
the kind shown in the outer zones of the earlier fractures, 
but there is still a central cavity in which there m:t: one or 
more large cracks parallel to the rolling plane (figure 7.8). 
lhe surface of these shows very long shallow dimples parallel 
to the rolling firection (figure 7.9) • 
o The fractures usually slope at about 30 across the 
width direction and the shear dimples in the outer zones are 
elongated at an angle instead of straight out towards the 
surface along the 450 slope. 
Above 80% reduction there is no further change in the 
fracture behaviour. All specimens up to 98% reduction 
looking similar. 
7.3 Fracture behaviour of the normAlised steel. 
Samples of the same steel in the normalised condition 
which had been reduced less than 60% by rolling failed by 
the cup-cone mechanism, which was slightly mod1fied because 
of the sheet nature of the specimens. 
The two halves of the specimen were generally concave 
and convex across the thickness direction showing relatively 
equiaxed dimple fracture in the centre and shallower elongated 
dimples in the sloping shear zones toward the edges. 
Figure 7.10 is a view across the thickness of a 
tensile specimen which had been reduced 6(J$ in thickness by 
rolling. I t shows the distinct zones across the thickness. 
In the specimen width direction the fractures were not 
perpendicular to the tensile axis b1lt sloped at around 
30-350 • The shear component in this direction can be seen 
in the fac, that the elongated dimples in the shear zones 
do not run straight out the shear face toward the specimen 
surface but are inclined across the width. Also, the 
relatively equiaxed dimples in the central zone are slightly' 
elongated in the width direction. 
All specimens which had undergo. less strain than 
the first peak in the uniform strain-rolling strAin curve 
(figure 6.6) showed cup-cone fracture behaviour, but from. 
60% to 80',6 reduction the size of the equiaxed dimple region 
decreased and the sloping shear zones increased. Around 80% 
reduction (corresponding to the f:lrst peak in the uniform 
strain curve) the central zone disappeared and the fractures 
exhibited tho shear type mechanism described in section 2.8.2, 
showing only elongated shear dimples (figure 7.11). 
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The fracture surfaces were inclined at 450 across the thickness 
direction and at about )00 - 350 across the w1dth~ '!he shear 
dimples were aligned in the maximum slope direction. 
Sometimes the fractures consisted of several intersecting 
planes as in figure 7.12. 
In the region of the larger peak in the uniform 
strain curve, after about 90% reduction, the fracture mechanism 
was somewhere between R. shear mechanism and a double cup 
mechanism. Large cavities formed steps in the fracture 
surfaces as in figure 7.13. The areas in between the steps 
tended to Show an appr~te~ equiaxed dimple structure 
like the centre of a double cup fracture, but in some cases 
these were shear type fractures occurring on intersecting 
planes as in figure 7.14.. in which case the dimples were 
shallower and elongated up the shear faces. 111e relatively 
smooth step faces (figure 7.15) appeared like large cracks in 
planes p~~lel to the rolling pIRone, the surfaces of which 
seemed to be made up of very Shallow dimples s1m11ar to those 
in the central cracks of the quenched R.nd tempered specimens. 
It appears RoB though very deep cavities hRove formed in the 
rolling direction and coalesced into cracks in the rolling 
plane. 
Taper sections of the fractured specimens, produced 
as described in chapter 4 in order to relate the steps in the 
fr~cture surfaces to microstructural features such as grain 
boundaries were not overly successful. It was not possible to 
distinguish the finer features of the microstructure, but it 
was possible to see that the step faces were usually associated 
with ferrite regions (figure 7.16) and also no·tjeea.b~ that the 
cavities mR.k1ng up the equiaxed d:l.mple structure were very much 
deeper th~ one ilnagined by looking at the fracture surface 
(figure 7.1 7) • 
Fractures consisting of thin regions of equiaxed 
cavities separated by cracks parallel to the rolling plane, 
persisted up to the highest strains investigated. 
7.4 Fracture behaviour of the high sulphur steel. 
'!he first difference in the fracture behaviour of 
the high su).phur steel, was that the low strrdn specimens did 
not fail by- the same cup-cone mechanism as did the earlier 
steels. 
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The fractures consisted almost entirely of relatively equiaxed 
cavities, some of which were very deep ~d hl1d formed around 
elongated mRllganese sulphide particles (figure 7.18). In the 
thiclmess direction, fractures were normal to the surfa.ce of 
the specimen 11nd there were no shear zones at the edges. In 
the specimen width direction; (parallel to the rolling plane) 
the fracture surfaces tended to slope ~t 300 - 350 and in m~ 
regions the cavities could be seen to be elongated in this 
direction (figure 7.19). 
Above 60% rolling reduction ~hear zones developed 
at the outer regions of the specimen sloping at 450 through 
the thiclmess direction. Figure 7:20 shows that rather than 
elongated dimples, these tended to be thin areas of equ1axed 
dimples separated by surfaces parallel to the rolling plane, 
in which m~ fr~mented manganese sulphide particles could 
be seen. lhe fragmentation could have occurred during the 
fracture process. At this stage the fracture could be 
described as occurring by the cup-cone mechanism, but as 
strain increased there was a grad~ change to the shear 
mechMism, gener,uly beginning at one side and progressing 
scross the width of the specimen. By 80% reduction a.bout half 
of the specimen was a 4~ shear fracture, and by 90% reduction 
the specimens were entirely shear failure, looking rather like 
the end of ~ wood chisel. (figure 7.21) ~ Again the fracture 
surface w~ not str~~t up the slope, but a series of steps 
wi th the actual fracture l!g-zagging from normal to the 
rolling plane ,where it WRS equiaxed cavities, to pf.3l"allel to 
the rolling plane, where the surf8ce could be seen to result 
from the joining up of many long oavities as shown in figure7 .22. 
Mu.ch of the lJUrf'aco ~ar'd to be covered with thin manganese 
sulphide particles, made visible by the fact that they were 
beginning to break up. '!his fracture mode continued right up 
to the highest levels of strain. 
7.5 Fracture behaviour of the steel with sulphur and lead. 
At low strains the shear zones again seemed to be 
suppressed by the manganese sulphide particles, but not to 
the same extent as when no lead was present. In the thicIcness 
direction the edges did show shear zones at least over part 
of the specimens. In these regions the cavities were quite 
long as seen in figure 7.23 and contained maqy fragmented 
particles of manganese sulphide. 
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Fractures generally sloped across the width direction at about 
o )0 indicating shear components in this direction and in the 
centre region of the specimens the fracture surface was a mixture 
of equiaxed cavities and cavities elongated in the width 
direction as sh~ by figure 7.24. 
By 40% reduction fractures had changed at least pertly 
to shear 'l.t 450 through the thickness and by 600 were again 
like the point of a wood chisel, a.l though some specimens had a 
shear component across the width direction causing a slope 
of the fracture surface in this direction of above 300 • 
Fractures were similar to this up to the highest rolling strains 
and in this case also, showed a series of steps made up of thin 
equiaxed cavity regions sep~ated by surfaoes which were pArallel 
to the rolling plane (figure 7.25). 1bese again appeared to be 
covered with thin manganese sulphide particles over a IRrge 
proportion of their area, but this was much more fr~ented 
th~ When no lead wa.s present. 
7.6 tpe steel with a fine carbide dispersion 
111e as heat treated specimens of this steel fa1led by 
a cup-cone mechanism, producing a fracture surface which was 
conCave-convex through the thickness direction and inclined 
at about 300 in the width direction. The dimples on the 
surface were much smaller in this case than for the other steels, 
presumably because of the large number of inclusions at which 
they can be initiated. The central region and the sloping 
side regions can be seen in figures 7.26 and 7.27. 
After strains as little as 5% reduction, although the 
fracture mechanism seemed to be the same, maqy of the fine 
cavities could be seen to be conlescing to form larger cavities 
as sh~ in figures 7.28 IUld 7.29, forming sheets of cnvi ties 
par~lel to the rolling plane. 
From 1 0% to 20% reduction there was an increase in the 
8JI'1ount of shear, as specimens changed graduaJ.ly to the shear mode 
of failure, often on intersecting planes as seen in figure 7.)0. 
The shear surfaces lRIl"e again a series of steps up the slope 
as in . "figure 7.31, with equiaxed cavities normal to the rolling 
plane and surfaces made up of coalesced deep cavities parallel 
to the rolling pllUle. 
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Strangely, the shear mode changed again and by 30% 
reduction specimens were beginning to show a double cup fracture 
mode as described in section 2.8.2. Figure 7.)2 shows an 
overall view. Many c1lvit1es could be seen to hl\ve coalesced 
into cracks parallel to the rolling direction as in figure 7.33. 
This double cup fra.cture mode persisted up to the 
o highest rolling strnins. Most fr;:!.ctures sloped at about 30 
across the width showing n component of shear in this direction 
~d across the thickness there were occasional areas of shear 
on intersecting plqnes, particularly around 60% reduction 
when the fractures seemed to be part shear and part double cup. 
Above 6c:f/, reduction the fractures were stUI of the double cup 
mode, but the centr~ ca.vities had coalesced into one or more 
large cracks parAllel to the rolling plane. 
7. 7 The fracture behaviour of machining chips 
For all the materials, frn.cture surfaces of machining 
chips broken at liquid nitrogen temperature showed extensive 
regions which were not cleavage and which had therefore formed 
during the machining process. 
The fracture surfa.ce in these regions exhibited 
ripples running perpendicular to the shear direction and 
!UlgUlar chq,nges could be seen in the surface along the shear 
direction giving the a.ppearance of grain corners. A typical 
region from a chip of the normalised steel is shown in figure 
7.34. 
Such fracture surfa.ces have been observed before and 
have been tem c (j. t stretch zones' by Doyle (258) 
Both the proportion of the fracture surfa.ce which 
was lI18.de up of these stretch zones and the width of the 
individual rippled portions varied from steel to steel. In 
the two free machining steels, the fracture surfaces were 
dominated by large broad rippled regions as in figure 7.35, 
otten looking as though the process causing them was occurring 
on different levels s1m1lar to a cleavage fracture , with the 
different levels joining up by ductile fracture. Chips of the 
quenched ~ tempered steel 1lnd the steel with a fine carbide 
dispersion also showed fracture surfaces with a large proportion 
of stretch zones, but in these two cases the individual rippled 
areas were much smaller and more numerous as seen in figure 7.36. 
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7.8 Comparison of machine chip and tensile fractures. 
At first it was thought that the stretch zones were 
regions of intergranull'll' fracture because of the angular, 
grain corner appearance of same parts of the surface, but this 
posed a problem as to why they should be smaller and more 
numerous in the steel with the fine carbide dispersion, since 
this had the largest grain size. 
The first clue to their real origin came while looking 
over photographs of same of the tensile fracture surfaces, 
when it was noticed in mk~ of the higher magnification 
photographs that the interior surface of odities formed around 
inclusions was rippled. 'lhis is shown in figure 7.37 for 
cavities around manganese sulphide particles in the centre 
of a cup-cone fracture of the high sulphur steel e.f'ter 10% 
rolling strain. rt can be seen more dral1laticalJ~! in figure 7.38 
which is a. shear zone of a fracture in the Sal1le steel after 
a greater amount of rolling strRin, in which case several 
cavities have coalesced to form an angulnr rippled surface 
similar in ,q,ppearance to the stretch zones in the machine 
chip fractures. S1m1lar features on a finer scale" ... re •• en 
in the steel with a fine carbide dispersion Rnd Cqn be seen 
in the photograph which appeared earlier as figure 7.29. 
'Ihe same thing in the quenched and tempered steel is shown in 
figure 7.39 which looks down a shear f'lce in the specimen 
which had undergone 60% rolling strain. 
Thus it appears that the stretch zones in the chip 
frt:l.ctures may form r1ur1ng the plan.'ll' shear by the coalescence 
of cavities formed around inclusions. Further discussion of 
this will appear in chapter 8. 
7.9 Electron probe micro aP8fysis. 
Close examination of the stretch zone surfaces of the 
two free cutting steels indicated the possibility that like 
the tensile fractures after large strains, much of the surface 
mAY be covered with a thin layer of manganese sulphide 
(see figure 7.40). 
Electron microprobe analysis was tried in order to 
confirm thti and ~so check the possibility of a. lead smear on 
the surface in the case of the steel with sulphur and lead. 
'lh1.s was c"llTied out within the scanning electron microscope 
using a Link X-rq energy analySis system. 
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Figure 7.42 is a chart showing the characteristic 
;-rtq spectrum from the ferrite matrix of a polished sM'lple 
of the high sulphur steel, taken for comparison with the spectrum 
from a stretch zone surface in the same steel. Many stretch 
zone surfaces were tried and each yielded spectra identical to 
the one shown in figure 1.43, which shows strong peaks 
corresponding to m~anese and sulphur in addition to the 
iron peaks from the ferrite.. A s1m1lar spectrum (figure 7.44) 
was also obt1dned from shear surfaces in the tensUe fractures 
after high strains, such R.S that shown in f'J.gure 7.22, showing 
that both the fractured machining chips and also the tensUe 
specimens after high rolling strains do have shear surfaces 
which Are covered over much of their Area by a thin layer of 
Mang~ese sulphide. 
Similar experiments were carried out for the steel 
with sulphur and lead addi tiona. In this case, as can be seen 
in figure 7.45, there was the further addition of a lead x-ray 
peak whioh was not present in a standard spectrum taken from 
the matrix of that In..'3.terial. lhe scale was chqed in this 
case in order that the lead peak could be included on the chart. 
It was not possible to determine by these simple experiments 
whether the lead in the stretch zones was present M a smear 
over the surface, M tiny particles, as lead sulphide or as 
a. complex lead iron sulphide. However, spectra from manganese 
sulphide particles in both of the free cutting steels betore 
stra1n1ng were identicAl (figure 7.46) and did not contain a 
lead peak, so the possib1l1ty of the lea.d in the stretch zone 
spectrum being a complex sulphide seems to be ruled out. 
Spectra. tAken tran stretch zones in the steel with 
fine carbides" the normalised steel and the quenched .and 
tempered steel cJ.d not show the M8llgtUleSe and sulphur X-rq 
peaks. The spectra in each of these cases were identioal to 
the spectra of the ferrite matrix. 
The fact that a large area ot the shear surtaces ot 
the two tree machining steels were covered with manganese 
sulphide was also confirmed by deeply etohing both fracture 
surfaces and W'.chining chips in 20% nital. An example is 
given in figure 7.41" which shows Mtm;1 flattened MtUlgAneSe 
sulphide particles in the deeply etched trart surface ot a 
lathe turning from the high sulphur steel. 
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the effects of increasing amounts 
of deformation on the structure, mechanical properties and 
subsequent fra.cture behaviour of the individual steels will 
be (\.iacu.ssed. 
The variation of mechanical properties with strain 
will be interpreted for each case in tems of the changes in 
microstructure which have been observed and where potential:!:' 
useful improvement in the properties occurred. The discussion 
will be more detailed. 
Significant features of the progressive structural 
changes occurring, about which little is known, will also be 
discussed at greater length, with a view to obtaining a more 
comprehensive understanding of the mechanism by which defomation 
occurs and the way in which this affects subsequent fracture. 
Throughout the discussion comparisons will be made 
of the results for the various steels, in order to glean 
more general information as to the affects of manganese 
sulphide and lead particles on deformation and fracture, 
both during mach1n1ng RIld also during bulk defomation snd 
the affect of hard particles, such as carbides, dispersed 
throughout the struoture. 
8. 2 ~~_s,otrow of cold rolled substructure. 
Before beginning to relate the changes in properties 
which occur with increasing strain to the observed 
microstruotures, it is necessary to mention a few points 
relative to the early attempts to exsm1ne the sub-structure 
in foils prepared from rolling plane sections. 
From a simple consideration of the geOllle~' of 
the ro111ng process it is obvious that the maximum shear 
stress is in planes which are par.allel to the rolls and 
inclined to the rolling direction. If the events occurring 
in these planes during the early stages of rolling are to 
be st1ld1ed, it becomes essential to use thin foUs cut frau 
sections which ~ perpendicular to the rolling plane and 
along the rolling direction, because rolling plane sections 
will only' show the little bit of structure in the inclined 
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shear planes which hAppens to 11e along the line of 1ntersection 
of the shear planes end the rolling plane. 1be most informative 
structures will therefore not be seen in such sections in eny 
great detail. 
After large rolling reductions, the substructure 
developed has long been known to be inhomogeneous with respect 
to the shape, size, and Olignment of the cells (64)(65)(67) 
(68), but information on the distribution of cell dimensions 
for the three principal directions in rolled steel sheet has 
only recently been made a.vailable for the first time. 
Although not for the same steel as used in the present work, 
W1ll1s (259) has shown a size distribution as follows l-
In the rolling plane parallel to the rolling direction 
(cell length) 0.3 to 27 1J m 
In the rolling plane perpendicular to the rolling 
direction 
(cell width) 0.2 to 5 1J m 
Perpendicular to the rolling plane 
(cell thickness) 0.05 to 1.4 1J m 
This suggests that after rolling, a large proportion 
of the cell boundary area will 11e in the rolling plane and 
tha.t thin foils trom rolling plane sections will contain large 
areas of cell bounda17. Looking through these cell boundaries 
will be confusing, because a high dislocation density in a 
thin boundary plane could easily be interpreted as un1f"orm 
high dislocation density and also bec~use ~ misorientation 
between the cells above and below and boundary will introduce 
Moire fringes to canpl1cate the interpretation of the structure. 
Even worse, the very small thickness of the cells makes it 
possible that observations would be through multiple cell 
boundaries. 
1he present reaul ts, which will be discussed in more 
detail later, show that long cell like structures having 
sharp boundaries which 11e in slip planes inclined to the 
rolling direction do form during deformation and that these 
rotate into the rolling plane as strain increases. 
For the reasons given above, these most interesting 
results would not have been seen if, as in a considerable 
amount of previous work, observations had been limited to 
those trom to11s cut frOll1 roll1ng plane sections. 
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Although ~ lot easier to produce, such fo11s did not yield 
much in the way of UBetul informa.tion. '!he straight boundaries 
in figure 5.1 2 are examples of what could be sections through 
cell boundaries which. Are inclined through the fo11 and 
figure 5.13 shows the type of fringe patterns which. contuse 
the interpretA.tion of the structures when rolling plane 
sections are used. 
For the remainder of this discussion; except where 
specific mention is made otherwise, the" structures considered 
will be those observed in fo11s from sections perpendicular 
to the rolling plane and along the rolling direction. 
8.3 Structure Property Relationships 
8.3.1 nte quenched and tempered steel 
The essential changes in mechanical properties with 
increasing stra:ln, as seen from figure 6.6,are that the U. T.S. 
increases linearly with strain with a slope of 187 Mfa 
except in the very early" stages when the rate of increase i. 
higher, while the uniform tensile strain drops very rapidly 
and then decreases only slowly with a gentle change of slope, 
becoming constant at quite small values after higher 
rolling strains. 
'!he rate of strain hardening (;r,"1th respect to 
strain), or work hardening modulus ~ , given by tha 
gradient of the U.T.S. stra.in curve, appears to be constant 
over most of the range of strains for this steel. 
It is importA.llt to distinguish this from the 
strain hArdening exponent n, since contusion often Rl"ises 
in discussions because of the similarity of the terms. 
From the definition o:f n (260) the two are related by 
n -
• 
d 1 nO' I: dO' 
---d 1n£ 0' dE: 
or do _ n g 
d £ I: 
As seen in section 2.5.2 the value of n is used as a 
measure ot the capacity of a material to undergo further 
plastic deformation bec~se of Considere's construction 
(see ref. 131) showing that it is numerically equal to the 
strain at which necId.ng occurs. 
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Therefore the curve in figure 6.6 showing the 
vllrlation ot uniform strain with rolling strain shows that 
the capacity to detorm further (in tension) talls to quite 
small values atter only sm8ll amounts of detormation by 
rollillg, then falls onq sllgbtq with iDoreasillg atr8in, 
becoming relatively constant. 
This emphasises the limited usefulness of pure 
tension for the reduction and elongation of metals, as even 
at the highest value of n for a metal, which is about 0.5 
(260), neck free straining could hardly exceed 6rI$. 
Considerable detailed knowledge of the structure 
of iron in the early' stages of plastic deformation has 
been obtAined frOOl thin toil electron ndcroscopy and has 
been reviewed mall1' times (53)(63), so rather than spend 
t1me discussing what is already known, I intend only to 
briefly compare IV results and get on fairly quickly to the 
lesser known events occurring at higher strains. 
In similar work to this on F.C.C.metals (1 )(2) and 
much work on theories ot str~ h13l"dening (261), initial 
r~pid increases in strength And decreases in uniform strain 
h~ve been attributed to the rapid multiplication of 
dislocations, interaction of these in different slip systeMS, 
the formation of dislocation tangles and the developrr.fl~t of 
these into a cellular network. Initial strengthening then, 
is by an alteration ot the structure to one through which 
dislocations can move only with increasing d1f'f1Q11lty, 
moving only short distances thro\1gh the cells betore joining 
the tangles in the cell walls. 
Since no spec1mens of the quenched and tempered 
steels were tested or exsm1ned at very early stages and 
similar ferrite structures and mechanical properties were 
obtained in the other steels, necessary points concerning 
the very early stage structures will be made later. The 
structures of this steel at the earliest stage which was 
examined (fig. 5.2) did show mostly the normal equiaxed 
cell structure with tlUlgled dislocations in the walls, 
indicating that the 1ni tial changes in properties probably 
are attributable to the above structural changes. 
as 
At higher strains" it A.ppears thtlt the rate of strtdn 
hardening" in agreement with other work on iron f.Uld pza.re B.C.C. 
metals (67)" is constant and does not d1m1n1sh significantly 
up to the highest strains investigated. 
It has been suggested tha.t once the cellular sub-
structure 1s formed" its size becomes the dominmt factor 
contribut1ng to the strengthening which occurs as strain 
continues (67)(68) (1 )(2). 
As mentioned in section 2.S.3" investigators have 
tr1ed to reltlte the chtmge in low stress to a ch~e in cell 
size a by A. rela.tionship analogous to the Hall-Petch 
relat10nship (136)(137) for grain size strengthening of 
annealed metals a-
- -I kd 
where in this case d is the mean linear intercept between 
the cell walls in the transverse sections. 
Although not entirely unsuccessful; contusion has 
arisen as to the correct value of the cell size exponent. 
Since this approa.ch was not tried in the present 
work and argument regarding this is given elsewhere" :it 1s 
only necessary here to make a few comments because of the 
structures observed. 
111e cell size does appear to be the dominant 
factor contriba:tag to the strengthening" but not by a 
gradual, uniform reduction in size. The final structure 
consists of thin ribbon like 'Cells' (figure S.1S)" both in 
this case and ,uso in the later steels, but these formed in 
small groups of lmicrobands' within the more general equia.xed 
cell structure. The formation of these bands, the nature of 
the boundaries" the orientation differences across them and 
the behaviour during subsequent deformation will be discussed 
in more detail later, but as the number ot bands and their width 
(the number of cells across them) increase as stra1n'ng 
continues, the increase in strength ~ be rela.ted to the 
proportion of the total volume occupied by' microbsnds of this 
type. 
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At very high strains the ribbon 1i1w cells, which now 
occupy almost the total volume, remain approximately constant 
in size and it may be th~t a balance between cell reduction 
and qy.namic recover" by coalescence as discussed by Langford 
and Cohen (67) is taIdng place. 
Although in some cases it looked possible that the 
long ribbon like ceUs could be forming by elongation and 
coalescence of the original equiroced cells together with a. 
sharpening of the boundmes (figure 5.1 0), it did not look 
as though this was o'Ocurr1ng in general, since JI'1lU'JY of the 
thin cells were far too long to have resulted £rem elongation 
of the original cells and seemed to cut right through them. 
Many of the thin cells contained carbide particles 
(figure 5.5) maldng it possible that their formation was 
associated with stress concentration around cabide particles. 
Even at quite high stra.1ns (figure 5.16) some long cells 
stUl appeared to be in small groups or even single and these 
could possibly be associated with carbide particles, or 
other points of stress concentration. Ms will be discussed 
in greater detail later when dealing with the steel having 
a fine carbide dispersion within the ferrite, as these 
experiments were designed to check this. 
Original gr~ boundaries should also contribute to 
the increase in strength, since as grains are reduced the 
decrea.sing boundary set:N'ation in the thicImess direction is 
an effective reduction in grain size. 
Despite the fact that this steel Was t1rst used in· 
this condition in order that the caltbides would delineate the 
grain boundaries, they could be detected only with difficulty' 
and were often stepped when intersected by bands of ribbon 
like cells (figure 5). Above 6($ the;r were not detectable at 
all. It seems they are either completely broken up by shear, 
or are indistinguishable £ran the ribbon l1ke cell boundaries. 
Langford and Cohen (146) J after their misorientation 
measurements at high strain, suggest that the ribbon like 
sub-grain boundaries behave like high angle boundaries at 
high strains. 
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It was 'also observed in this steel, and measured in 
later work for the normalised condition of the BSJIle steel 
(figure 5.30), that grain boun~e8 which 11e across the 
rolling direction rotate about the triple points during strains 
of up to 0.9 (60% reduction). For this oase and also in the 
steel with dispersed oarbides which will be disoussed later, 
the carbide particles ~ resist this and in doing so also 
contribute to the strength. 
So while I believe that there is a grain boundary 
oontribut ion to the 1n.croc.sein strength at least up to strains 
of 60% ~ it is d1f't1cul t to apportion and probably varies with 
orientation difference as the resistance tomearing will also 
var,y with this (111)(112)~ For reasons that will become 
increasingly olear as this discussion continues, I do not 
believe that the original grain boundaries stUl exist as 
suCh above about 60% reduotion. 
While the :impression gained frOOl the U.T·.S. curve 
is that the r~te of strain hardening is constant, it should 
be emphasised that this is the overall miorosoopic effeot. 
The heterogeneous nature of the microstructures and 
particularly the serrations in the individual load extension 
curves between the beginning of' plastic deformation and the 
U.T.S. suggest that miorosoopioally, the deformation is far 
from uniform and the rate of strain hardening f13l" from 
constant. 
Serrations of this type appeared in all the steels 
tested and wUl therefore be considered only briefly here, 
their cause being ~aken up in a more general. discussion later. 
Their shape indicates that the load repeatedly 
stops rising, remnins constant for a short time and then 
begins to rise ag~ the horizontal. segments of the curve 
beooming progressivel1' longer as the U. T.S. is approached. 
As mentioned in section 2.2.2, serrations in stress 
strAin curves can be oaused by mechanical tvlmrlng, but no 
twins have been observed in the present work. 
In simUar work to this on !lll Al-5% Mg alloy, Nuttall 
( 2) explained serrations in the stress strain curves in terms 
of the repeated looIdng aDd unlocking ,of dislocations by 
solute atoms, similAr to the Portevin -te Chatelier effect 
found in Al alloys at high temperatures. 
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He related the behavior to the fact that high vacancy 
concentrations in strained material allow rapid ~ation 
of the solute back to unlocked dislocations, similar to 
explanations of the Portevin..te Chatelier effect, where 
rapid migration of the solute is made possible by the 
vacancies present at high temperatures. 
While argwnents s1m1lar to this could possibly explain 
the serrations observed in these steels, I believe these 
serrations to be an indication that the state of uniform strain 
is giving w~ to one in which the straining is loc,uised. 
In general, instability of plastic now can var'T widely, 
:from necking in tension a.t one extreme, through some 
intermediate level in various kinds of shear band developement, 
to slip band formation at the other extreme. the origin also 
varies, :from a. purely mechanical reason in necIdng, to reasons 
much more within the material. 
If the serrations are due to localised straining, 
then this should show up as local changes in microstructure 
and since localised formt1tion of bands of ribbon like cells 
is observed and these become more numerous with increasing 
str~, it is a reasonAble assumption that localised straining 
is associated with the formation of these bands, or is occurring 
wi thin them once they are formed. 
The serrations in the load extension curves can therefore 
be interpreted as being due to microscopic vsriations in strain 
hardening, the condition for their appearanoe after erq amount 
of prior straining being that somewhere in the material the 
next increment of strain-induced hardening is cancelled out 
by a. local strain-induced softening. Further straining taIdng 
place in the region where resistanoe to oontinued now is lost. 
the flats in the load extension curves (figure 6.1) 
at the U.T.S. could be an extension of the phenomena causing 
t1ae.serrations. Local unstable deformation 
could be becaning more general (a'h least in tension) onoe 
sufficient microbands are produoed in the structure to allow 
more general deformation to oocur by the same meohanism. This 
wUl also be tnken up later in the discussion. 
Sine. the more exttm8iw defomation in this ste.l 
after on onset of necldng than in the normalised steel and 
the free autting steels is probably due to differences in the 
fracture process, this w1ll be more conveniently dealt with 
atter discussing the fracture behaviour, and when comparing 
the results of the other steels. 
The fracture behaviour w11l also only' be briefly 
covered at this point, concentrating on features whiCh are 
different from those in the other steels. 
The cup-cone mechanism operating initially' and atter 
strains of up to 45% is well documented and explained as seen 
in section 2.8.2. But in this case there is a noticet'ldo 
difference in the depth of the cavities. In fact both the 
centre portion (figure 7.2) normally described as voiaa. or 
equiaxed dimples and the outer shear faces (figure 7 • .3) 
normally described as elongated dimples, appear to be transverse 
sections and steeply inclined seotions through the s~ deep 
cavitLes with their axis in the rolling direotion. 
At later stages of strain, although the appearenoe 
of the fracture changed (figures 7.4 & 7.8), the same deep 
cavities were evident (figures 7.5 & 7.6) and each different 
mode was basically a. different path of sepa!at1an through the 
same deep cavities. 
The sloping shear faces were interesting in that 
normally the appearance of elongated dimples is explained 
( 262) as shown in f'1gure 8.1 in terms of the spreading out of 
voids in the shear direction, but in this case there was a 
definite resistance to sidewqs shearing of the cavities and 
separation ocaurred bY' cutting through them in the shear 
plane (figure 8.2). 
Since atter rolling, the uniform strain during tensile 
testing 1s quite small, I believe that the ver,y deep cavities 
must originate dur1ng the rol11ng process. 1h1s idea is 
supported by' the replica studies on deformed surfaces, as seen 
in t1.gure S. 2.3 and man;y more micrographs which space would not 
allow me to include in this dissertation. 
Thus the cup-cone tractures begin in the centre by' 
necking down of the walls between long cavities produced 
during the rolling process. 
A central cavity develops and deformation in the outer regions 
is concentr1lted by the notch effect of this carl ty into planes 
at approxim"l.tely 4~ in the nomol wrq. '!he fracture stUI 
extends by necld.ng and separation of the cavity walls, but 
Ch~es direction PJad develops a step like appearance between 
cavities (figure 8.2) as it travels in a zig-zag path along 
the direction of higher stress, alternately as longitudinal 
and transverse rupture through the canty walls. 
After higher rolling strains the central region of 
the fracture becomes proportionately smaller, possibly 
because higher shear stress (due to the increased strength 
of the material), causes the fra.cture to break out in the 
shear plane before the central cavity can extend fAr. It 
extends longitudinally slightly and then breaks out on a 
shear pllUle, causing a 4S<> fracture with a double cup in 
the centre (figure 8.3). lbe single shear plane could arise 
from geometric considerations, as these specimens were 
thinnarj being more in the nature of sheet specimens. 
With increasing rolling strain above 6af, reduction, 
the carl ty walls tend to neck down in the long itudinal direction 
ca.using the coalescence of sheets of cavities into large 
cracks in the rolling plane. ihus one or more central cavities 
form longitudinally rather than lA.terally, final fracture 
occurring by the s~ shear mechanism as before through the 
remainder of the material as in .t1gure 8.4. 
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8.3. 2 The normalised steel. 
In the normalised condition, the U.T.S.-rolling 
strain curve (figure 6.7) aga.in shows an initial rise, after 
which the U. T.S. increases linearly with strain over most at 
the range at straining, but in this case there is a small 
rallge at strain around 1.2-2 in which there is no apparent 
increase in strength, as shown by a plateau on the curve. 
'!he uniform strain curve (figure 6.7) also varies 
tram that ot the quenched and tempered steel in that atter 
the initial r!\})id tall to small values, there is a slight 
rise in the region ot atrain corresponding to the plateau 
ot the U. T.S. curve and another larger peak at high strains. 
Since this curve also sh~s the variation ot the strain 
hardening exponent n, the capacity ot the steel to undergo 
fUrther plastic strain is increasing slightly after these 
runounts of strain. 
Clough (1) and Nuttall (2) in their work on F.C.C. 
materials, related the similar plateaus in U.T.S. wlaich 
they observed in some alloys to dynaJn1c recrystillisation. 
According to Nuttall, the plateaus correspond to the appearance 
at strain tree grains and long boundaries, the rate at 
dislocat:!m t~l1ng being balanced by the rate ot dynamic 
recovery. Further increases in strength atter the platean 
are then due to dislocation tanglil'lg aDd hardening in the 
strain free areas. 
No new strain tree grains were observed in the 
present work, but the platea¥ must be caused by some t~ 
ot strain induced softening the balance w1bh the strain 
hardening in that region ot the curve, and should be evident 
as some change in the microstructure. I have endeavoured to 
set out below several changes in the Jlicrostructure which 
Are evident atter rolling str.rdns corresponding to its 
appearance which could possibly be contributing to the strain 
softening indicated by it. 
The plateau appears in the rqe ot strain where 
grain boundaries are no longer detectable. Theretore 
sottening could be due in part to the loss ot the grain 
boundary contribution to strength~. But this does not 
explain its absence in the quenched and tempered steel unless 
grain boundaries are contributing less in that c~e due to the 
carbides within them. 
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As explained in section 5.3, microbands (similar to 
those in the quenched and tempered steel) consisting of groups 
of long ce11 like structures with sharp boundaries; were 
forming at an early stage and with increasing strain were 
increasing in number and in width (the nWDber of cells across 
each band) IUld were rota.ting into the rolling plAne. 
If microscopic shearing (accompanied by local 
softening) is associated with their formation, or occurs within 
them, 1:1S seems likely fioom the serrated stress strain curves, 
then it may be that once these bands begin to dominate the 
structure, a more general deformation begins to take place 
by the snme mechanism, with MCOmpanying softening to balance 
the strain hFU'dening. That is, it may be s:!mUar to the 
behaviour suggested in the last section to explain why the 
stress strain curves become fiat at the U.T.S. The behaviour 
of the microbands is to be taken up in a more general 
discussion later. 
Al tern,l\tively, since the plateau only occurred in 
the normalised steel and the two fioee cutting steels, all 
of which contained areas of pearlite (about which nothing 
has so far been said), it is possible that a value of stress 
is reached at which the pearlite colonies begin to be broken 
up and lose their affect as a strengthening agent. This 
seems to be the most consistent explanation because, aI It 
is at these values of rolling strain that the pearlite first 
appears broken up in optical micrographs and strung out in 
the rolling direction as in figure 5.47 (note that it still 
appears undeformed in figure 5.29 atter 6C$ reduction). b/ 
The plateau does not appear in the steels that do not contain 
pearlite. c/ For each of the steels in which it does appear, 
the plateau appears at almost identical values of stress. dI 
Onee the pearlite is broken up Md strung out in the rolling 
plane, it should have little effect on further hardening as 
strain 1s increased more. 
The larger peak in the un1form strain curve is at 
the stage where the microstructure is predom1n~ ribbon 
like cells all aligned in the rol.l.1ng plane. 
It can be seen :f'r0lll the results of the :f'ractograIil1' 
that this peRk corresponds to the first appearance in the 
f'racture surface of large cracks parallel to the roll.1ng 
plane. 
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Since the uniform strain curve is also an n value 
curve, the peak represents an increase in the capacity to 
defom further and this shows in the load extension curves of 
material strained this amount as aD increase in the unstable 
extension occurring at the U.T.S. where the curves are nat. 
Since it is associated with the appearance of large 
cracks, the add! tional unst~ble strain may be caused by an 
internal necking process involving the opening of cavities 
from'ductile fracture contres' (to be discussed later) produced 
during the rolling process, and the coalescence of sheets of 
these long cavities in the rolliDg plane, sim:Uar to the large 
cracks formed at high strains in the quenChed and tempered steel. 
More strain may be accOlllllodated once the cracks are 
fonned as the rerna.in1ng material necks down internal~. 
I t should be noted th~t the pt"esence of large cracks 
parallel to the rolling plane does not seem to affect the 
strength (~t least in the rolling direction) whiCh continues 
to increase with further strain. 
'!hus the peak in the uniform strain curve can be 
seen as an indication that the fracture process has begun 
and is extending longitudina..l.q, but separation cannot occur 
because of the compressive nature of the component of the 
roll1ng stress in thickness direction. ibis also explains the 
OCCAsional longitudinal split which can occur during late 
stages of rolling. 
'!he unstable defcrma.tion at the U.T.S. during tensile 
testing can be simUar17 explained, in that the fracture 
process has begun at this stage, from maqy sub-structural 
'ductile fracture centres' produced during the rolling process, 
but these are extending longitudinel.ly without separation. 
DuctUi ty' is increased and transverse fracture delayed, until 
the stress necessgr,y for separation is supplied indirectly 
as the tr1Ulsverse stress in the neck. Final fracture occurs 
s1nd.lar17 to that described in the last section, by internal 
necking and rupture of the walls between the ca'dties opened 
up by the a.bove mechan18111 and its path may very- between normal 
to the rolling direction and stepping along a shear plane 
(s1m:Uar to figure 8.2), depending on the internal stress 
pa.ttern at each stage at its propagation. 
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8.3 •. 3 The high sulphur steel. 
the variation of the meohanioal properties with 
strain in this steel has developed into the most potential~ 
usefUl. result of this study. 
Figure 6.8 shows thn.t after an 1n1tiAl steep rise 
the U.T.S. curve is linear to rolling strains of around 
1.2 and then has a plateau, followed by another linear 
portion with Co hie;l'!.st"slope than before the plateau and a very 
large inorease in slope for strains above 3.0. 
Perhaps with a little foresight, the portion of the 
curve above the plateau would have been drawn as a oont1Duous~ 
increasing slope; but the important thing is that at high 
strains the strength of the material is increased by a faotor 
of three. 
The linear portion below the plateau has a lower 
slope than the previcus steels ~d this low rate of strain 
hardening also shows up in the lower slope of the plastic 
region of the load extension curves in the early stAges of 
straining. (figure 6.3). 
the structure at this stege shows a much lower 
proportion of miorobands thau the other steels for the same 
stra:1ns, so if as suggested earlier, the strengthening is 
dependmt of the proportion of miorob~ds in the struoture, 
this could explain the lower rate of strain hardening. 
The plateau, as has already been explained in 
section 8.2.3, could have seYeral contributing factors, but 
I believe that it is basically the breaking up of the pearlite 
colonies and the loss of their contribut1.cm to the strength. 
111e higher rate of strain hardening above the plateau 
seems from the microstructures to be at least partly due to 
the more rapid increase in the number of m1orobands (figure 5.52) 
and their inoreas~ width until they dominate the structure 
(figure 5.55) as in the aailer steels. But as the strain 
increases further, the dominating factor causing the very 
large increases in strength becomes the presence of long thin 
sheets of MnS as seen optic~ in flgure 5.4~M~ of these 
cannot be seen optiCally, being as thin as 0.1 lJDl. An example 
of this can be seen in figure 5.56. 
This appears to be a fibre strengthening effect, 
which to ~ knowledge has not been reported in the past and 
could have important practical applications. 
'lhe uniform strain curve in figure 6.8 is similar 
to the normalised steel, showing a rapid drop to low values, 
but in this case the peak corresponding to the onset of 
longitudinal frac~e, which occurred for the normalised steel 
at strains of around 2.3, is in this case occurring at quite 
low strains. 
A check back through the microstructures has 
revealed that m~ of the long sheets of MhS at this stage 
extended in length and been reduced in thickness by much 
more than could be expected from the amount of rolling strain. 
For exgmple the average thickness of the MnS particles was 
~pprox1mately 12 lJM and after a rolling reduction of 30% it 
is only around 2 pm with correspondingly large increases in 
length. This means that during a 30% reduction in thickness 
of the steel the MbS particles have been reduced b,y over 83%. 
'lhis together with the observations of Iwata and 
Ueda (214)(215) during dynamic machining experiments in the 
S.E.M. causes me to believe ~at cracks form from the MIlS 
and extend longitudinal.l.y~ while at the same time the 
rolling stress intrudes the Mns into the cracks as they 
extend. Separation does not occur because of the compressive 
components of the rolling stress (see section 8.7.2). 
The ductU1ty inceases because additional strain 
is accommodated by shearing along the crack •• , 
The slight rise in the curve at high strains is an 
indication of the longitudinal extension of smaller I ductUe 
fracture centres I which later separate to form deep cavities 
under the action of the resolved shear stress during the 
tensile tests. These then neck down during the final fracture 
process, showing up on the load extension curves as the unstable 
deformation at the U.T.S. 
'!he suppression of the cup-cone shear zones in the 
low strain fractures, indicates that even at an early stage, 
the elong~ted MnS inclusions strongly resist shearing through 
the thickness direction. !his could also have important 
practicAl applications in terms of greatly improved resistance 
to penetration by projectiles, but more work is needed to 
check this out. 
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From the tendency of the fractures to slope in 
the width direction, one gathers that the resistance to 
shearing, nfltur,uJ.y enough, is not so great in a direction 
parp~lel to the plane of the sheet like inclusions. 
At higher strains the very high resistRnce of the 
inclusions to shear::l.ng is probably the main contributing 
fa.ctor to the very high strength, since without shearing, 
the specimens cannot neck down. Th.us the stress required for 
separation of the longitudinal fractures in this clU3e comes 
o~ from the 450 resolved shear stress during the tensile test. 
But deformation in this direction is strongly resisted by 
the sheet inclusions, so the material continues to extend 
without plastiC! deformation (or the accompa.z:wing softening which 
would result), untU internl\l. necking and rapture of the small 
ca.vity walls occurs, producing a fracture which steps along 
a 
the MhS interface cracks in order to follow the 45 resolved 
Shear stress direction. 
This wood chisel shaped fracture surface 1s seen 
in figure 7.21 and the steps on the shear surface are shown 
q,t higher lIlAgniticnt10n in figure 7.22. 
8.3.4 The steel with sulphur and lead.. 
'!he trends of the mechanical property changes wi tl1 
strain in this steel were s1m:Uar to the previous one, but 
not so startling and could in general be explained in the 
same wny. 
The 1n1ti81 load extension curve (figure 6.4) showed 
the lowest slope of all, which was constant from the beginning 
of plastic deformation to the U.T.S., apart fram the small 
serrations, indicating a very low rate of strain hardening. 
This also showed in a lower slope of the U.T.S. (figure 6.9) 
curve below strains of 2. Only the faintest suggestion of 
a plateau existed at strains just below at, since as shown in 
tlgure 5.58 there is not much pearlite present in this steel. 
'!here 1s a strengthening affect at high strains, but 
not nearly IU3 large as the previous steel, the U.T.S. curve 
rema.1n1ng linear with a slope not all that much greater than 
that of the normalised steel. 
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The un:1.form strain curve shown in figure 6.9 
initially f1111s to vnlues not much above the relatively 
constant values for the remainder of the curve, so although 
additiona.l strain is accommodl:\ted by shearing along cr(~er,=s 
c au nod by rInS ~ this is not as great as when no lead is 
present. I t is oc curring however, and the sudden turnover 
of the load extension curves Cot the lim it of proportionill ty 
in unstr.ained specimens ,is probably because of such unstable,. 
shearing, in both this steel and the previous one { ee e 8. 7 • 2 - 3 ). 
There was no evidence that lead was ~esent as 
'tails' on the MhS particles as suggested by Trent(190). 
Instead the lead appeared to be present BS small, ~ost 
sub-microscopic spheres (figure 5.58). ihese h!\d the affect 
of breaking up the MIlS inclusions, so that the long sheet 
like inclusions present in the high sulphur steel are in 
this c~e fr~mented. 'Dlis can be seen at different stages 
of strain in figures 5.59 and 5.60. ille initial increase in 
strength is most likely due to dislocation t"lllgling around 
the small lead p,".l'tioles , although the fact that the curve 
becomes linear more slowly than the others SUggests that in 
this CBBe there mey be a s.Qftening associated with the MlS 
interfa.ce shearing, probably because the particles do not 
fill the cracks so well. 
In the first linear region, simUar microbands are 
forming to those in the previous steels, but they do not 
strengthen the material to the same degree. The only noticca.'ble 
difference in their structure is the thickness of the individual 
boundRries. 'When the nature of the boundaries is being 
discussed 1nter, it wil1.be seen why they are weaker and it 
will Also be shown later,that these weaker boundaries lead to 
easier dactl1e fracture initiation. 
The decreased degree ot fibre strengthening in this 
steel re1,'ltive to the high sulphur steel (when no lead is 
present) is obviously due to the fragmentation of the MnS 
stringers, resulting in a much lower resistance to shear, 
although there was still a noticeable affect, as seen by the 
partial suppression of shear zones in the low strain cup-
cone fractures and the deve10pement of neck free, wood chisel 
fractures 'l.t 4~ after high rolling strains. 
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8.).5 The steel with a fine carbide dispersiop. 
'!he variation of mechanical properties with strain 
for this steel ~e shown in figure 6.10. 
The two peaks in the uniform strain curve at strains 
up to 0.5 can be seen to occur at strains where there are 
noticeable chRllges in the fracture characteristics. It seems 
that in this case also, ductile fracture is nucleated quite 
early in the straining process at lIlat\Y sites within the . 
structure, but extended only in the longi tud1na1 direction 
because of the compressive rolling stresses. 
In the quite low strains in the region around the 
first peak, optical micrographs show a smsll number of cracks 
(figure 5.70) and the tensile tractures show the coalescence 
of deep cavities in the ro111ng plane in both the central 
region and the shear regions of the cup-cone fractures 
(figures 7.28 and 7.29). This can be explained in the same 
w~ as far the quenched and tempered steel. 
As the strain increases slightly the ductUity 
falls as the relatively small cracks concentrate the local 
stress around them into the longitudinal direction. »ds 
causes a resistance to ir~verse shearing and the tractures 
tend to be of the 450 shear type, stepping along the 
microscopic resolved shear stress direction as in the high 
sulphur steel at high str~s. 
As rolling strain increases to 0.5, the tensUe 
ductUity increases sl1ghtly again, this tbJe associated with 
the development of a neck. The transverse stresses in the 
neck cause the opening of the extended ductUe tracture 
centres into deep cavities. The cavity walls neck down and 
rupture, producing a central void which extends laterally 
and opens longitudinallJr ,to produce a double cup fracture 
as in figure 7.32. The unstable defomation results frem 
the internal ne cking process of the carl ty walls. 
By 1 ($ reduction, straight bands of tangled 
dislocations could be seen running tangentially to D1SJl1' of 
tHe carbide particles. ~ey appear to be bands where deformation 
by slip has occurred due to the stress concentrating ~fect 
of the particles. They were not the same as the microbe.nds 
of ribbon like cells described earlier, but may be the 
beginning of these. 
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Specimens rolled by th:Ls amount have very recently 
been strained in the H. V .E.M. They showed that such bands 
extend in length gradual.ly out from the particles and that 
once formed, abrupt sheering can occur along their length. 
More work is needed before this can be f'u.ll.1" understood. 
Not much work was done on this material at high 
strains, because the structure could only be produced in 
relatively thin sections and this meant very thin samples 
at high stra1ns. 
The rolling plane cracks were increasing in number 
~d in length with strain (figures 5.10-13) and I suspect 
that the unstable deformation at strains above 3.0 is caused 
by the coalescence of these cracks and that it would not be 
possible to roll this material to greater reductions without 
splitting occurring in the rolling plane. 
8.4. The affect of large strains on grain boundariep_ 
As seen in section 2.4.1 1 much work on deformation 
of polycrystslline aggregates has been based on the theory (91) 
that grains undergo the same sha.pe change as the overall 
material and that multiple slip systems are required to 
maintain continuity. ihe results of the present work however, 
support the suggestion (1 03) that while mu1 tiple slip rntJ'3' 
be occurring in some areas, the interiOl' ot the grains detorm 
in general on single or duplex slip systems and continuity is 
maintained by inhomogeneous deformation. 
While grains m.ay undergo a similar shape change 
1n1t1aJ.ly, there is with the reduction and elongation a 
tendency tor the grain boundaries which cut across the roll1Dg 
directionl to rotate about the triple points towards the rol.l1ng 
plane. Also, as strain is increased JI18t\Y ot these become 
fragmented by' shearing (f'1gures 5.21 & 5.29). 1h1s is 
associa.ted with a band structure s1m:U.ar to that .f1rst seen 
in Al (82) and recently reported in au (259) _ Above 6($ 
reduction, grain boundaries not parallel to the rolling direction 
had apparently been completely broken up, as no grain 
boundaries could be recognised as such in tJl13' of the steels. 
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One reason for the break up lI1a1' be that (as suggested 
by Nutting (263», for grains to undergo the same shape change 
as the overall material, a very large increase in surface 
area is required. This can be illustrated by a very simple 
calculation of the fractional increase in grain boundary 
area of a simple cubic grain while being reduced at constant 
volume. A plot of this increa.se against roll1ng strain is 
shown in figure 8.~ 12le conc1\lsion from this being that the 
increase in surface energy required to continue such a shape 
change at strains greater than 2 is so gpeat that the process 
becomes impossible. 
8.5 The Nature apd Behaviour of the Mlcrobands produced 
puring Defar.mation, 
8.5.1 Introduction 
As seen in chapter 5 and discussed to some extent 
wi th the structure-property relationships, microba.nds consisting 
of groups of very long ribbon like cells were formed in the 
microstructures, superimposed on the normal equiaxed cell 
structure which is farmed at relative~ low strains. 
Numerous observations of long ribbon like cells 
have been made after heavy cold working, but little if 
anything is mown a.bout their origin or behaviour during 
subsequent deformation. In current literature, many observations 
of groups of such cells and discussions of various kinds of 
shear bands are appearing, as their 1mpolftance in both the 
deformation and texture development of man;y materials is 
1ncreasing~ recognised. (3)(264)(266)(261). Similar 
behaviour to that observed in this work haa recently been 
found to occur in Copper (268) and mq therefore be common 
to many metals. 
As so little is known a.bout these bands, the 
discussion concerD1ng them will be more detailed. A sUlllll8J7 
of the observations will be made first, followed by speculation 
as to their mature, formation, behavio,," and their contribution 
to the increase in strength of the material. 
8.5.2 Summa£[ of observations 
1be microbtmds consist of groups of ribbon like 
cells the boundaries of which are generalq very sharp and 
their length is far greater than could be expected if' they 
formed by elonga.tion of the original equiaxed cell strUoture. 
1bey show in optical micrographs as llght etoh1ng 
bMds (.figure 5.21), but are very diff:l.cul t to photograph. 
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Large shearing detormation is associated with them, 
as c~ be seen by the steps they produce in grain boundaries. 
This has also been observed during straining experiments 
carried out in the H. V .E.M., but single frame analysis 6f 
videotapes has not been very successtul and it is not clear 
at this stege whether the abrupt shearing which occurs 
corresponds to the formation ot an additional cell or is 
simply rapid shearing along the boundaries. 
!he number ot m:1crobands increases with strain and 
the number of approximately constant thickness cells across 
them becomes larger, so the width increases also. 
D1£terent m:1crobands within the same grain were 
normally parallel, but sometimes there were two sets at angles 
on either side ot the rolling direction. Their angle to 
the rolling direction 'Varied from grain to grain, the average 
a 
angle to the rolling direction of 1 00 sets counted being 32 • 
They theretore appear to be torming in the sUp plane which 
is most closely oriented to the maximum shear stress. 
Their formation in slip planes was also con.f1rmed 
by the electron diffraction results, because trace analysis 
of the direction of the boundaries showed them to be mostly 
{ 11 O} planes which in the transverse sections were perpendicular 
to the to11s and occ~ional4r {211} planes. 
Electron diff'raction patterns fram the bands were 
single crystAl patterns with splitting of the spots around 
rings, 1nd1c~t1ng small rotations of the structure across 
the individual boundaries, laarger misorientations being 
acconmodated a.cross the bands in small stages in a simUar 
w~ to the transition bands described in section 2.3.3. 
Misorientations a.cross the individual boundaries were also 
apparent as displacements ot the extinction contours in 
electron micrographs. 
As strain increased, the microbands rotated into the 
rolling direction, so that atter very high strains the 
structure was dominated by broad bands of .30-40 cells parallel 
to the rolling direction. Same cell coalescence is observed 
at these high strains s1m:llar to that suggested by Langford 
and Cohen (67), presumably' in balance with .C\ reduction in 
cell thickness since the cell thickness remains approximately 
constant. 
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FrOlll the above observations one sees that there 
are many unanswered questions such as 1-
Are they shear bands? 
How do they f'arm and how do they contribute to the 
subsequent detormation? 
Do they -alwqs form on the same planes throughout 
and if so how do they form new parallel cells once they have 
rotated aw~ £ram their origingl directions? 
Wby do they cluster together? 
What is the rol:f,ot the original equiaxed struGture 
during S1lbseqwedi detormation? 
How do they contribute to the strength? 
It is clear that all these questions cannot be 
answered without a great deal of work, but speculation 011 
the answers to some of these will be given in the next tew 
sections. 
8.5.3 The Nature and Formation of the Boundaries. 
The rotation ot the d1t~ patterns suggests 
that the boundaries may be low angle tilt boundaries nmde up 
ot m~ hundreds of' edge dislocations ot the same sign. !his 
was in fllct seen to be the situation (figure 5.53) in one case; 
when a sample was observed in All orientation such that the 
slip planes were sloping through the toU. 
If one 1magines looking at such a structure in planes 
perpendicular to the toU, then it is possible that it would 
appear sharp and show small loop type contrast as in figure 
5.43. On the other hand, it is possible that the structure 
ot 5.53 tormed because of overheating in preparation, since 
Wruter and Koch (59)(76) saw similar structures in transition 
bands after a short anneal. 
While JIlUch evidence suggests that the boundaries 
have this structure, the main problem is that the glide plane 
of the dislocations in such an array- is perpendicular to the 
boundary. So while this structure allows for sidewqs motion 
of ib6~ botmdaJ"lea (l20);.Jtt)tation and even siciewqa shearing 
as in figure 5.41, it is not consistent with shearing along the 
length of the boundaries, which required the dislocations to 
be of screw orientat1on. 
These apparen~ contradictar,r facts can be reconciled 
by the following speculations as to the mechanism of formation 
of the bands. 
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Early in the straining ~cess local differences in 
stress state develops, tending to c~use local variations in 
strain in various parts of the cr,ystals and relative rotations, 
which may separately yield the overall lTlicroscopic strain and 
maintain the grain continuity. Possible mechanisms far this 
have been discussed in the excell~t paper by Dillamore at.al. 
(78) on the origin of transition bands which has been summarised 
in section 2.3.4. 
Suppose now that under the action of these local 
stresses, slip occurs and continues ( with local hardening) until 
local overstraining and fracture occurs. Cracks could propagate 
some distance (even right through grains)" with the necessary 
local strain being accommodated by a rapid shear of material 
on either side of the instantaneous crack, Which m~ then 
rapi~ heal up once this is aooomplished" ~ded by the 
compressive components of the ro111ng stress. 
An additional reason for rehealing of the cracks m~ 
be that the elMtic strain tmergy released in the shear process, 
which would noma.lly supply the surface energy to maintain or 
propagate the crack according to the Griffith theor,y (2690 is 
supplying the EVer increasing surface energy of the deforming 
grnin boundaries which is illustrated in figure 8.5. 
A relatively stable array of geometrically necesst.ll"y 
dislocations of the k1nd described above may be formed as a 
nd.smatch structure to accommodate the relative rotation of the 
two pcPrtions of the lattice which has occurred with the 
loc..u strain. Since this arrq is required to accommodate the 
rotation" it will resist deformation" remaining relatively 
straight, and as loct\! stresses again bU.ld up they will be 
concentrated in a parallel direction, causing the process to 
repeat and so produce a series of parallel ribbon l1ke portions 
of lattice which in the past have been described as elongated 
cells. 
8.i.4 SybseOSent Deformation Behayiour of the Microbnpds 
While the above explanation of the mechan18J1l of 
formation of the microbands and the nature of the boundaries 
is consistent with the observations (and if assumed correct) 
can explain most of the pecul.1ar1ties in the result chapters, 
as well as providing answers for SC>JrE of the questions in 
section 8.5.2. For example,-
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Arguments as to whether the ndorobands are shear 
bands or tr911sition bands are unneoessary I\S they are both 
being shear bands during their £ormntion and tr~sition bands 
(merely aooommodllting lattioe rotations) by the time they are 
viewed in the electron microsoope. 
The rotation into the rolling plAne oan be explained 
in terms of ~g:"aded lateral glide process (figure 8.6a), with 
dislocations at various distanoes Along the boundary gliding 
dif£erent distances as the boundgr,y rotates through the lattioe 
while remaining intllct. 'Ibis may be forced on the bands by 
geometric considera.tions during the rolling prooess (figure 8.6b), 
or mA1' be analogous to the w~ that slip planes are £orced 
to rotate into the tensile axis during a tensile test (270). 
Some points, such as how a.ddi tional pC'rtions are 
£omed once the band has rotated out o£ the slip plane !ll"e 
not yet clear, as these would have to be .formed in 8 d1.f£erent 
plane. 'lhl.s requires more work. The rotation out of the {11 O} 
slip planes however, may be a IIND8 of .• ~ldn1ng the absenoe 
o£ {110} components in the final ~exture. 
The t .aooustio measurements o£ Walker and Shaw (50) 
leading to their ndoroorack deformation mechanism (sectlon 
2.2.3) can also be explained. 
To keep more to the point, some o£ the results of . 
this project which can be explained are as f'ollows 1-
The abrupt shearing in the H.V.E.M. stra1ni ng 
experiments can be simply interpreted as looal traoture and 
re-healing • 
The relatively thick boundaries in the leaded steel 
can be explained in ternus of' small lead particles being smeared 
out along the cracks during the shearing prooess, preventing 
proper matching o£ the surface. This also accounts f'ar its 
poor mechsnic8l properties, as these weaker boundaries will 
easily open up into cavities under the action of the resolved 
shear stress during tensile tests. E.P.M.A. was tried in an 
A.E.I., EIB 4 eleotron microsoope, but without sucoess, due 
to inSU£.fioient resolution to obtain spectra .from the boundaries. 
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The absence of long microbands in the steel with a 
fine dispersion of carbides can be explained, in that even 
though local slip begins due to the concentration of slip 
by these particles, so l71lUlY' slip .. sources are operating from 
other particles nearby, that a much more general defor.mation 
can occur, with any large local b1I1ld up of stress being 
quickly relieved by deformation from nearby • sources. 
If any localised straining does continue long enough 
to cause a l'racture, the cracle is prevented fram healing by 
carbide partite within it preventing the faces from coming 
together. Hence the appearance of micro-cracks associated 
with particles in this steel, increasing in munber with strain 
and also their I\ppearance in the quenched and tempered steel 
in smaller numbers at later stages of deformation. 
In the high sulphur steel, microbands do not form at 
such an early stage as local strains are accommodated by an 
analogous process along ready made cracks at the MIlS interfaces. 
In this case they are filled with MnS as they propagate, as 
explained earlier. Mlcrobands do form ail a later stage, possib~ 
because of concentration of the stresses into a parallel 
direction by long sulphide sheets. 
8.5.5 The Contribution of the HLcrobaBds to Strengthening. 
As seen in section 8.3.1, the dominant structural 
feature contributing to a.rengtheu1ng is the increasing number 
of microbands. As little has been mown about thelll in the peat, 
little is known about their action in increasing the strength. 
Ear~ in the project, lf11' tb1nId.ng was that the 
deformation is concentrnted into bands, because some wS'T or 
another a structure is formed through which there is an easy 
shear path. The strengthening affect of the Id.crobands on the 
other hand seems to indicate that they are quite strong. 
The following idea grew !rom a suggestion by Doyle 
(271) that shear b~8 might be strong. 
If the stress is concentrated in local regions of the 
crystals 8Ild it is assUJIled that all strain is being accOlllllOdated 
where shear bands are forming, leaving the rest of the structure 
relative~ unaffected, then allowing the overall applied load 
to act only on the cross sectional area at the shear bands 
could mean that very high strengths are involved. 
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Assuming a reasonable dislocation density and therefore 
many atomic bonds alroaqy broken, perhaps the stress could 
be bu:1lding up to around half theoretical strength and causing 
a non consecutive slip (or de-cohesion) to occur in the slip 
planes, which heals again when the strain is accommodated and 
the stress relaxed as described in section & . 5.3. 
It this is so, then at later stages of straining 
when the increasing number of shear bands means that the load 
is acting on a larger cross sectional area, • larger load is 
required to build up the necessar,y local high stresses tor 
continued band formation. 
This is obviously not the only mechAnism operating, 
but superimposing this on all the norma.ll¥ suggested meohanisms 
for work hardening, could explain the dam1nRllt role that the 
increasing number ot ndcrobands seems to pl~ in increasing' 
the strength. 
A further increase in strength could be obtained at 
higher strains when the bands have rotated into the rolling 
direction (by the increasing lamination of the structure). 
The local stress around them ~ be concentrated into a 
parallel direction, increasing the resistance to shear a8 in 
the case of the long Mn8 sheets, but not so greatly, so that 
in tensiibn, the material continues to extend elastically 
untU the resolved shear stress builds up to higher levels. 
8,6 The Nucleation of DuctUe Fracture in !leformed Materials 
In comparing the mechanisms ot ductile fracture reviewed 
in section 2.8 with the fracture behaviour ot the deformed steels 
as discussed in section 8.3, there are sane obvious di.tferences 
which need explaining. 
The normal mechanism is that voids nucleate at 
inclusions or second phase partioles, grow under the action ot 
a. tensUe stress and onoe enlargec., concentrate the strain to 
the point of fracture b,y a. process ot void sheet nucleation. 
In section 8.3.1, it has been pointed out that during 
tensile testing of the strained material, the fractures showed 
conclusive evidence of extremely deep cavities even though the 
tensile strain was quite smsll and thst when the mode ot 
fracture changed, it remained basicaJty a different path of 
separation through the s~e cavities. This suggests that 
c"l.v1ties of 'ductile fracture centres I JIlUBt be produced 
during the rolling process. 
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This is also indica.ted by' the work reviewed in 
section 2.8.3 on the effects of strain histor.y which emphasises 
several points of importance:-
1 • 'Ihl'l.t deformed materials are weaker in a direction 
'across the fibre'. 
2. ibat fracture always takes place in planes that have 
undergone extensive shearing. 
3. A microcrack theor.y is strongly suggested by' 
experimental results, but not observed. 
In view of the results already discussed and the 
above suggestions from past work, I suggest that the mechanism 
of nucleation of ductile fracture 4ur1ng 'bensile tests on cold 
rolled materials, is the opening up of deep cavities in the 
rolling plane along the boundaries of microbands formed during 
rolling, under the action of the normal canponent of the 
resolved shear stress (and at a later stage, by' transverse 
stresses in tho neck). 
Physical reasons aiding the initiation of such 
cavities are:-
1 • The diff1cu1 ty of maintaining compatiblli ty during 
tensile deformation around a site that is stronger 
than its surroundings. 
2. 1he fact that the laminat'd structure, although 
strong longitudinall.y', is much weaker in the transverse 
direction. 
Depending on the changes in local stress state, the 
material between the cavities Dl81' neck longitud1nall1' so that 
they coalesce in sheets forming large cracks in the rolling 
plane, or neck down and rupture lateraJ.l.1', producing a surface 
with equiaxed cavities of considerable depth. 
In materials with small 2nd phase particles (such as 
the steel with 3. dispersion of carbides), whUe it may otten 
happen that voids form by separation at the meta! particle 
interf~ce (or by cracIc:lng of the particles), and either extend 
under the action of a tensile force or distort under the action 
of a shear stress (figure 8.1), this was not observed in this 
study. 
In deformed materials, it seems likely' that cavities 
l\l'e more often nucleated in a. s1m1lar way to the above mecbSD1slI1, 
from the bands of intense shear, which form outwards from the 
p~icles as stress is concentrated by' them during the 
de/ormation process. 
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8.7 Defamation and Fracture in the Machining Process 
8.7.1 A MOdel for PrimarY Shear 
The work reviewed in section 2.7 hAS emphasised that 
heterogeneous deformation during Machining results in a 
characteristic lamellar structure of the chip, but the mechanism 
by which this occurs is still in doubt. 
The comparison of tensile fractures of the deformed 
steels with transverse fractures of machining chips, has shown 
that the walls of cqvities opening up during tensUe testing 
to produce ductUe frtlcture bY' the mechanism described in 
section 8.6, htlve the same rippled appearance and the same 
angular lines where cavities coalesce (tigure 7.39) as the 
so called 'stretch zones t which appear in the chip tractures. 
This suggests that the stretch zones are formed by the 
coalescence of cavities formed in the material. 
Micro-cracks have MaJl1' times been suggested as a 
mechanism tor pr.1mary shear, but have not been seen except 
in quicks top sections (199) when the tool was exploclttd .,q 
tram the work. 
Also it has been shown (273) that electron 
microstructures of toils cut £rom longitudinal sections ot 
mUd steel machine ohips show the same lamellar structure 
of ribbon like cells as has been described in the present 
work atter high strains. 
Wi th I'lll this in mind, I now suggest that the 
mechanism for primary shear during mach1n6 chip fOl'!llation 
of steels is identic I'll to the localised shearing process 
described in section 8.5 during bulk deformation. 
High localised stresses in the shear plane cause 
localised overstrtdning and fracture to occur in some areas, 
allowing rapid shearing along the crack faces and relative 
rotation of the lattice to occur, at the same time relaxing 
the stress. 
1he micro-cracks iDDediately re-heal, adopting the 
same transition band structure of edge dislocation arrtIJ'S 
which has been described earlier. 
The shearing of the chip segment allows the tool to 
indent f'urther, building up the stress in a parallel shear 
plane and the process repeats itself 1n the characteristic 
stop-start manner. 
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'1h1.s is very similar to the proposal of' Walker and 
Shaw (50), but ~dds more detail to their idea that micro-cracks 
are forming and re-welding and explldns the structure of the 
chips. 
8.7.2 The Effect of MRS Additions 
Having suggested consistent mechant.sms for the 
formation of the structures and nucleation of ductile 
fracture in the bulk materials and for the machining process 
when no MnS is present, it is now possible to add more detail 
to the idea (~.1scussed in section 8.).3) that shearing ocaars 
along cracks ahean of MlS particles and to see heM this 
influences the maoh1n1ng process. 
The results suggest that the MhS particles act as 
stress rR.isers in the primary shear zone, as claimed by 
Sh~w and Rubenstien (209 )(210). This causes bands of slip 
to occur in the shear pl'llle ahead of the particles, as in the 
steel with fine carbides, only in this case the local stress 
is not rel.qxed by slip fran large numbers of nearby .oun:es 
and locAlised overstr~ng and fracture occurs, extending 
the interface cracks And allowing rapid shear of' 8 segment of 
the chip. The cra.cks are tilled with MIlS as they extend, 
in the wrq discussed earlier. 
It 40uld be pointed out here that the shearing of 
a segment of a chip is not one single shear trem a particle 
of MhS, but consists of a number of separate shears from 
particles in the shear plane, t.he areas in between 
shearing by IIlicrobsnd formstion in the same wa;r as discussed 
previously • 
Comparing the mechanism of' shearing along cracks 
caused by stress concentra~on at MnS particles, with the 
mechanism proposed f'or the case when there was no HnS present, 
it 1s seen that the two processes are very s1m1lar. 
The real benet1t of KoS inclusions during II18ch1n1 ng 
can be more eMily seen tratl the mechau1cal test results. 
If £1gure 6.7 ADd .f1gure 6.8 are cOOlPared, it is 
1JJnediately' seen thllt the peak in the UD1torm strain curve 
which occurs at a strain ot 2.3 in the normel.1sed steel curve, 
occurs at a strain ot only sbout 0.3 in the h1gh sulphur 
steel. 
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Sinoe it'· has: been, already shown that these. pe.s 
oorresPond :'t)", the onset: ot· longitud1na1:. ft'acture by the 
ooalescenoe' of" sheets of "cav1ties 1D ,th.e:roll1ng plane 
(section 8.,3), shearinS along cracks associated with Mh8 
particles must be oocurring ver.r early in the straining 
process, canpared to that along the shear band cracks 
when no HnS is present. 
'!bus, in the mach1n1ng process for a steel conteirdng 
MnS, the unstable shearing producing the oh1p segments occurs 
wi thout the need to strain the material ahead of the tool to 
such a bigh degree and the necessary cutting force is 
greatly reduced. 
8.7.3 The effect of Lead Additions 
The structures and fractogr~ showed that s1m1lar 
mechanisms of deformation occur to those in the high sulphur 
steel, the only difference being that the MaS particles becane 
fragmented and do not flll the cracks so effectively. 111e 
mechanisms occurring during the machining process can there tore 
be expected to be much the same as the previous case. 
The uniform strain curve (.f'1gure 6.9) showed a 
s1m:Uar peak at low values of strain to the high sulJilur steel 
and therefore this steel could be expeoted to be machined with 
similar low cutting torces. 
Without more work, it is difficult to pin point BJ\Y 
pa.rt1cularlJr s1gn1.f1.c~t contribution of the lead to 
machinability which would biprove it over the plain high Sulphur 
steel sut:f'1cientlJr to Warl"8Dt 1 ts inclusion, because ot the 
poorer mechanical properties ot tmT components made frail it, 
but the following factors could flJ.ve marginal additional 
reductions in cutting torces. 
1. !he strain hardening rate is the lowest ot all the 
steels tested. 
2. '!he strength is lower in the ear11' stages ot strain when 
the unstable shearing assooiated with the H2S particles 
is beginning to occur • 
.3. The lead particles a.ppear to be smeared out in the Dd.cro-
cracks preventing re-heal.1ng fran taIclng place proper17. 
ihis means thAt miorobands and MnS interfaces are weaker. 
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It also means that it stress bu1lds up again, shearing can 
continue without the Deed to re-.fracture and that ductile 
fracture 1n1 tia.t1on is easier. 
'!he easier chip break up brought about by this last point may 
also aid the lIlach1 rd ng prooess. 
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CHAPTER 9 
GEBERAJ, CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Elcer1mental Methods 
1. Because of the shape and orientation of the 
substructure, electron microstructures of moIled materials 
must be studied in foils made from sections perpendicular 
to the rolling direction and along the rolling direction. 
Rolling plane foils are conf'us:lJlg and leave the 
most importgnt features of the structare undiscovered. 
2. iIle overall changes in strength and duct1li ty 
occurring during cold rolling can be success.tull.y studied 
by compounding the results of tensile tests at various 
stages of deformation. 
F~r each of the steels studied, the variations in 
properties so shown could be explained in terms of the 
changes in microstructure observed. 
9.2 Properties and Structures 
1 • The defarmation dur1.ng :DOlllng is Jdcroscopical.l¥ 
heterogeneous. 
2. Grain boundaries become 1ncreasing~ fragmented during 
rolling and do not appear to exist as such at stra1ns 
greater than 60% reduction. 
3. In the three steels in which they existed, pearl! te 
colonies broke up at apprax1mate~ the same value of stress 
and rolling strain and their oontribution to the strength 
was lost. This was identif1ed as the reason for a plateau 
in the three corresponding U. T. S. roll.1ng strain curves. 
111e dominant microstruotural contribution to the 
increasing strength, appears to be the formation of an 
inoreasing number of m1crobands in the structure, with 
veI7 long sharp boundaries. Groups of these boundaries 
accommodate lattice rotations in small stages, Large shearing 
displacements are assooiated with them gnd with increasing 
strain they beoome broader and gradu~ rotate into the 
rolling plane. 
,. Ductile fracture is nucleated at pre-existing 
fracture Centres which form early in the deformation 
process. 
/ 
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6. 
Fractures in the deformed materials develop extremely 
deep cavities, even though the tensile strain is low and 
as the mode of fracture changes, separation remains basically 
a different path through the same cavities. 
Anomalous pe aks in the curves showing the variation 
ot uniform strain with rolling strain can be identified with 
changes in the fracture behaviour. 
7. The very a~ep change of slope in the U. T .5, rolling 
8. 
strain curve for the high sulphur steel can be explained 
in terms of a. fibre strengthening effect, A.S the MaS 
particles become strung out into very long thin sheets in 
the rolling plane. lhe strength goes up by a factor of 
three and this could be a very important strengthen1ng 
mechanism which has not previously been reported. iIle 
steel with sulphur and lead does not show this to the 
same degree, because the sulphide particles become 
fragmented. 
The steel with a fine carbide dispersion demonstrates 
that stress concentration a.t the particles occurs at very 
low stra.1ns, causing slip in bands running out fran them. 
The large m:1crobands do not form to the same extent in this 
material because slip from the large number of close 
80ureetJ operating in this wtq damps ou.t the large shears 
necessar,y for their formation. 
9.3 Spe~at1~ns 
1 • A model is proposed for the formation of the 
mlcrobands in the structure which is consistent with ill 
the observations of their nature and behaviour. I t is 
speculated that they are shear bands during their formation 
and transition bands at a later stage. lhe model involves 
the formation and re-bealing of micro-cracks, alo~ which 
large shear deformation can occur. 
An attempt is also made to account for their 
strengthening effect. 
2. Based on the pronounced affect that the detormation 
has on the fracture behaviour, a model is proposed tor 
the nucleation ot dactile fracture in the deformed 
structures and with the observed fractures. 
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3. A model is proposed for the primar,y shear process 
occurring during metal cutting, based on the observation 
that the fracture behaviour of mach1n1ng chips is the same 
as the deformed material and that deformation behaviour 
in both bulk material and machine chip formation is 
heterogeneous. 
4. A model is proposed for deformation during m~ch1ne 
chip formation when HnS inclusions are present. ihe action 
of MaS in machining is to effectively lower the cutting 
force required, by allowing deformation to occur by a 
similar mechanism at lower strains. 
S. When Pb is present in addition to MnS, the 
mechanism is still s1m1.lar. Cutting forces may or mq 
not be marginally reduced and the chips break awAy more 
eas1l7. 
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PlGURE 2 .. 1 
l.epreeatattOD or the ,.a1d nre •• at 
high stra1D rates accord.1nc to Cottrell. 
(After ~. 163) 
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FIGURE 2.2 
A typical cup-cone fracture surface showing 
an equ1axed dimple region 1D. the cen\re and 
sloping outer regions. 
(After French and Weinrich in ref. 222) 
FIGURE 2.3 
The sequence of events in the development of 
a double cup fracture surface. 
(after ref. 222) 
FIGURE 2.4 
A typical double cup fracture surface. 
(After ref. 222) 
• ~~ 
• 
. #------
c 
FIGURE 2.5 
Typical .fracture surface ot a sample which 
has ta:Ued by a shear type tensile fracture 
process. 
(Atter Nt. 222) 
fiGURE 2.6 
Two aspects of the specinlen at d1.f'terent 
stages of the duct1.le rupture (or chisel 
point fracture) process. 
(After ref. 222) 
A typical fracture surface is shown in figure 
2.7. 
FIGURE 2.7 
A typical. fracture surface ot a sample which 
has failed by a duct1le rupture process. 
(Atter ref. 222) 
27 
FIGURE 4t1 
Jetting device used in the f1n~ thinning 
of the specimens for straining within the 
electron microscope. 
fiGURE 4.2 
The sequence of operations used in the 
production of the two stage replic~s. 
FIGURE 4.3 
Solvent sti1~ used to disolve the plastic 
during the raald.ng of the two stage replicas. 
A EO 0 U 
etchea samPte 
B~ .... 
o finished replica 
PTFE holder 
-ve 
magnet ic st i rrer 
heater 
FIGURE 5.1 
Replioa of the sterting structure of the 1 st 
steel in the Quenched and Tempered condition. 
1lUD 
fiGURE 5.2 
Quenched and tempered steel after 40% 
reduction. The foU was made fr01ll a section 
transverse to the rolliDg d:1rection and 
along the length. 
O.Sum 
FIGURE 5.3 
Transverse section of the quenched and tempered 
steel after 40% reduction, whowing a group of 
elongated ~lls and grain boundar,y carbides 
in the lower right corner. 

FIGURE 5.4 
Electron diffraction pattern of the erea 
shown in P1gure 5.3 
FIGURE 5.5 
A band ot eloogated cella in the Quenched 
end tempered steel af'ter 60% reduetion 
by rolling. 
1lJm 
F.I:GURE 5.6 
Quenched and tempered steel atter 60% reduction, 
Bh~ a stepped grain boundary with elongated 
bands runn1l'ig from it. The arrow gives the 
rolling direotion. 
55 
FIGURE 5.7 
Electron diffraction pattern of the lower 
grain in figure 5.6. The foil surface is a 
{ 11 1} plane. If this is assigned (i'1) Then (1 01 ) 
is perpendicular to the foil and its trace 
is in the direction of the cell boundaries. 
FIGURE 5.8 
Rolling plane section of quenched and tempered 
steel after 80% reduction by rolling 
O.5}Jt1l 
FIGURE 5.9 
Electron diffraction pattern of the area 
shown in figure 5.8 
s-a 
FIGURE $.10 
Transverse section of quenched. and tempered 
steel attar 80% reduction_ If the fo11 surface 
is assigned (113) then the long cell boundaries 
are in the direction o£ the trace of the (211) 
slip plane. 
O.511m 
fiGURE 5.11 
Electron d.1.tfloaction pattern of the area shown 
in figure 5.10. The toU p1.ane :l.a {113} 
FIGURE 5.12 
Ro1l1.ng plana section of quenched and tempered 
steel after 98-5% reduction by rolling. 
O.5lJm 
5-11 
5-12 
FIGURE 5.13 
Rol.l1ng plane section of the quenched and tempered 
steel after 98.5% reduction by rolling. 
0.1 um 
FIGURE 5.14 
Electron diffraction pattern of the area shown 
in figure 5.13 
FIGURE 5.15 
Transverse section of quenched and tempered 
steel after 90% reduction by rolling. 
The rolllng direction is shown by the arrow. 
HIm 

FIGURE 5.16 
Transversa section of quenched and tempered 
steel after 95% r&duction by rolling. 
O.5lJm 
FIGURE 5.17a 
Electron diffraction pattern of a typical 
elongated band in the quenched and tempered 
steel after 9($, reduction. The first in a 
series showing the rotation of the diffraction 
spots as the band is traversed. 
FIGURE 5.17b 
The second 41ffraction pattern in 8 series 
taken as a typical band of elongated cells 
Was traversed. At this point the pattern has 
o 
rotated 4 from the point where the series 
was started. 
S·17a 
S·17b 
FIGURE 5.17c 
The third diffraction pattern in a series 
taken as a typical band of elongated cells 
WaS traversed. At this point the pattern haa 
o 
rota.ted 8 from the starting point. 
FIGURE 5.18 
High voltage electron miCl'ograph taken ot 
the quenched aM tempered steel after 9Q6 
reduction by rolllng. The toll is 8. tra.nsverse 
section. 
1lJlll 
FIGURE 5.19 
Transverse to rolling direction and across 
the width. (Rolling direction out of the page) 
Quenched and tempered steel after 6Q% reduction 
by roll1ng. 
1 lUll 
S·17c 
FIGURE 5.20 
Transverse section across the width of the 
quenched and tempered steel after 60% 
reduct~on b,y rolling. 
1lJIIl 
FIGURE 5.21 
Electron ~fraction pattern of the area shown 
in figure 5.20. 
F.rGURE 5.22 
Two stage replioa of etched surface of quenched 
and tempered steel after 60% reduction by 
rolling. 
5-20 
5-22 
FIGURE 5.23 
Two stage replica of quenched and tempered steel 
after 80% reduction by rolling, showing trails 
associated with the larger carbide particles. 
, O}.lm 
FIGURE 5.24 
Replica of the feature shown in figure 5.23 
shadowed at a low angle to show that they are 
cracks. 
FIGURE 5.25 
Optical micrograph of quenched and tempered 
steel after 80% reduction by rolling. 
10 }.1m 
5-25 
FIGURE 5.26 
Phase contrast optical micrograph or quenched 
and tempered steel after 60% reduction by 
rolling 
FIGURE 5.27 
Normalised steel. Optical micrograph after 1 C$ 
reduction by rolling, showing light etching 
bands and steps in the grain boundaries. 
5~m 
FIGURE 5.28 
Optical micrograph or the normal1sed steel 
showing the typical shape of the grains after 
30% reduction by rolling. 
• 
, 
, 
f 
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P'IGURE 5.29 
Optical micrograph of tl.OnIlal.1sed steel after 
60% reduction by' rulling, showing the 
fragmentation of grain boundaries by .shear 
associated with the band structure. 
Jl'IGURE 5.30 
The average angle wi thin the grains subtend1ng-
the roll.ing direction plotted against rolling 
stra.1n. 
fiGURE 5.31 
Photo emission electron micrograph of the 
normalised steel atter 60% reduction by rolling. 
'OlJm 
% Reduction 
12~o?-__ 1.0 __ ~~O ____ 3~O~ __ ~4~0 ______________ 6~0 
Grain corner angle subtending 
rolling direction 
Vs 
Strain 
0-1 0-2 8-3 0·4 005 H 0-7 0.. O-g 
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Fmlru; 5.32-
Dislocation dipoles, jogged dislocetions and 
vacancy loops in the norlllBllsed steel after 
2% reduction by rolling 
FmURE 5.33 
Same sample as 5.33 showing some dislocations 
eluste~ to torm the beginning of a cell 
wall 
1 Pm 
FIGURE 5.34 
Normalised steel after 5% reduction b.r rolling 
showing relatively b=G~Q ' cell walls. 
1lJm 

FIGURE 5.35 
NarmallBed steel after 10% reduction b:r 
rolllng, showing region where deformation 18 
only light. 
F.I:GURE 5.36 
Another region in the Bal1lPle of figure 5.35 
showing typical grain boundaries aDd the 
slightly sharper cell walls. 
FIGURE 5.37 
Normalised steel atter 1 CJI, reduction aa in 
figures 5.35 and 5.36 showing a group or 
parallel, straight boundaries. 'lb.e plsne 
of the foll is close to (011) and the 
boundaries are in the direction of the trace 
of the (Oi 1 ) plane dich is almost perpendicular 
to the foil furtace. 

F!GURE 5.36 
Normalised steel after 1 ctJ, reduction, showing 
another area s1m:Uar to figure 5.37. The 
boundaries 1n this CaBe are shown up by the 
large displacement of the extinction contour 
along them. The foU surface is again near to 
(11qand the trace direction of a perpendicular 
{ 11 O} plane is in the direction of the boundaries. 
1 lim 
FIDURE 5.39 
Extinction contours which became displaced 
along a boundary very -'l'UPtl!, during an 
in situ stra:1n1.ng experiment within the 
100 kV electron microscope. In this case the 
foll plane is (21 2) and the boundary is in 
the same direction as the trace of the ( 011 ) 
plane 
FIGURE 5.40 
A region of more complex deformation near a 
grain boundary after 20% reduction Qy rolling. 
1 lim 
5-38 
5-40 
FIGURE 5.41 
Normalised steel after 60% reduction b.r rolling 
sharing the sideways ctl.splacement of a well 
established band when intersected by a more 
recent~ formed one. If the fo11 is assigned 
the indices (111) then the " yoad band and the 
narrower band can be shown to be in the 
directions of the traces of (110) and (011) 
planes. 
F.I:GURE 5.42 
Normalised steel after 50% reduction showing 
the displacement of bend contours at the 
straigh t boundaries. 
1 ~m 
FIGURE 5.43 
Normalised steel after 90% reduction, taken 
during an in 8i tu stra1n1ng experiment. 
1 ~m 
, .-.. 
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F.rGURE 5.44 
Optical micrograph ot high sulphur steel 
after 10'$ reduct'1on in th1clmesB by roll:1ng. 
40 liM 
FIGURE 5.92 
Eigh sul.phur steel attar 30% reduction. in 
thicmess. Optical m1erosrapb in the 
UDetched cond.1Uon. 
40 \Jill 
PIGURE 5,46 
Unetbhed optioal micrograph at the high sulphur 
steel atter 95% ro111ng reduction. 
40 liM 
• 
5-46 
lI'IGURE 5.47 
As for 5.46 after etching. High sulphur 
steel after 95% rolling reduction. 
10 lJ m 
PIGURE 5.48 
High sulphur steel after 1 010 rolling reduction. 
Transmission electron micrograph of a foil 
!:rom a S0ct:1on perpendicular to the rolling 
plane and paraJ.lel to the rolling direct:1on. 
0.5 lJ m 
FIGURE 5.49 
Transmission electron micrograph of high 
sulphur steel after 40% rolling reduction. 
1 lJ In 

EI:GURE 5.50 
High sulphur steel after 4afo rolling reduction. 
Transmission electron micrograph of foil 
perpendicular to the roll1ng plane and 
parallel to the ro111ng direction. 
1pm 
FIGURE 5.51 
Electron diffraction pattern of the area 
shown in figure 5.50. 
FIGURE 5.52 
Transmission electron micrograph of the high 
sulphur steel after 60% ro111ng reduction. 
, llm 
5-50 
FIGURE 5.53 
Transmission electron micrograph of the high 
sulphur steel after 40% rol.l:1rlg reduction. If 
the foil surface is assigned the indices (113), 
the direction of the bands of dislocations 1s 
[ 11 0] and possible slip planes with traces in 
this direction are (fro) which 1s 65°to the foU 
surface and (;12) which 1s 600 to the foU 
sur.tace. 
0.5 lim 
fiGURE 5.54 
Electron diffraction pattern taken across a 
single band in fig. 5.53 the foil surface 
is (113). 
FIGtmE 5.$5 
High sulphur steel after 85% rolling reduction. 
The foU is a:a1n transverse to the roJJ1ng 
direction. 
1 lim 
5-55 
FIGURE 5.56 
Long thin manganese sulphide particle, as 
commonly Been in the high sulphur steel at 
high straw. This sample had undergone a 
rolling reduction of 85%. 
1 ).1m 
FIGURE 5.57 
The same manganese sulphide particle as in 
fig. 5.56 after stra1n1ng in the electron 
microscope • 
n:GURE 5.58 
Optical. ndcrograph of the steel containing 
sulphur and lead, showing cracJd.ng ot the 
sulphide-ferrite interface. This sample had 
not undergone ~ rolling. 
40 lim 
5-56 
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~GURE 5.5,2 
Unetched micrograph of the steel with 
sulphw- and lead after 40;6 roll1ng 
reduction. 
40 11m 
FIGURE $.60 
Unetched micrograph of the steel containing 
sulphur and Ie ad atter 60% reduction by 
rolling. 
40 ]JJIl 
F.I:~URE 5.61 
11lcrograph of the steel containing sulphur 
and lead when etched, after a rolling reduction 
of 90%. 
10 \J m 
- 5-60 
EfGURE 5.62 
The steel contaLJing sulphur and le~d after 
a rolling reduction of 1 (1$. Transmission 
electron micrograph from a foil cut 
perpendicu1.nr to the rolling plane and along 
the ro111ng direction. 
1 1l m 
FIGURE 5.63 
The steel with sulphur and lead after a 
rolling reduction of 10% as for fig. 5.62 
1 llm 
FIGURE 5.64 
Transrrdssion electron rrdcrograph of the sulphur 
plus Ieed steel after a rolling reduction of 
60%. The section is again perpendicular to 
the rolling plane and along the rolling direction. 
0.5 llm 

FIGURE 5.65 
Electron diffraction pattern of the sr&a 
shown in rigure 5.65. 
FIGURE 5.66 
!he sulphur plus lead steel af'ter 85% 
reduction by ro111ng. Transm1ssion electron 
micrograph of a foll perpendicular to the 
rolllng plane and along the rol.11ng 
direction. 
1 lim 
FIGURE 5,67 
Optical micrograph of the steel which was 
heat treated to a structure of fine carbide 
particles in a ferrite l'Il8.trix. 'Ibis micrograph 
was taken in the as heat treated condition. 
40 lim 
5-65 
5-67 
If.GURE 5.6~ 
Transmission electron micrograph of th~ 
structure shown in fig. 5.67. This is +.~ <', 
strl:.ct\U'e before exry rolling strain ha.s 
been imposed. 
1 11 m 
FIGURE 5.69 
The steel containing fine carbide pa.r~cles 
after a. rolling red~ction of 5%. Transmission 
electron mlcr08l'aph of a foil cut perpendicular 
to the rolling plane and along the rolling 
direction. 
FIGURE $.70 
Optical micrograph of a transverse section of 
the steel conta.1n1ng fine carbide particles 
after a roll1ng reductiOn of 1 C1fo. 
40 lim 
5-70 
FIGURE 5.71 
Optical micrograph of a transverse seotion 
of the steel containing fine oarbide 
particles after a rolling reduction of 60%. 
40 \.1m 
FIGURE 5.72 
Transmission eleotron micrograph of a replica 
taken from a transverse section of the steel 
conta1 ning fine carnide particles after a 
rolling reduct~on of 80%. 
10 \.1m 
FIGURE 5.73 
Scanning electron micrograph of a transverse 
sectwn of the steel cm:na1n1ng fine carbide 
particles atter a ro1l1Dg reduct~on ot 60% 
10 \.I m 
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FmURE 5.74 
Transmission electron micrograph of a 
transverse section of the steel containing 
fine carbide particles after a ro1l1ng 
reduction of 1 rtJ, 
FIGURE 5.75 
As for fig. 5.74 after a rolling reduction 
of 4Qt 
1 lJ m 
fiGURE 5.76 
As far fig. 5.74 after a rolling reduction 
of 6afo 
1 lJ In 
5-74 
FIGURE 5.77 
Transmission electron nd.crograph of a 
transverse section of the steel conta1n1ng 
fine particles after a roll1ng reduction of 40%. 
0.5 lJ m 
FIGURE 5.78 
Electron d1.ff"raction pattern of the area shown 
in fig. 5.77. The foU orientation is (001) 
and the trace of the boundary in fig. 5 -.17 
is [1 1 OJ ' mak1 ng the boundary either (1 f2) 
or (;12). 
_ 5-77 
FIGURE 6.1 
A selection of the load extension curves for 
the steel (EN 8) in the quenched and tempered 
condition, showing the variation as rolling 
str~ 1s increased. 
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FIGURE 6.2 
A selection of load extension curves showing 
the v~iation with rolling strain for the 
steel (EN 8) tested in the normalised 
condition. 
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FIGURE 6.3 
A selection of load extension curves showing 
the variation with rolling strain for the 
high sulphur steel. 
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FIGURE 6.4 
A selection ot load extension curves showing 
the v'\t"i~tion with rolling strR1n for the 
steel containing sulphur '\lld lead. 
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FIGURE 6.5 
A selection of load extension curves showing 
the variation with rolling strain for the 
steel (m 3B) heat treated to give a structure 
of fine carbide particles in a fe~ite matrix. 
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FmORE 6.6 
1he var1atlO1'l in U.T.S. ADd in unitol"lll strain & 
IU 
with 1ncreasiDg roll.1nc strdn tor the steel 
(m 8) in the quenched and tempered 
condition. 
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FIGURE 6.7 
The variation in U. T.S. and in uniform strain £: 
u 
with increasing rolling strain for the steel 
(EN 8) in the normalised condition. 
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FIGURE 6.8 
The variation in U.T.S. and in uniform strRin £u 
with increasing rolling strain for the high 
sulphur steel. 
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FIGURE 6.9 
The v~i~tion in U.T.S. and in uniform strAin £ 
u 
with increasing rolling strain tor the steel 
contAining sulphur .~ lead ~ddit1ons. 
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FIGURE 6.10 
The varin.tion in U. T • S. and in uniform strain & 
u 
with increasing rolling strain for the steel 
(EN 3B) heat treated to give a. structure of 
fine carbide particles in a ferrite matrix. 
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FIGURE 6.1' 
Plots of log stress Vs log strn±n ~ter 
vArious rolling str~s far the steel 
(Ell 8) in the norm.9.lised condition. 
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FIGURE 6,12 
~e var1~t1on in strain h'3l"dening exponent n 
with rolling str~ far the norm~1sed steel 
(m 8), as detem1ned from the slope of the 
curves in f'1gure 6.11. 
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FIGURE 6.13 
The variation in strength coeffioient k with 
rolling strain for the normalised steel (EN 8) , 
obtained frcm the curves of figure 6.11 by 
extrapo1ation. 
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FIGURE 7.1 
~aotured tensile specimen of the Quenched 
and tempered steel after 45% rolling strain • 
1 mIll 
FIGURE 7.?,. 
Equiaxed cavities in the central region 
of' the specimen shown in f'ig\U'e 7.1 . 
20 pm 
fiGURE 7.3 
The structure of the sloping shear zones 
of the specimen shown in figure 7.1 • 
20 llm 

FIGURE 7.4 
Fractured tensile specimen of the quenched 
and tempered steel after 60% rolling strain. 
400 lJm 
FIGURE 7.5 
The central region of the specimen shown 
in figure 7.4. 
20 lJm 
fiGURE 7.6 
111e sloping shear face of the specimen 
shown in figure 7.4. 
20 lJm 
, . 
I 
.-.. , 
FIGURE 7.7 
Cavltles,in the central zone of a double 
cup fracture,coalescing into cracks. 
This specimen of the quenched and tempered 
steel has undergone reduction by rolling. 
40 lIIl 
FIGURE 7.8 
Fractured tensile specimen of the quenched 
and tempered steel after 80% rolling 
reduction, showing a large crack parallel 
to the rolling direction. 
200 ii m 
FIGURE 7.9 
l'he structure of the surface of the crack 
shown in figure 7.8. 
20 llm 

FIGURE 7.10 
'1he fracture SUl"i"ace of a tensile specimen 
of the normalised steel which had undergone 
6o'j6 %""C<Iuotion by rolling. 
1 00 lJM 
FIGURE 7.11 
After 80% rolling reduction, the normalised 
steel fractures showed only elongated shear 
dimples. 
40 }ml 
FIGURE 7.12 
A specimen of the normalised steel after 
80% rolling reduction rshowing shear fractures 
on intersecting planes. 
1 mm 

UOURE 7,13 
Steps on the fracture surface of a specimen 
of the normalised steel after 90% rolling 
reduction. 
100 ~m 
FIGURE 7.14 
Another specimen of the normalised steel 
after 90% rolling reduction/showing 
intersecting shear fractures, 
200 ~ 
FIGURE 7.15 
The structure of the crack faces shown in 
figures 7.14 FU1d 7.1 5 . 
40 ~m 

FIGURE 7.16 
A taper section of the fra.cture surface 
shown in figure 7.13, made in order to 
relate the cracks to features in the 
etched microstructure. 
1 0 ~m 
FIGURE 7.17 
Another area of the taper section 
through the fracture surface of the 
normalised steel specimen after 90% 
rolling reduction. In this case the depth 
of the equiaxed carl ties c an be clearly 
seen. 
10 lJm 
FIGURE 7.18 
The general structure of the fracture 
surface of a high sulphur steel tensile 
specimen after 10% rolling reduction. 
10 ~ m 

FIGURE 7.19 
Another specimen of the high sulphur steel 
after a rolling reduction of 10%. In this 
case the fracture surface sloped at about 
300 across the width of the tensile specimen. 
40 llm 
FIGURE 7.20 
!he structure of the shear zones in the 
outer regions of the fracture surface of 
tensile specimens of the high sulphur steel 
after 60% rolling reduction. 
40 llm 
FIGURE 7 . 21 
A general view o£ the 450 shear fracture 
surface of specimens of the high sulphur 
steel which had undergone 90% reduction 
by rolling. 
400 llm 

fiGURE 7.22 
An enlarged view of the 9C1l> reduoad high 
sulphur steel specimen shown in figure 
7.21 • 
40 lJ m 
fiGURE 7.23 
A shear zone in the .fracture surf'ace of' 
~ tensile specimen of' the steel containing 
sulphur ~d lead. This particular specimen 
h R.s undergone a rolling reduction of 40% • 
20 llm 
FIGURE 7.24 
The central region of' the fracture surf'ace 
of a specimen of' the steel with sulphur and 
lead After only a smAll rolling reduction. 
10 lJm 
__ ---'7-22 
FIGURE 7.2$ 
Shear fracture surface in the steel 
containing sulphur and lead after 90% 
rolling reduction. 
20 II m 
FIGURE 7.26 
The central region of a cup-cone fracture 
surface in an as heat treated specimen of 
the steel with ~ fine dispersion of carbides. 
20 llm 
fiGURE 7.27 
The shear faces of the cup-cone fracture 
surface shown in figure 7.26 • 
10 llm 

FIGURE 7.28 
The steel with ~ fine dispersion of carbides 
after a rolling reduction of 5%, showing 
coalescence of cAvities in the central 
region of the cup-cone fracture. 
J'IGURE 7 .29 
Coalescence of the cavities in the shear 
zone of the i'racture shown in figure 7.28. 
10 lJm 
FIGURE 7.30 
General view of fracture surface of the 
steel with ~ fine dispersion of carbides, 
after a rolling reduction of 20%. 
1 mm 

FIGURE 7.31 
Tl1e shear surface of the fracture shown 
in figure 7.30. 
40 lJm 
FIGURE 7.32 
A fracture surface in the steel with a fine 
carbide dispersion,broken in tension after 
a rolling reduction of 40%. 
1 00 lllll 
FIGURE 7.33 
CoAlesced cavities in the centre of the 
double cup fracture surface shown in figure 
7.33. 
20 '\.1m 

FIGURE 7.34 
A typical non cleavage region of the 
fracture surface of ~ machining chip, 
from the normalised steel in the as 
heat treated condition. The chip has 
been fr~ctured at liquid nitrogen 
temperature. 
20 lJ m 
FIGURE 7.35 
A region of the fracture surfA.ce of P. 
machining chip from the high sulphur 
steel,p~ter fracturing at liquid 
nitrogen temperature. 
FIGURE 7 . )6 
A typical region of fracture surface of 
a machining chip from the steel with a 
fine carbide dispersion ,after fracturing 
it ~t liquid nitrogen temperature. 
40 lJ m 
7-34 
7-36 
FIGURE 7.37 
Cavities n~ound manganese sulphide particles 
in the centre of fl. cup-cone fr'l.cture of the 
high sulphur steel after 10% rolling 
reduction. 
20 ~m 
FIGURE 7.38 
A tensile fr~cture,with fl. shear component 
Rcross the width of the specimen,in the 
high sulphur steel 9i'ter 30% rolling 
reduction. 
20 lJm 
FIGURE 7.39 
A view down q sloping she~r fRce of a 
tensile frqcture, ll'l the quenched and 
tempered steel n1ter 60% reduction by 
rolling. 
1 0 ~ m 
.... _ 7·38 
FIGURE 7.40 
A portion of the fracture surface of a 
high sulphur steel machining chip, which 
appears to be covered with a thin lAYer 
of m~~ese sulphide . 
10 ~m 
FIGURE 7.41 
1he front surface of a l athe turning from 
the high sulphur steel, which hAP been 
deeply etched in 20% nitric acid in 
~cohol to reveal thin particles of 
m~ganese sulphide in the shear planes. 
1 0 ~m 

Ferri\fite _ .matrix_ bf the 
. I I I 
higll su'phur steel 
o FNeNaMgAI Si P S CI A K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge 
Kcx lines 
Fig. 7-42 
., I I " S h · , h- , f '! f , tretc zone_.ln.a jc Ip .r8Cture sur ace 
of! the high s~lphur steel 
o FNeNaMgAI Si P S CI A K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co NI Ge 
Kcx lines 
Fig. 7-43 
Sheari surface_ i _n~_ a tensi!le ftact~re 
of the high sulphur steel' after 95~o 
reductioriby rolHng 
o FNeNaMgAI Si P S CI A K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni ;u Zn Ga Ge 
Kcx lines 
Fig- 7-4 
S MnFe 
Kcx lines 
"~tretch !zon~·~iri. a ~hip lfra~tur~ surface 
of t ·he ·steel with sul~hur , a lead · 
Pb 
Lex 
Fig. 7-45 
MnS particle in the 
steel with 5 & Pb 
o FNeNaMgAI Si P S CI A K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge 
Kcx lines 
Fig- 7-46 
FIGUEE 8.1 
Schematic view of the normal expllll1A.tion 
of the form~tion of 'elongated dimples' 
on A. shear fracture surfllce. 
(After Backofen(262) ) 
FIGURE 8. 2 
Diagram showing the difference between the 
central region of ~ cup cone fracture and 
the sloping shear regions, in the quenched 
anG tempered steel tested in tension after 
moderate rolling strains. A central void 
extending in the direction of the arrow by 
rupture of ct\vi ty walls, suffers a change of 
direction when the defo~.tion becomes 
concentrated into shear planes and appears 
to step longitudinRlly along the cavities. 
a OOD~a 
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Figure 8-1 b///// 
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Figure 8-2 
• 
FIGURE B.3 
The double cup mech3.Ilism of feilure in 
the quenched and tempered steel tested 
after r olling strains of 60-BO% reduction,which 
nhOTIGthe opening up of Il central void. 
Before this extends very far laterA~ly, the 
i'r'1.cture breaks out in /J. 45° shear pl-9lle. 
" 
The central void surface and the shear 
surface both show the same deep cavities 
as the earlier fractures. 
FIGURE 8.4 
In the above steel after rolling strains 
l.boye Bo% reduction, one or more large 
crGcks form in the rolling plane by the 
co~escence of sheets of oavities. Final 
fracture is by shear through the remaining 
material in a 450 plane. The shear sur£ace 
exhibits the same deep cavities as the 
earlier fractures and has the same stepped 
appearance . 
Figure 8-3 
Figure 8-4 
nGURE 8.5 
1he variation with strain of the fractional 
chAnge in surface area of a cubic grain which 
is deformed at constant volume. 
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FIGURE 8.6 
Possible mechanism by which the microbands 
can rotate into the rolling plane. 
rJ/ A graded glide mechanism ot an e:rrrry 
ot edge dislocations. 
b/ A representa.tion of the wtq in which 
the rotation llU:W be forced on the bRllds 
by the na.ture of the rolling process. 
Fig. 8-6a 
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